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He had a penetration, an understanding, combined with this was the very

remarkable ability as a writer. He had been a teacher in rhetoric, as a writer

and a speaker he was able to present his thoughts in potent language which were

effective both to the church leaders and to the rank and file. And the result

was that this influence came to spread through all the Christian world to a

very large extent during his lifetime. And after his deathit continued

to be one of the greatest influences and has been up to this day. And there are

those who consider Luther and Calvin as being merely men who revised the

teachings of St. Aug. And it is true that there is a very very large amount H

of it in the stress of Luther and Calvin which had been always given, xt by

St. Aug. and very strongly stressed by1m. Though there are points whic1I1.

believed in and stressed, which they v*Irongly refused. And, of course, it

is also true that in the Roman Catholic ehueh there are tendencies and develop

nts which we repudiate, which Aug. gave a big push forward to; and certain

of his ideas have had a great deal of influence with them in pushing them in

the direction in which they have gone. So that I do not think that we would

consider him altogether consistent with our dieas, and yet not so very

inconsistent. That is, the ideas were on different areas, certain areas of

ideas, which the Roman CathoXlics have taken, certain areas we have

taken. We think that there is an inner contradiction between the two, but d

not nearly so graat and so obvious as it would have been in any one particular

area. But in each area he is quite consistent.

(question) I would say that the great bulk of his theology is accepted

by Roman Catholics and by the protestants, but there are certain of his most

stressed emphases, which the Roman Catholic church has more or less ofilcially

claimed to hold to, and yet tkux it has, in various ways, pushed aside and

actually does not fall at all. And there have ben groups, within the last

four centureis, in the Roman Catholic Church, which have followed these

emphases, which were the emphases of Luther and Calvin, taken directly from

t7X Aug., and which have been rR!x1tr repudiated for their emphases, by% the

Roman Catholic church and strongly persecuted for their emphases, but they have
V -- i
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never been clazmed to be persecuted, the church has neverc1aimed to be persecute

for following suchthings and say that they were misinterpreting it. UThey

would not admit that Aug. was wrong on some of these things.

(question) Well, the Arminlan controversy did not come until much later,

it was the Pelagian controversy. And we lvii go into that rather at a length.

But the Roman Catholic Church has hx not held to a position on this in

actuality. Bit they have never admitted different&s. That is, they will claim

that he is misunderstood, rather than claim a differente from him. But some

of those groups within their church, which have adopted these ideas, have

claimed to take them from him. And it seems to us that they are, very

definitely. Tk We don't say that we agree with the way they are tacen.

Well, Aug. is a man of such very great influence and such great importance

that I would like to read you one or two quotations of how x highly people

have regarded him. Schaff's Church History has a very good section on him, and

it speaks as follows of his conessions. The Confessions, which he wrote in the'

forty-fourth year of his life still xrx burning in the ardor of his first love,

are full of the fire and unction of the Holy Ghost. They are sublime effusion,

which Aug. like David in the 51st Psalm, confesses to God in view of his own

and succeeding generations without reserve the sins of his youth, and they are

at the same time a hymn of praise to the grace of God which set him out of

darkness into light and called him to service in the kingdom of Christ. Here

we see the great church teacher of all time, prostrate in the dust, conversing

with God, basking in His love, his readers hovering wrxxatax beforehim,

only as a shadovL. He puts away from himself all honor, all greatness, all

beauty and lays them gratefully at the feet of the All-merciful. The reader

feels at every hand that Christianity is no dream or allusion, but truth and

light, and he is carried along in adoration of the wonderful grace of God.

That is a very strong statement of praise, on Schaff's part, for this book

called the Confessions of St. Augustine, which he wrote before the end of

the century which we are now at studying. He wrote it in 398, when he was 44

years of age. J 'e part of his life which is greatest in importance
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for Church History comes after this point, in the next century. But if he had

done nothing else, than to write the Confessions, he would be remembered as

one of the great characters of the ancient church. Even during his lifetime,

editions of them were p bushed, all over the Christian world, and since his

time they have been !xtt±x published over and over again, and translated into

many different atxgxxgx languages. Z

Just to give an idea of how much they have been repeated, tkx in the

years between 111.75, about when printing began, and 1776, there r were a

multitude of separate editions, zxdx of Aug. confessions, in Latin, Italian,

Spanish, Portugese, French, English, and German, in tk±x those three hundred

years before the American Declaration of Independence. And since that time

there have been a number of new edition,s and new translations, into various

languages. Schaff says that the historical part of these confessions, to the

tenth book, is one of the devotional classics of all three, and second in popu

larity only to the Imitation of Christ by Thomas Akempis, and Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress. He says, certainly no autobiography is superior to it in true

humility and spiritual depth and universal interest.

Well Aig, then, in these Confessions, gives a picture which is addressed to
for

God, praising God to his goodness to Aug. and bringing him through the

experiences he had, and leading him to a full knowidege of the grace of God,

and confessing his sins and errors along the way, and his t±xtigx describing

the various events in his life in considerable detail. They are for us today

used to our tab1id type of reading, some of it is a little slow, but not

compared to most writings of antiquity. But along with the exhoratations and

the prayers, the statements of adoration of God with which they are filled, there

is a great deal of very interesting narrative, accoutns of his experiences,

woth other people, and of his soul searchings, his thinking about various

subjects. Of how he came to it until he was finally converted. His story of

his conversion is quite a dramatic one, I of course read a summary of it in

Foakes-Jackson. As you know he was a north African, went to Rome to study,

and then taught in the land. And ofcourse, you know who the great teacher was
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Milan
the great Christian leader, under whom he was converted in tkxtj, and who

had such a great influence upon him. In fact, it was tiax claimed later that

s'me of the great hymns had been originally sand epiphany by Ambrose and Aug.

together one /after the other, there when he was just a young Christian.

Whether there is anything to that, of course, we have no way of knowing.
Milan

But he went through those stirring experiences, in tkxtai, when Ambrose

was opposing the zmprmx efforts to have an Arian church established in Milan.

And all of these things had a very deep affect upon him. In his own lifetime,

he was a gxt great letter-writer, and people would write and ask his opinion

on the most diverse questions. And he would wx write and go into them,

and he would look at them from different viewpoints, and give his answer,
picture

and his letters give as a wonderful ptxtr of situations in his day and of

his ideas as he related them all to his understailing of attx Christianity.

He wro te other books which were just as respected as hs confessions, his

influence is one of the greatest influences in ''hristian history.

(questLon) His hearing of the sermons of Ambrose and seeing Ambrose' life

was a big fact 'r in his conversion. Whether, humanly speaking, it would
certainly

have occurred without that, we can't say. That that alone did it,. is tait*xx

not true. There were other xz very important factors, which entered in.

Well,, now, I think beyond that which you have read, and these words

axtkx about the confessions, and the brief reference to his early life,

I think that we will leave now until we get into the next century. His

early life had an influence on the church, but it was in the next century when

he was active as a bishop, as an organizer, as a director, as a writer, and

he carried on acitivities which in the last five or ten years of ktKxxextKxXx

this century were imiwtant , but which became far moreimportant in tie

succeeding years. And so we will keep fthrther consideration until the

ft±tx fifth wtt century.

I, St. John Crza4a&tiim. We ka must include Cys. in our ut1ine, x

because he is a character of great ability and outstnading influence and

because his experience, here, gives us a picutr'e of how the church, how things



were developing. I think it gives an interesting idea of why the church of

Rome was able to go ahead and to receive quite the pL'ominience it did, to see

what happened to this godly bishop of CpnstantLnople. xt±ptx

Constaninople was new R-me, it was the fifth time a city of even greater wealth

than Rome. A city of even pehaps g greater influence now, although it didn't

have the k1stx history of course. It was only fifty years old. It had

been followed by Constanine. But it was the great city of thexxp±rxx empire.

But the bishop of this city was overshadowed by the emperor, who was right in

the ux same city. And who, being L'ight in the same city, was apt to take

a constant interest in what the bishop was doing, and what attitude the

bishop was taking. And was apt to insist upon his own views and his own attitud

The emperor, in the last five years of the fourth gtt century, and the

flztx first few years of the fifth, Arcadia, whose wife took such a distaSte

to Crys. and was the cause of Crys. ' misery, this emperor/ live d with the

most extreme marks of putting him above everybody else. I will just read you

a few words which Schaff quotes from a contemporary writer. He sayd, when

Arcadius condescended to reveal to the public the majesty of his sovereignty,

he was preceeded by a vast multitude of attendants, dukes, tribunes, civil

and military officers, their horses glittering with golden ornaments, with

±ti.x shields of gold set with precious stones, and with golden lances.

They procalimed the coming of the mperor, and commanded the ignoble crowd to

clear the txtx streets for uim. (end of record)

Record 124

Distingusihed by shields with f golden vases set round with golden eyes.

And white mules with gilded trappings. The chariot was xux set with precious

stones, and gtx golden fans vibrated with the movement and ttx cooled the

air. The multitude txxtx contemplated of this as the snow white x*t

cushions and the silken carpeting with dragons inwoven upon rich colors,

those who were fortunate enough to catch a glimpse of theemperor beheld his

ears loaded with golden rings, his arms with golden chains, his diadem set with

gems. His purple robes, which with the diadem were reserved t±rx for the
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emperor. In all tk±x their sutures, and 'endered with precious stones,

the wondering people on the return to their homes could talk of nothing but

tie splendor of the spectacle. The Lobes, the mkx mules, the carpets, the

silent splendor of the jewels. On his return to his palace, the emperor wtax

walked on gold. Ships were employed with the express purpose of bring gold dust

from remote provinces, which was strewn by the t±t officious care of the

host of attendants, so that the emperor rarely set his foot upon the bare

pavement.

Well, now, this just gives an idea of the tremendous way in which the

emperor was exalted in Constantinople, wkxix Well, now the bishop, in the same

time, might be a great leader and an important man, as Crvs. was, but if the

emperor's wife took a distaste to him, it could brring about his downfall.

The pope of Rome, be it said to his credit, at this time, in his disgust at

the way the emperor treated Crys. xrxx broke off all relations with the

church of Constatniople and with all eastern churches which agreed with what

had been done to Crys. And it was fifteen years or more before rz±ttx

relations were reestablished with them. And by that time Crys. had died in

exile, had been reestablished in memory of the great leader f the church, and

his name put up in monuments in the trx eastern church. But the ,x bishop

of Rome was not overshadowed by a great dignitary in the same town.
history

He was the outstanding figure in old Rome, the city with the greatest k±trx

of the empire, and one of the two or three

wealthiest cities in the empire. But Constatniople, though the bishop of

Const., who would logically have become one of the most important men in the

empire, he was so overshadowed by the prestige of the emperor, and worse than

that, by the interference of the emperor, from time ti to time, that it meant that

it gave the bishop of Rome a tremendous advahtage, in comparison. Now that is

one of the great reasons for our being fully aware of the tragic titx history

of St. Crys., one of the real Christians, and one of the great Christian

leaders. One of the great fine influences, one of the great Christian speakers,

and a man who in his life showed patience and humility and forebearacne and
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to a remarkable extent.

But the way he was treated by the emperor, simply showed the difficulty

for the church in the eastern empire. It was not concluded by anyone as a perse

cution of the church, simply of the man. Another man who was archbishop, a man

who the emperor chose with all the prestige which the emperor could give

him, and it wazxt did not purge the church like the persecutions under the

days when Christianity was the prescribed religion had txx come. But it

did make it difficult for good leadership, and for leadership to get anything lile

the recognition that it could get in Rome, where the emperor's seat had been

removed, so many hundred and hundreads of years before.

Well, now, we won't spend any more time on Crys., it is very important,

but you have studied it in Foakes-Jackson. Now, J,the_Roman Church in the

The Roman Church in the rx fourth century. I have

stressed to you previously, the important events, the txtxa importance of

the events in the history of the Roman church in the first, second, and third

centuries. The hisotyr of the Roman church in the fourth century is a

itxx history of a great deal of RtttKx details to it. We know much more

about it than those earlier centurths. And it would xxxx be very easy t for

us to become confused in the amount of detail. I do not wEtx want to do that.

I want you to get an impression of the situation, and to get an understanding

of what is vital about it.'

Now, the first thing that is vital for us to know about, is that in this

century, one of the greatest centuries in the history of the Christian church,

a century in which the last greatest persecution of all took place, a century

in which Christianity emerged as the dominant religion in the empire, a centu'y

in which it resisted tk one of the most ±x insidious and powerfil heresies

in all history and come out triumphant, bit the end of the century, a century

in which there were great writers, w great speakers, and great leaders. Men

like Ak Athanacious and Ambrose and Jerome. There were eleven bishops of the

church of Rome, some of whom are very good adminsitrators, some of whom stood

rather bravely for what they believed to be right, some of whom through their
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influence in favor of the right in the controversy aboutxtwtx Krianism.

But no one of whom deserves to be mentioned as a leader or a character in

even in the same bracket with a man like Aug. or Ambrose or Jerome or

Athanacious, or St. Martin of Tours, or even St. Anthony or Petomius. It is

remarkable thatin this great century in the history of the Christian church,

the eleven bishop sof Rome contained no really x Et1tg outstanding indivudal

at all. Though they were men of a fair amount of influence. Every one of the

t1xx bishops of Rome during this period is called St. by the Roman

Catholic Church. It is interesting to go through alist of the popes as the

Roman Catholic church calls them, as you know in early days that term was applied

o al bishops. It is interesting to go through the list. I have a list here

before me, in this book The Catholic Church Ntr History. U to the present,

Pope Pius XII, they list two hundred and sixty popes. Of those twx 260 popes,

the first 5)4, every one of the first 54 they preface his name with the word

saint. After that, they preface an occasional one with the word st. For a while

there were practically none with the word st. Bat in the first 5)4 they call all

cf them st. Of the last 5)4 there is only one whom they call st. They are now

talking of adding another one to the list, which will mean there willbe two

whom they will call st. out of the lat 5)4. And they called all the first 5)4 st. I

The history of the last ixtx 5)4 is very fully known. Of the first 5)4, the

first half are hardly known at all. But they are all given the title of St.

Now, it is interesting that the man whom they call St. Marcellinus, they

recore as being bishop from 296 to 30)4. The next one they ecord as becoming

bishop of Rome in 308. There is four years when they don't list anybody as

bishop of Rome. Does anybody have an idea why that might be? How many do,

would you raise your hands. I said that Marcellinus was recorded as being

bishopof Rome from 296 to 30)4 and the next bishop they record as bishop from 308

to 309. I am just azking how manytthere are who would think up axreason why

four years they would record no one as bisho of Rrne. I would think everbodr

would immediately think that those were the years that there was the great

persectuion under Diocletian. It began in 303, in the next year Marcellinus
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tix died. Or at least he stopped being bishop. And for the next foru years,

with that g'eatest of all persecutions, it is not at all strange that it would

not be possible to select a bishop to succedd him.

Now, what about this Marcellinus, then? Wkx Was he one of the great

martyrs of the Diocletian persecution. where have been bishops of Rome before

who are distinguished for their martyrdom, many of them, because they werein

the most conspicuous place in Rome, where as the persecution broke out the

leader of the Christians in that place was apt to be the very one who would be

seized first. This hthstory, this church hisotye, was written for people who will

study and will read evidence against the Roman Catholic Chirch. Some things

are explained or excused, but nothing that can be hisotrically fully proven is

denied in it. And statements are made xxx as fact only when the author

feels that he can safely defend tha statement. Now let me read you what he says

about St. Marcellinus. He mentions him in connection with the end of the list

of the popes in the third century. He says, St. Marcellinus began to rule just

before the outbreak of the persecution under Diocletian. ±x 100 years after

his death, a Donitus bishop in Africa atrw affirmed that Marcellinus had denied

the faith, but the truth of this report was questioned by St. Ag. There

remians, however, a probablility that during the persecution he did not behave

with sufficient bravery to win the respect of the faithful. Now that is an

interesting point to ± notice. It is nothing against the Roman Church, that

one of its bishops had failed in the persecution, that it would be said 100

years later that he had denied tkx the fa th. We can expect in any church

to have leaders who are good and leaders who are weak. But it is not what we woi

expect if the head of the Roman Church had been txtx divinely ordained to be

the head of Christendom. We would expects then, a man of different character.

who had been selected tkoto this position, if that were the case.

Now, of these eleven bishops, who were bishops of Rome ± during this

period, most of them I am not going to give you the namesof. 1hey are not

figures of any great importance.




Note, St. Not lety, so-
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called, who was the bishop from 311 to 314, is wxxx not of outstanding

importance at all, but k± he is worth mentioning, becaise that was the time

when Constantine assumed power in Rome. And according to later txax

tradition, Constantine had given the bishop of Rome most of Italy as a gift.

This donation of Constantine was proven a 1,000 years later to be entirely

a forgery. It is now guessed that perhpas he gave just a building, a fine old

palace, and this writer accepts that view. He says that Notiety established

the ap papal residence in the laterin palace. donated by Constantine.,

The bishop who succeededhirn. St Sylvester I, is distinguished by having

been bishop for 21 years. It was a long period, 314 to 335, we have no

reaon to think of him as an outstriading character. I will read you what

McSorly says,

St. Sylvester I sent two priests, to the Council of Nicea. And xgx during

his time at Rome witnessed the building of the

Basilicus, the Church of St. John (1k) Legend, linking the po4e

with Constantine, added many imaginery episodes to this simple txtx history.

And a spurious document records the emperor's donation to Sylvester of this

city of Rome and all the provinces and towns of Italy and the western land.

In other words, he has a very simply ki history as far as history

is concerned, and we have no reason to think he ever did athing of

any special importance. ut legend, later, made k1x him cure Constantine of

leprosy and do all sorts of things and receive wonderful gif'ts from Constantine,

and five centuries later there were wxttx written a lot of (end of record)

Record 125

(question) There was no donation of Constantine, it is purely a legend

which came later on. And Notiety, having only been bishop for about

three years, and Sylvester about 21 years, most of the accounts later on were

to tie it to the name of Sylvester. Nevertheless, since Notiety was actually

the one there when Const. came, there would be some reason to suspect that if

there had been such a thing, he might have beenthe one, and so McSorley tx

mentions it in connenction with both of them. And I guess it is rather uncer

t1n to tie it to. and in the legend it probably had two forms. Sylvester was
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the greater bishop because he lived longer. He lived twenty years as bishop.

but Notiety, McSorley actually said, Notiety established the papal residence

in the lateral palace, donated by Const. Then, McSorley says, five centuries

later traditions added many imaginery sources, and recorded the emperor's dona

tion to Sylvester of the city of Rome and so on. And all this. So it is purely

a myth, and yet there is the fact that Conat. did give the lateral palace to

the bishop. Which is r very likely, but to which bishop he gave it, no one

knows. There is no proof. But we know the lateral palace wuxtttxx wasn't

g1 built them, because we know, because it was a pagan Roman building.

AT one time we know that after this time the bishop of Rome had it, so it is

a pretty good guess that Const. gave it, but we do not know.

Well, Sylvester I, then, is worthy of attention, not because he ever did zxYktJJ

anything of importance, tt but because of the legend that hung about his name

in later years, and which did so much to strengthen papal power du±ing the

Middle Ages. And which would doubtless be quoted today as the strength of

papal power if it were not for the fact that a papal secretary in the

rennaissancefifty years before the xtt reformation, proved the whole thing

was a forgery. And at that time when the papal power seemed perfectly secure

and there was no actual strong movement against it, it seemed perfectly safe to

admit that it was all a forgery and tkt the powers which it had were not in
admission

the least bit affected then by the ±wk of the forgery. Of course, I don't

say admission to the forgery as if somebody said, I admit it. i ax made a forgery,

nobody I knows who did it. There are even those who claim that there were those

bishops in France trying to strengthen their power that made up all these things.

Mxtt We just don't know who did it. But whoever did it, the popes in the

Middle Ages did no t hesitate to make a full advantage of it.
was St.

Now, one man we must mention, ttxaaxaxxLiberius, who was bishopof Rome from

352 tox 366. And those Incude the nine last years of Constantius. Those

years i in which Constantius was determined to make the empire Arlan.And

Constantius tortured many bishops and forced them to become Arians, and of

course he did show his patronage to the Arians in such a way in the east, as
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Jerome said, the empire woke up, rose to find itself Arian. Because

Constatnius just simply xxtkx changed everything as much as he could,

he exiled all the bishops that held the orthodox view in the east, in the

west it was further wxx away from it, and its power was not complete, the west

was not given to zVffxxztttzxx speculation on these points, but held to the simple

statements of the Scripture, and Liberius, as the bishops pr'eceeded him, spported

Athanacious and held to Athanacious' views. Constantius exiled him. Now

McSorley says of Liberius, we know little more than the two facts. That is

interesting. We know little about these bishops of Rme. He says of him, we

know little beyond this. Or the simple story was later embroidered with superstitt

tlion. You dan't say that is the first thing about Athanacious. You don't say

it about Aug. or about Jerome. We know much about them. hey wereimportant

in character. By their power of personality and their leadership, txx

people were interested in what they did, and there is a tremendous amount of materi

available about their history. But ttx the bishops of Rome at this time were

not outstanding characters. And of Liberius we know little more that the two

facts that he was exiled by the emperor Constantlus for his refusal to condemn

St. Athanacious, and that after his death his orthodoxy became the subject of

long and fierce dispute. Various writers of the time, as McSorley says in the

footnote, in quoting St. Jerome, it &s learned that the piDepam pope was allowed to

return from exile only after he had ±igx signed an Arian creed. McSorley

goes onto say, such an act under compulsionZwx woild not, of course, involve

papal infallibility. A circuthstance overlooked by many who havexataxx

attached undue importance to the contrary. We don't know much about it,

but the view of most protestants is that D Liberius alwaVshelcl the orthodox view,

on the person of Christ, and that after he returned to Rome he maintained it,

at the end of his life,' as he had in the beginning as a bishop. But right

in between, when he was taken off into exile by Constantius and held there, in

order to get back it seems to be a case that he did sign an Arian crOed. -Now

did he sign it because of forgery, because of longing to return to Rome, because

of pressure of some sort, without any pressure, simply because he wanted to
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bac to Rome. We d not know. We have very little about it, But it is very

different from the martyr spirit of the men who faced the pagan emperors and

died rather than deny Christ. For a mna who signed heretical credd, even if

he didn't believe it, in order to get back to Rome. It is very different. And

kxzxx we have weak men in every church that ever existed, and it is not

iigxk1ztx surpirisng that we would have it in Rome. But it does not

fit with the ideal that the Bishop of Rome was in any way infallible or that

he were supernaturally selected to be the leader of kx Christs Church.

Though Liberius is worth remembering for the calims that were made right at

that time, in the next succeeding fifty years, that he had been heretical,

that he had signed a hereitcal statement at least, whether he believed it or

not.




(question%.. . by infallibility, are you referring to their conduct and

character) No. But if a man signs the creed you would expect ± his infallibility

to extend to that surely.

(question) In other words the infallibility as claimed if you get them in a

Istalc hole, is a very mysterious thing which has practically no meaning. But

with all the talk about the infallibility of the pope, the impression that

is given ± and held is something far more than that. And it is, the impression,

is very inconsistent with the idea of a man writing books, signing creeds,

making statements, which were contrary to what is accepted by the Christian

church. And so Liberius is well worth remembering in this connection.

Now, in connection with him, also, we see something of the situation which

was devwloping in Rome. The Christian Church in Rome was now a very very large

group. A large group with a great many people in it, and a great deal of wealth,

and the bisho had a position of very great prominence. A strong pagan who was

approached by the next bishop, Dmasus, and tired to x convert him to

Chrittianity, ±axtkatx said to Damasus, make me bishop4 of Rome and I will

become a Christian tomorrow. And with his statement, in view of the position

and the standing and the wealth which had now come to him. Now, when Liberius

vas away, the Romans elected anotherman to occupy his place. McSorley says,
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Constantius xtk placed the Roman archdeacon Felix on the papal throne.

I guess we do not know for sure whether the Romans selected him or whether

Cpnstantius did. But any rate, a man named Felix occupied the position, and
repudiation of

then when Liberius returned, after his rumored rnpKdtztadxjDzxxxpzztttMXxMfx

E Atbanacious , the emperor proposed that Felix should cooperate with Libdrious

in the govt. of the church. McBorley says, but the Romans shouting, one

God, one Christ, one bishop, xtx and drove Felix from the city. And he

lists, Felix II, 355 to 358, anti-pope. And there is an interesting thing.

They had great r riots, twice, over who was to be VzzVtzx pope, who was to

be bishop. Felix or Liberius. But the next pope elected was one of Felix's

supporters. And the supporters of Liberius were the ones who were in the

minority, and were drivwn into exile and so their man is called anti-pope. And

that, of course, is one thing about the papacy, that the papacy has usually

occillated from one group to another, and that is one thing that has helped to

allow it to become permanent. When a group has become strong, it is able to

take it over, instead of opposing it. That is the thing, the occillation of

the papacy that we will find repeatedly in our history.

And right at this point I would like to say a little more about

it, but I have to run now, so we will do that tomorrow at nine..........

break in record.

We were speaking yesterday about the Roman Church in the 4th century.

If it were not for the work of the Jesuit order in the last four centuries, apart

from which I believe the Roman Catholic Church would have died out long before

this, but as a result of the ac,tivities of this order, which have resulted in

stead on this greatly increasing its power in many areas and becoming a vital and

healthy force in the world today, in view of that, it is necessary that we

note what is important about the history of the Roman Church. If the Roman

Church had died out, the Roman Catholic Church, as I believe would have happened

if it were not for the Jesuit order, if that were the case, we would pass over the

Roman Church in the 4th century with a few words. We would say, there were

many true Christians in Rome and also xwx many very wordly people. (end of record)
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Record 126

But as ft is, the claim as presented and believed by many highly intelligent

people in the U.S and in other parts of the world, that tti God established

his church upon the Apostle Peter, and that tkragk to Peter Jesus Christ gave

the power of complete and absolute control over the church. And that lie gave

Peter the right to be the authoitative teacher and director of the doctrine

of the church and also of its organization, the absolute monarch over the church.

We find no such claim made by Peter in the epistle. That is the present claim

of the Roman Catholic Church. And then that Peter was bishopof Jeruslame, but

that when he went to Antioch his power and control over the entire church

went with him to Antioch and did not tay in Jerusalme. And then that he was

bishop of Antioch for some years, but that when he left Antioch his power

of absolutel control over the whole church went with him and did not stay in

Antioch. And then he went to Rome and was bisho of the Roman Church for a while,

and that when he died his power of absolute control over the church of Christ

went on to his successor as bishop of Tix Rome. And then a that each

succeeding bishop of Rome received this authority direct from Christ, to speak

with the voice of Peter, as a representative of Christ, and to have absolute power

to put down and raise up officials in the church throughout the world. And

power to assert what is true doctrinally, and power to put out of ;the church

any who do not hold what,he a declares to be the true doctrine. They claim that

this power is ztxti passed on from Peter to the leader of the church. And any

good Roman Catholic presentation will tell you that if the pope were suddenly

kaxktxx killed, and the situation was left where there was a great catastrophe,

they pope and zttxk±axw the cardinals were killed and

removed, a that the control of the universal church would then be a matter to

be determined by the Roman Church, not by the church as a whole. That the

bishops outside of Rome would have absolutely nothing to say about it. That it

is the Roman clergy,% the church of Rome that would determine who was to be

its bishop. And the man whom they ita1x selected for this bishop, would

be the man who would be the divinely ordained head of the universal church.
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Now that is the claim which the Roman Catholic Church i axxicx makes

about the bishop of Rome. And it is the position which the bishop of Rome holds

in the
It
oman Catholic church today, theoretically. Actually it is the Jesuits,

rather than the pope who determine most things. The pope does something that

they don't like and they just ignore it. And they do what they think ± is the

tkx right thing to do, but it ialways done in the name of the pope. And

theoretically it is the opoe who has the authority, this complete absolute

authority over the church. During the Middle Ages they claim that he also had

authority over all, that he could raise up and put down kings, as he thought wise.

nd he di it on various occasions. Today this claim is one which cannot be

exercised over the ruler of any Roman atktx Catholic country, to say nothing

of the ruler of a protestant country. I do not believe that theoretically the Xtac

claim has ever been given up. No attempt is made today to exercise it, because

it would be absolutely impossible to do it.

But it is a view, which from almost any reasonable viewpoint, from any

exegetical viewpoint, has so many weaknesses in it, that the txtx

tendency of the average protestant is to ignore it and say why should we bother

about it. But it is a fact that izkax many an intellectual leader of our

day, disgusted with the futility and barenness of modernistic proestantism, is

turning to the Roman Catholic Church for a voice of authority that a can

give him an answer to eternal problems. And if this is not ;the voice of

authotity that can give that answer, we must be able to give a reason to und)'{er

stand the full situation. Now I do not say the way t deal with the Roman Catholic

is to start arguing with him about th orthodoxy of the pope Liberius. I do not

even say that the way to deal with the Roman Catholic is to start arguing with

him about the primacy of Peter. I think the way to deal with the Roman Catholic

is to get him in to read his Roman Catholic Bible. Which the Roman Catholic

Church said, is God's Word, and is authoritative. And which the pope said he

will reecieve a few days indulgence if you read. Every day, if you'

read fifteen minutes in the Roman Catho.ic Bible, you will receive a certan numba'

of days indulgence from purgatory. Well, of course, you can get years instead of
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days, by going to cer'ta n services. A much cheaper way of getting indulgences,

than by reading the Bible.

Neverhteless, the fact that they say that, and that it is printed-in the

fr'ont of tkx some of the Roman Catholic Bibles, gives answer to any objection

which a Roman Ctholic may give to :eadthe Bible. And it is not a good transla

tion. We have better' translatton,s but it is a good enough translation to show

the w way to be saved, and it is t a good enough translation to show them the

fact that the doc rines of the Roman Catholic Church are not founded on

Sitx Scripture. I would say, do not say to a Roman Catholic, the docrine

of the mass, the doctrine of tkxx purgatory, these doctrines are not

founded in Seri tare. I wouldn't say that. I would say, take the Roman Catholic

Bible and read it, and see what it tells you about how to get to Heaven. And

see what it says about purgatory. And make careful notes on what it says

about how to get to Heaven and what 1K it says about purgatory. And if you will

read it that way, if you will, take the Roman Catholic N.T. and read it through,

and every day note down everything it says about how to get to heaven, and every

thing it says aboutxkwxtx what purgaoti'y is, andxkwx how to stay out of it,

or how to get out ± of it, you will find that at the end of the time, when he

has read it through, that he will hve a whole notebook full of suggestions of

how to get to Heaven, and if he has studied these KxgxKx±xax suggestions

and reads the verses outlines, he has got Ktax salvation by faith very clearly.

And that he will h:ive a blank page where he was to put down what 1K it says about

purgatory, because it says nothing whatever about it, and yet the church today

La talking about it all the time. I wt would say that that is the right approach

to an intelligent Roman Catholic, and to any Roman Catholic the approach is thr'ou

the Word and not thiugh arguing. N

Neverhteless, the imte comes when it is necessary to go into these matters.

There are situations whereit is necessary and it is vital for your'own understand

ing in dealing with them. And in dealing with situations which will arise where

ever you are, to know the true K±tax situation on these matters. And the proof

of it is in what the Bible says. If the Biblel says that tk Peter is absolute
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authority on earth, Peter is. And there is no historca1 or philosophical

arguments that could possibly upset it. And if the Bible says that Peter takes

this authority to Rome and passes it on to his successor s in Rome, that is

ture, but the Bible never says it. And no historical x xxttx or

philosophical authority can possibly upset it. On a viewpoint of Biblical exe
conclusively

gtx gesis, those points can be.qite xtxt proven to be unfounded. But

that is not our purpose in this course. Our purpose is less vital, in this

class, but it is neverhteless of real importance.

And that is to look at the historical situation ix and if you find that

somebody says the Bible says that Peter is to be the head of the church and the

Bible says that his successors will control the church, and then you say, look,

here is the church that Peter founded. And here is the line of his successors,

they have not all been great men, but most of them. They have not all been

extremely godly men, but most of them have been extremely godly. The general

run of the leadership o this church is such to make perfectly evident to

anybody that looks at it that it stands above all other churches through the

ages. Well, you say, I won't have to study that exegesis with extreme care.

I look at it and say the Bible says that this by their fruits ye shall know

them. Kxx I see their fruits, and of course if somebody can show me that

tie exegesis is false, then no matter how fine the churdh has been we must

not stand by it. But you won't be terrifically worried about it if you have

a c%ertain amount of evidence from an exegetical viewpoint. You won't feel you

have to go into it at great lengths, because of these clear proofs that are

available to you. But if you find, on the other hand. that the claim is made

that the church is to be like this, and then you look at it and you find a few

godly men, many mediocre, and some extremely wicked, you find a few great men,

very very few, a great many men of fair ability, and a large number of extremely

mediocre, you find doctrinally some who have had a very clear understan1ng of

Christian doctrine, a great many who have xx had very hazy ideas, and some

who have been absolutely false in their ideas of Christian doctrine. You are

very apt to say,
b1

their fruits you shall know them, you can't know them by these
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fix fruits. There is no evidence here that woild fit with what you would

expect if Christy established this position to be the head of 1ts church . And

so z it is important that we know what the history is on this point, that we

see exactly what the facts are.

Now, it was in ±ft 1870, the Vatican Council, when theh pope called a council

of bishops from different parts of the world to rule on the matter of whether

he was infallible. And the bishops who came from different parts of the world

to this council, included men who were very very disgusted at the idea. And

there were many very prominent Roman Catholic writers and defenders of the

Roman Catholic position who were astounded and disgusted at the suggestion that

the pope was infallible, And presented all sorts of historical arguments

against it. Nevertheless, the pope's control of this council was 3fficient that

he was able to force through a statement that the pope was infallible in

u official doctrinal utterances. And that statement was forced through, and

then the bishop spresent were presented with the alternatives of signing it or

being exoommunicated. And praCtically every tk bishop signed the statement,

but some very prominenet Roman Catholic tzrax leaders left the church, rakk

rather than sign it. And since 1870, it is a doctrine of the Roman Catholic

Church, which no one can remain in the church in good standing without holding

it. It is a doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church that the pope is infallible

in his official doctrinal utterances. Now, exactly what that means is hard to

define. But there are many who know that it is so ridiculous that they try

to define it in such a way that it drops it down to practiaally nothing. But

it is only carrying to an extreme the position t which the whole Roman Catholic

Church has held since the council of Trent, the position that the pope is the

authority in the church. The authority in doctrine. You can be an authority

and not have every minute possiblity of your statements be infallible. And

the infallibility, of course, carried even beyond that. But we are interested

±xtkx to see, has the Roman Catholic bishops, have the bishops of Rome been

on the right side in emphasis on doctrinal matters.

(question) That is a very important point. The Roman Catholic Church

NNT -
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does not claim a right tx on the part of the council of bishthps or on the

right of the pmmpx pope to make any new doctrine. They do not claim the

right to make any tztx change whatever. They xtx. insist that whatever they

say is not a new doctrine Jog but simply an nxpzxx explanation of what the

doctrine has always been, though not fully understood. They do not claim

that the pope receives revelations from God which enable him to give new truths.
claim

They ttxxthat they have tradition, which has been passed on from the days

of the apostles, which is just as utktt&t±ix authoritative as the Word of

God, though no more so (end of record)

Record 127.

(question) I think that one w should say to a Roman Catholic, you are puttir

y ur faith entirely in a man, a certain human organization. You are putting your

faith in t. Now if that is correct, that thing you are putting your faith in,

is correct, that is wonderful. But how do you know it is correct. Now maybe my

lead is a better lead than your lead. All right, somebody will say, it is a blind

leap in the dark. Well, I would say, all right if you want to take a x blind

leap in the dark that is your privil&ge. But certainly you must recognize it

that you are taking a terrific danger when you take a blind leap; suppose your

leap is wrong. But suppose you suffer in eternal hell becaue you took a blind

leap. Well, he say, but I know that I won't. Well, how do you know that you'

won't. The pope says so. Well, how do you know that the pope is right. Well,

because my mother says so. How do you know that she is right. Well, how do

you know? Well, if you are just g±igxtpxxtx going to shut your eyes and

say that I will take a leap, if it is a t leap in the right direction, that is

fine. But just suppose that it ±tx isn't. Well, now, you certainly have to ad

mit that there is some possibility you can't say, how do you know that it is

the right leap. You just know. If you ever feel that it would be a little safer

have a little more surety that your leap is right, why the church itself tells

you that it is a good thing to read the Word. And the church has still sa1

that ±txixrgax it is explained in the Word of God. And it says that it is

building its doctrine on the Word of God. But if you read it right, don't you
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think you will find your position strengthened. And you will be that much safer.

Wouldn't that be a vise approach.

(question) According to them there is tradition which has been passed on

and the pope will xtx be able to determine what is the correct thing,

and where there is a question about it. And of course, as far as that is ocnerned

too, any intelligent person, who says that the church says it, I i must

accept it, will read a little bit of Romans 9, will find that there have been

great differences among leaders in the Roman Catholic church. On many points.

There have been very great differences. Very great differences of opinions,

differences of attitude. And if these points are important, it is necessary to

have some way of making a decision. If it just here, an

organization, I belong to the organization and I am saved by I know kx not

what, well just look about you and see how much more saintly those lives of

all the people belonging to this organization are. Then the people that belong

to other churches. That is a pretty good ! t txtxxix proof that it is

a safe organization to trust to. Now, it isn't to disprove that they aren't

but at least it is the proof that you can't t depend upon it.

I think it is very foolish to think that you can walk up to a man who has

held a view all his life and is strongly set in it, and you can immediately dis

prove it. The minute you begin to try to do that, you put him on the defensive.

And aside/ from his views, his faith is atxx stake. He is not going to admit

that you have proven his arguments. xt But if you can plant the seed of

questioning in his mind, and you can suggest to him the wisdom of studying the

Scripture on which his church claims to be based, in the maintenance, and

which it claims to interpret. If you can deposit a few seeds of question in

his mind, even if he were to tell you the last thing he would think of doing

was to read that book, beaause after t all the great church leaders read it

why should he bother, when your back is turned, he might be reading it.

It is the fact that Aluxt Paul plants and Apollos waters, and God gives the increa

But the person that you can walk right Lip to on the street and starttalking to

and completely change his whole viewpoint, is usually a pers who the next day
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meets somebody else who completely changes his view to something else. (laughter)

(question) I was speaking about some of the Jesuit leaders, on moral

questions. On moral questions they say if they find that church aithority that

holds a certain view, I don't have to decide between the two views, I can simply

tkxax take the one I want. And that is the one of expedienc. Not the

way to determine truth, but it is a way to get an excuse for doing the thing

you want. And not have to worry about what ishappenØtng. Now if all

church authorities happen to agree at that t is wrong

to lie, I had better watah/ out. If I lie, I might land in Hell. But if I

find one church authority who says that the2e are many circumstances under which

a lie is all right, well it is not necessary for me to make a very careful study

to see what those circumstances are, I know that there is sufficient evidence

that perhaps I can be ax safe and go ahead. You see. It is an argument of

expediency. Which is held in certain parts, but it certainly wouldn't be held

officially by the church.

(question) There is a festtval day in t commemoration of the assumption

Mary, which the Roman Catholic Church axx has celebrated every year for at leak

six or seven centuries. They have celebrated the assumption of Mary on this

particular day. Some in the church have said the body of Mary, after here

death, that was taken up into heaven. Others may even have said that kax she

didn't die, but that she was taken to heaven wtx without dying. Others have

siad there is nothing to this. She k died like any other person. There

were various attitudes on it. But there weremany who said the body of Mary was

taken up into Heaven. There were many that held to that for centuc'ies, and

there is a festival day ox observed by most of the church, and has

been for many centuries. Well, now, the pope said, would it be a good time

to make a definite statement on this to clear up misunderstanding as to

what the true doctrine is. So he wrote the Ishops all over the world, and asked

their advice. And some of them wrote and said yes, it is an excellent idea.

Others wrote and said, we do not think this is avery good time to make such a

pronouncement. But he announced the fix figure and said that the overwhelming
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majority of them said that this was a good time to make sich a pronouncement.

And so he made an infallible pronouncement that the body of Ma,-,,T had beentaken

up into heaven. But he did not claim togive any new truth, which was not

known before, but simply to settle the uncertainty regarding the point which many

had believed, and which he would w say that all zxt believed from the very

beginning. I mean, that is his calim.

(question) I received yesterday a letter in a plain envelope, I opened it

up and it said, A Mary New Year To You. And it is from the Roman Catholic Cathed

ral down on 13th and Market, it is a tract which they have put out, which

declares the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary. And it explicitly states

do not get this confused with the Virgin Birth. The Virgin Birth is a matter of

Jesus having been born of the Virgin Birth. The immaculate conception is

that Mary was similarly born, without any sin attaching itself in any way to

her from even before her coneption. That is the claim of the doctrine which

sprung up in the Middle Ages, and which has been claimed by the Roman Catholic Ch.h

x.±x unanimously now for many centuries.

(question) Ex-cathedra probably mens speaking officially. And he certainly

spoke officially as a man can speak on that occasion.

Well, we were discusing, now, J, the Roman Church in the 4th cent'u'y.

And we want to make clear that in the 4th century there were 11 bishops of Rome,

who were men of rather inferior capabilities on the whole. Some of them may have

been quite capable in an administrative way. Tx No one of them was xx a

man of outstanding Christian character as far as any evidence goes. Tbgh, on

the other had, there was no one of them of whom we have any evidence that he felt

into gross sin. xtxf±rt The first of them was reputed to have denied the

faith in the persecution, but there is no r proof that this is true. Bit it

will be admitted that there is no proof that it is not. Liberius, in the middle

of the century, was one of the more important because of the fact that for

14 years he was bishop of Rome. And he is important because of the fact that

at the time many of the greatest .±t±x Christian leaders of the times strongly

criticized him frz personally. In a way which is hard to think of 1xxix such a
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thing in the face of the fact that he was the supreme and authoritative head of

the church. Jerome says of him, Libdrius, worn out by the tediom of exile,

and subscribing heretiual pravity, entered Rome

as a conqueror. And later in another place, Jerome says, tklxx tshop

Fortunatus of Acrilea is to be blamed because when Liberius, bishop fo Rome,

was lxx enduring exile for the fiath, he first solicited him and subdued him

and compelled him to the subscription of heresy.

Athanacious speaks very very strongly of the perfidy of Libe2ias. This

bishop of Rome. There was an Englishman, a century ago, named Numan, an

anglican who joined the Roman church. Xxwax Today in almost any college

in the United States, you will find a Numan's Society, which is the society

actively trying to interest young men in the college in Roman Cath9licism.

Numan, being the Enigish clergyman who became a Roman Catholic, and later was i

made a cardinal, tkx he is taken as sort of a symbol for them. Numan wrote a

book on Aianism, and in this book he spoke of the scandalous fall of Liberius.

He records it as this miserable apostasy and he called him a renegade. Now,

of course, those statements about Libdrius were made by a man Joeftsxx before

the bishop, decided that the pope is infallible. Now, of course, someone

might try to get around it and say that infallibility merely menas thatonce in

thirty or forty some queer feeling comes over you and a enables your' to

speak correctly. But. at anyxrlxtx±x rate, it is pretty hard to thin k of

a man as an authoitiative leader, one whose doctrinal pronouncements are

absolutely dependable, and who has the right to expel anyone who is doctrinally

w wrong, if he himself signed an krltx heretical doctrine and opposes that

which is true. (end of record)

Record 128

But after Numan had been made a cardinal, a new edition of this book occurred

appeared in which these same words were stil1X included. Speaking of Liberius

as a renegade, and speaking of his scandalous fall and of his miserable apostasy.

Now we are not concerned so much with whetlir there is such a thing as once in

thrity or forty years something suddenly coming over a pope so that he can speak
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absolutely infallibly then. We are concnerned with the question of whether

kwx Christy established the bishop of Rome to be dependable and tkt±akxx

authoritative head of His church. And any such view find it difficult to explain

the attidue of a man such as trx Liberius, here. I don't think that he was

a wiked man, but I say that he was a weak man. And I say that in his

doctrinal statement, is that which was absolutely contrary to the faith of the

church. Not only that, atx probably contrary to that which he himself be

lieved, which makes// it, I think, all the more worse.

Now, Liberius, while he was away, there was an archdeacon who was put in

his place. AbcI there is some question now as to whether the clergy of Rome

elected k this leader in the church under him to be his successor, when he was

away, or whether the meperor put him in. I don't know kwx that we have proof of

it. ut this man acted as bishop duiing several years when LibeL'ius was in exile.

And when Liberiij.us came back, he didn't want to give up the position of bishop,

and so tk Liberius wanted to take it over agina, and this man and his followers

wanted him to have him continue as the bishop. And in the lists of popes today,

they mention this man as Felix II, anti-pope. But yoi will find books which will

tell you that through the Middle Ages k he was included in the list of the popes.'

nd that he was included even as a martyr'. Today they tell you thatis a different

Felix, who was a martyr. The evidence isn't altogether clear on it. But

a very interesting thing is that when Liberius died, in 366, the Romans elected

as ais successor, a man who had been one of his opponenets, and one of Felix's

strong supporters. And this man named Damasus, had been a strong supporter of

Felix. Who had been such a strong opponent of Liberius. And many of the support

of Liberius were against this aizx Damasus, and they supported a man, a friend

of the former bishop, called rtxx Ursinus.

And the thing came to a terrific riot. And there was a very great riot,

a very great confusion about the matter, which actually ....(k) and many people

were killed. And Ur'sinus was driven out of Rome with fighting and with

bloodshed. Ursinus, the man who had been the supporter of the previous bishop.
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And Damasus, who had been the opponent of the previous bisliop, his men we.'e

stronger and more terrible and won out in the fight, and he ruled as

bishop for the next 18 years. And the position was one which a carried a lot

of money with it, and much power, and was very much desired. But the peculiar

thing is how today, according to the Roman kxkkx Church, Liberius was the

great authoritative leader, Felix was an anti-pope, and then the spporter of

Felix became the great authotitative leader following him, and the supporter of

Liberius became the anti-pope. There were hundreds of people killed, in the

fighting over who would be the succeeding bishop.

Now this Damasus was a very headstrong character, a very brutal sort of fell

evidently, but he had one very good point about him. He kaxtkx had the good

judgment to recognize the abilities of St. JerQme. And he got St. Jerome to

came to be his secretary and he stimulated Jerome into beginning the transletlcn

of the Vulgate. But otherwise, he does not seem to have bonn a man of any outsta

ding goodness. And when Damasus died, he was succeeded by Ceritius, a man of

very different views, a man who looked with hostility on Jerome, 'and Jerome

found it wise to leave Rome and go off to Palestine.

(qeustion) You see, that is the peculiar thing about it. Is whoever wins

out, whoever gets the majority vote, whoever becomes the bishop, he is the

atk±r authoritative leader. Now, from a human x±x ±t viewpoint, it must

be a said that it is one of th things that has contributed to the continuance

of the power of the bishopofRome. That it tax has not been possible for

a man permanently a to set up a dynasty, or to keep his fir'ends in power. No

bishop, no pope has the right to say who hs successor is going tobe. He may

speak with absolute authority on doctrine, he may remove any bishop in the

church, he may excommuni4cate any bishop in the churchJc but he cannot, once

he is dead, his authority comes to an end, and he has not a single word to say

apb.it who is going to be his successor. And it has occurred repeatedly, even

in recent years, that a man who has been one of the stLongest enemies of the

pope has ibecome his successor, It has happened often, even in recent year's.

And the result is that there is a sort of alternation on it. Like in those
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days. When you had L Lerius in power, and then you had one of his great enemies

in powe:. And then you had one of Dmasus enemies come into power. ?nd this

alternation has meant that the organization has gone on, even tho gh

parties within it have lost out for a ±tx time, and then have come back.

And it has been its strength.

(question) No, the pope has not always been. Therehave been times when two

men have claimed to be Vxpx pope. There was one time when there were three.

And a church council did away with all three of them and appinted a new one.

But the Roman Catholic Church gets x around that by appxxa1±mx claiming that

one of the three was the real pope. And he axxx abdicated and that the

caidinals really elected his successor. But the fact is that the coincil had

to do it. There have been other times. Now there was the time of Damasus and

Ursinus. Each claimed tt to be bishop of Rome. And they had a tt±xxatxx

battle, and one side won out. And then the Roman authorities said, we have got

to have peace here, and this one who lost out, they exiled him from the cityZ.

(question) Well, w if the pope is the authoritiative head of Christendom

I don t see how you can get around xkxtkx the conclusion that they must

be divinely led in heir selection. There is no way out of it. I mean, that

is what they must believe, and it is peculiar to know just how they are divienly

led in it. And the method of selecting the pope has varied through the

ages. Uniti finally it became fixed. It Is the Roman Clergy that elects him.

N one who is not a clergyman of a church in Rome has any authority t to

deter:ine who t the pope is to be. And next weeek I may ask you. at the

beginning of the hour, simce it is only the 'oman clergy who has any voice in

determining who the pope is going to , how has it come about that arch-bisho

Speilman of New York will cast a vote for the election of the next pope, if he

is still living at that time. Well we will meet again next Wednesday morning.

(break in record)

Some Call him Augustine and some call him Augustine. There was a professor

in Princeton Seminary, k±tx thirty years ago, and a student asked him whether

it was Augustine or Augustin. And he said, xxxxx St. Augustine is in
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Florida, and St. Ag xxAgxx Augustin is in Heaven. I don't-know whether

that is correct. After all, the Latin pronunciation was Augustiná, and if you

are going to put that into English I don't know why Augustine isn't as good as

Augustin. The pronunciation seems to differepretty broadly. The city of

St. Augustine was certnly named after him, and why one should be St. Augustine

and the other S. Augustin, I don't know. And so I have not come to a solid con

viction on that point, and I am a axxafr±ax afraid that ;my practice Is rather

inconsistent. It probably would be better to come to a solid consistency in

the way you say it. St. Augustin or St. Augustine. But actually you will hear

it said both ways and you want to understand it. So I don't know as it makes a

great deal of dofference. He never spoke English and nobody in his day called

him by either of these two names. It is like the time in Germany when I went into

a barbershop and a man said, oh, here comes an American, he can settle it for

us. 4 They were talking German. And I said, what ±xa±x is the agt argument?

Well, they said they were having a big argument over how you pronounce the

name of those big falls you have in America. Which is correct, Neeagaaara,

or Neeagara? And I told them Niagara, and they looked very pxzz puzzled.

(laughter) To Germans, Niagara just doesn't make sense. And it is the same

way with the Latin. We have to anglicize them some way or other, and it

doesn't make too much difference how we do it, just so long as it is intelligible,

and of coursexzfxx1x if there does come to be a rtx solid agreement on

pxeax practice, then it is good that we concede to it. But on this one, there

are the two forms in use.

But though we discussd his early life briefly, though not much because I

can ask you to study it, I didn't see much point in simply repeatng what you

could just as well read in books. xWwxxkxx You all, I hope, of course, mentioi1

ed the most common person in t connection with the early life of Agustine.

Everybody should know of his relationship to Augustine. That is St. Ambrose.

And I trust that nobody forgot to mention him. (laughter) In the other

people, in connection with his early life, one of them is a person who is well

remembered in the church ever since. And I did*txthink a little instead of
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asking this question, that I should k just ask you to tell me who was the

person after whom the California city of Santa Monica was named.d B.t I

didn't do that. She is, of course, not nearly as important in Church History

as St. Ambrose, but she is well known for what Agustine tells JS of her in his

Confessions, and tatx evodently her very godly life, and he tells us very defin

itely that she went to church, I think everyday, and she did not go for the

purpose of gossiping. Augustine tells us that. And he tells ax us many fine

things about her character, and k she is highly revered in all branches of the

Christian Church ever since. But of course she is not a character to be important

in her own right in Christian X±wtx hist. as St. Ambrose. He is not nearly as

important as St. Aug. but very important, and it is important that we know the

relationship between the two men.

The other people of whom you have three or foir very prominent in the z

account of his early life are not of importance except in trtx their relation

to him. And it certainly is important that you remember the rttxx 'e1ationshi

to him with them, their names are not nearly so importatt as these two. But only

a week after the assignment, I trust that any one of you could name five or six

px people who were imp .rtant in the early life of St. Augustine. But I hope

that you didn't leave St. Ambrose out.

We now, we got to H, and then we did not study I, St. Crysostum, beca.ise

you had already done it in the assignment, and I merely pointed out what it

indicates, the development in that day. In the east you had the empire over

shadowing the church. On the west you had the church overshadowing the civil

officials, as a result of x various things that happened. One of which was the

removal of the main seat. of the empire to C""nstantinople. And the difficulties

that came into the Bizantine empire, the Bizantine church, to some extent can be

due to this, andxtx also the great step forward that the Rrman Church made in

l±3xrftRtx its pretentions, which never were recognized.,.. .(ix end of record)

Record 129

Now let us look at the fifth century. And 5. instead of aching it the

5th century, you can call it the first half of the 5th century. And perhaps
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it might be wiser to that. But I wouldn't care to k give a whole 6 to the last

half of the 5th century. It is an interesting thing, the first half of the 5th

century is one of the most important eras in Ch. Hist. It i one of the eras

in which we have constatn activity, thriving life, interesting deveopments,

results attained that have affected the wholexxx Christian Church ever since.

And the period from koo up to 451 is just as important as the period from 300

to t*x koo. It might even be considered in some ways more important, than

many parts of that period before. 't is not as important as a whole as the

previous century, but it rkpperhaps is two-thirds as important as the whole

previous century. But you get to the middle of the 5th century. and xx with

all this tremendously important material from the 1st half of the 5th century.

In the last half you have practiaally nothing. You have practically nobody of

any importance in Oh. Hist., you have hardly any development of importance in

Ch. Hist. in the last half of the 5th cent try. You can almost cut it with a knife

right in half.

I told you, I believe, at the beginning of last year, that many people say

the midddle Ages start at 800 A.D. Others axx±tx say it may start at 600, I

siad for our purposes in Oh. Hist. and I believe properly for any prupose,

it would be wiser to start the middle ages at 451. And I noticed an interesting

evidence of it. Here is Schaff's history of the Christian Church. It is a bit

old now, 50 or 60 years old. But Schaff did a very extensive ±x piece of

work and there is not a great deal to do on these periods wt with which he deals

And so this history which goes up to t nearly 1600 AD is about a dozen volumes.

It is a very excellent source. It has very splendid presentation of the great

bulk of the facts in thisxxrx period. Well, now, this volume, here, is vol. 3

Nicean and Post-Nicean Christianity, 311 to 600. And if you are interested in

special study of this period, I don't know of any better book than this on the

period. There are points on which he is much too sketchy, and there are things

which he goes into in great tgitx length, which would be of little interest ex

cept tx to a specialist in those particular fields. It has its limitations.

But it is a very good book, and the subjects he does go into I think he k*x
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handles very well. It is a ery valuable thing. But what I mention it for right

now is that this volume he ± entitles Church History A.D. 311 to 600. And you

find that the book has got in it over a thoisand

pages. And ut of those thousand pages about fifty is devoted to a discussion

of the church buildings and the church music and different things in general.

Which we aesume were the culture, the church cultere of the period as a whole.

(question) I asked Mr. Wtson to count the pages for me and his count was

different from my recollection. So I will tell you what he told me. He told

me that out of about 500 pages, there wereabout 50 pages which dealt with general

culture. And then of the remaining 480 pages, out of those there were 30 pages

which dealt with the period from )450 to 600. The last 150 years. And all the rest

all t of forty pages, out of nearly 500, dealt with the first 100 years.

Now yousee what the situation means. Now, my tp±x xkx±x copy here, he

did it in a library copy, I believe. My copy has a 1,042 pages, instead of 500

pages. Aft And my observation of my copy, though I haven't counted the pages,

would be a guess abo it wka like what he said. I would be very much surprised

if out of these 1,000 pages you will rind over 30 pages that are dealing with

xdxzxxmdx events or men who were active during the last t half of the period.

Well, now, that is a very interesting thing. Take a book, whether 500

pages, or 1,000 pages, take abook entitled 311 to 600 and out of those 300 years

have over nine-tenths of the book dealing with the first 150 years. it is a

startling thing. It shows you that thea last 150 years are years of you

might say stagnation. As far as chrch hist. is concerned. Now that is not

altogether true, because he ends this volume at 600 and he starts the next on

with 590. And the next one has quite a bit t± to say about those ten years.

And it goes back some, into some events just before ttx that aren't mentioned hei

But the fact is tha ch. hist. fter )450 k is altogether different from ch. hlst.

before 450. And the secular history after 450 is altogethe different from secular

Mat. before 450. And the ieason for that is because certain developments

which began as early as the time of Christ, or a lix little earlier, gradually

increased to the point where you moght say it is like a darn that has water
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pressing against it. And it presss against it and it ix becomes weaker

and a little water tax trickling around the side, and you see that for a period

of a century or more, and then all of a sudden you reach the point where the

darn breaks. Ani that happens at just about koo, the darn broke. And when the

darn broke, the result was thatyou have a whole series of new nxxrxx events, and

new situations, which come xnm and which completely overshadow the previous

situations. It is almost as if an old x

civilization was wiped off the map and a new one takes its place. And the new

one that came in to take its place had to get settled and established and that

took a period of a few centuries. So that the period between k50 and 800

a period of 350 years, is a period of which we know very little. We have legen

dary things, and we have accounts of certain things, and we have very long gxx

gaps, and the first part of this xtt gap is the last 50 year's of this period.

Now, from 450 to 500 ±x in the eastern empire, txrx life is going

on just about as it was before, and so most of what we have to learn

about this centary relates to the area aroudd x tttM±ptxx Constantinople.

But the Roman Empire, which had been such a thriving center of life, the

western half is just inundated at this time. And so these fifty years from

kOo to 450 are a continuation fo what preceeds. Tremendously interesting, and

tremendously important, but then you just have the w sweeping over of an

intirely differnt thing and it is cut off. And these 50 years, from koo to k50

are more important in their relation to us today than they are in relation to

the k±xtx history from 500 tp 600. They have more effect upon us today

than they kax had in thexx period from 500 to 600. They

arextremffftmoxxx are tremendously important to the whole Christian world today.

Bt in kx between, or right after that time, comes this tc'emendous overtrn,

which sults in such a complete change that though their influence was right

trough the Middle Ages, it took quite a while to get it established and to get

going,x tixx (9) So that you see why I have attempted to speak of the first

half of the 5th century. Of what you will know about the 5th cent, when you fin5

this course, 99% will be of the first half rather than the last half of the 5th
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cent. And the zzxxxkx chances are that maybe you won't remember anything about

the last half of the 5th cnetury, but I trust that you. all will remember a great

deal about the fix first half. tx (laughter)

It was the flowerthng up and the development to its highest point of the

great movement of the Christian Church which hate been coming on before this

time. But then they are swept over, the tide and the sea breaking the dam.

It was a time of great slaughter and great changes coming tremen4dously important

for the Christian Church. But then it is covered over with a agt blanket,

and some of you will spend a good deal of time on this first half of the

century, not as much as I would like tog, and I could well spend the rest of

the semester on it. It would like to. I want to get up to ikoo t by the end

of the semester, which gives you an idea how much faster we are going in that

later period, a period which is ttx tremendously interesting, but

comparatively of little imporane for us today. While this particular period is

of very great importance in ch. hist. today.

Now, then, we will mention as A, the political events of the first half of-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

theiatry. And this particular period, these fifty years, are different

from any fifty years that preceeded and there is no following fifty which is

quite like them. /those years later have more similar to them in this - egard

than the previous years have. I mentioned the figure of a dam. It was the

population increased in northern Europe which constttuted the pressure on the

dam/ North of the Bzxxg Danube River, where the Germanic tribes lived,uncultired,

xxxixt uncultivated, unlearned, addicted to drunkanness. But very different

from the Romans beneath in that they had a strong t belief in the sanctity of

marriage and in moral decency in personal life. The Romans had no such

conseption, the Germans seemd to have been very strict on this. Until after

they conquered the Roman Empire, and loose and lao Roman ideals of ix morality

came into the Germans from the people they conquered, and Germanic life, while

it still is regarded as probably ahead of most other countries, is nothing like

what it was just before it came in contact with the Roman Empire.

Well, the lax moral life, which was characteristic of the Roman Empire
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beginning a little before the time of Julius Caesar, and continuing on,

ixkaxx meant that the population was never increasing in the south lxx the

way it was in the north. Now, among the Germanic tribes, the population was

constatnly increasing and there was pressure to expand. They would get too

crowded for the area that they had, and they would group of them would say let's

pick up and go where we can find a place to live where we own't be in the other

people's way. And we find as early as fifty years before the time of Christ,

we find two large tribes with thousands of peope xtxx in them, Germanic

people, headed south and got clear into northern Italy before they were stopped.

And Julius Caesar met them with an army and completely destroyed them. And

Julius Caesar met a Germanic army up in xR xux France and had a great

battle with them in which he marched across the Rhine and he held the barrier

there at the Rhine River against them.

The Germanic tribes were never conquered by the oman Empire, but during

the next three or four hundred years, constatnly individuals from among them

were zix coming into the Roman Empire and being received. Usually coming in

as soldiers, and then after a time leaving the army and becoming R-man

citizenz. So by this time there were many people of Germanic blood in the

empire. But at about 350 or a little after, a group of Tartars, from central

Asia, who were known as the Huns,xx people who rode small horses, and rode

very fast on these small horses, who seemed to have been very brutal, in then

activity. These group of px people called the Huns. I don't know wxx

why the xawx country of the Magyars came to be called the Hungaria, the

N Hungarians had no connection with these early Hns. They are a distinct

people altogether that came later. But these people called the Huns came and

altakxx attacked the Germanic tribes from the rear, and the result of the pressure

on the rear was that it increased the pressure to move zr*x forward for the

Germanic tribes, and greatly stimulated them. And it was much easier to face

the Roman Empire with its generalculture and refinement and lack of physical

power than to face the brutality and rx ferocity of these tribes of Huns

attacking from the rear. (end of record)
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Reocrd 130

Ulfilas had been in the Roman Empire and had converted to Christianity and

he 'went back north of the Roman Empire and converted the Goths to Christianity.

And what he took with him was Aianism. x±a±xax Arian Christianity, and

he made a system of writings for their language, and he translated all the

Bible. Except the book sof Kings, which he said he would not trtB translate

because they were too warlike already and he didn't want to give them any more.

Mtfix (question) Yes, that is a very good z qeustion, and I 'would say

that it is a -very vital one for us. I would say this, that Arianism awas a

system of belief which struck at the very foundation of Christianity and which

carried on logically 'would mean the utter destruction of Christianity. And

therefore I would say that a theologican who took Arianism and taught it would

be moving in a diiectionxx±x which eventually would mean the end of

Christianity. But nevertheless, I 'would say that the A ian view, which though

it denies the basic thing of the deity of Christ, tztxxwxx nevertheless that

Christ was before the creation of the workd, ands by him that God created the

world, tht He was the first of all created beings, it gives trmendous honor, trem

endous importance to Christ, it is a system which a x±x simple tt±x

Christian may hold, 'without his personal faith being k injured. And therefore

I 'would say that there might be many tx very real Christians who held to

A tan views. But that if these people became teachers, and leaders, within

a period of not many decades, the irx church of which they were ttigxaxxxxx

leaders and teachers would eventually end up in pure paganism. That is what I

believe. Therefore, it is a very dangerous heresy, but not one which necessarily

'would mean that the simp1 Christian who held it was wrecked as far as his own

personal Ch2istian life was concernd. So that I believe that there were some

very txxxxx fine Christian who werexkR±xx Aians. But I don't think they were

leading thinkers. If they had been leading thinkers it would have menat

the end of Christianity. Arianism was destroyed in the R--)ma Empire in the

4th century. But the fact txx that the Germnaic tribesxtktxx that conquered

the Roman Empire were Arian, established a xxxxxxtxx bond between them and the
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Christian of the empire. And resulted in their not being the close association

between them, each considering each ther the heresy. And there might have been/

And it resulted in the fact that when these people, in time, these people tx

became more educated and more understanding, received better Christian teaching

than if they gave up their ALianism, and Acianism disappeared, but also these peo

disappeared as rea leaders. And "n the other hand, it was a tix tribe which came

into the empire, utterly hated, which was converted to Christianity which was

tulu Christian in its beliefs and in its theology. But they were not as
degenerate

truly converted as the Arians.s That is, they received a ery gat sort of

±x Christianity but theoretically it was correct. And the resj.lt

was that the succeeding generation was txxax traine1 in a more direct theologT

received the support and assistance of the Christians of the Roman Empire.

nd they became the leaders,and that is how the Frankish tribe came to come oat

on top of the Germanic tribes. And the western part fxtx Europe came to be

called F ance. It was on account of the fact that they hadn't been reached

by Ulfilas and been converted like the others had. Well, we will look at that

a little more in detail later. x

But these Germanic tribes, these Gothic tribes, about tkrx 36Oxaxxx said

to the Roman Empire, can you let us into the empire. Here in Rumania, what we

call today Rumania, south of the Danube, in that area. there is axatxx lai'ge

section of land with very few peple in it. Here are we, thousand of able

bodied men, with our families, why not let us come in and we ±xtxx will become

Romans, we will support your empire, we will and with you,axwx and wevill

take over this land and we will cultivate it. And with the forces behind them.

the zitxix situation was that the Romans did not let them in they would probably

come in by force. And it wold be a helpful thing for the Roman Empire, anyway

to have them in, and t so Valens, the emperor said fine. Come on in, and he sent

Roman officials on up there to xxxxx bring them in. And the officials came,

and they were bringin them in, everything in -eacefil fashion, and then these

officials saw a chance to get some graft and so they began it xtgxx
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grafting and mistreating these peope who we'e coming in, and the result was that

they finally got so disgusted that they flew to arms. And thextttx situation ti-n

was that the people could do nothing to hold them down and a hurry-up call came

to Valens and he rushed up there with an army and met them and was utterly defeated

And so the western Goths settled in the empire, after having tr utterly

defeated Valens and killed him. And Theodocious, the new emperor, in a period

of eight or ten years, succeeded in beating them in a few battles, and then in

making a just peace with them, and giving them a section of the empire where they

would be decently treated, and they x became a part of the empire.

And it is ipossible that they might have sebtied down and been a part of the

empire and that would be all that there was to it, if it were not for the fact

that behind them there were other tribes pushing, still, and the Huns behind them.

And then the Roman Empire was weakened. And so within the per'iod of the next

20 years, this proceeded to such a point that at about kOO the western Goths

began moving. And the eastern Goths come in in back of them, and then another

group called the Vandals, another Germanic tribe, and various other Germanic

tribes came into the empire and began trying to take over various sections.

Now, the name Vandal has become to mean someone who ruthlessly destroys. But

it 1s an interesting tk thing that though the tribe know as the Vnndals rightly

received this reputation, it was not a characteristic of individuals, but the

particular situation in which those people came. At least into which the leader

ship of this particular group came. Because one of the Vandals had become

a member of the army of the western empire, the western part of the empire,

became a leader in it, and actually was a Roman general who held the Germanic

tribes in check for ten or fifteen years. A Vandal general. And evidently a

very fine man, in everything you hear about him.

Well, now, right at this poimt, I should mention the death of Theodocious

in 395. We dealt at considerable length with Theodocious. Theod. death is

called by most historians the time of the division of the Roman Empire into

eastern and western. This is a very peculiar title for this eason. The Roman

Empire had been divided by Diocletian into four parts. But then Constatnine
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united it. And after Constantine's death it was divided among his sons into

three parts, and when one died inot two parts. And then it was united agains.

Valentinian divided it, but he had the west and Valens had the east. It was

divided then. Theodocious had the east, and then Theod. united it, and it was

only for about five years and it was united. And then when Theod. died it was

divided between his two sons, and it was never again united. So 395 most hist

orians say, is the division of the Roman Empire. Well, acutally, it was divided

a whole century earlier. It was divided by Diocletian. Bit Diocletian's theory

was that it was one empire, simply with two Augustines. One empire. Const. 's

theory was that it was one empire, and his two sons ruling in different pacts.

But it was one empire. That was Theod. theory-, w±tx one empire with his two

sons ruling in two parts. But atx actually, as it had often been before when

it was divided, it became two separate realms, one quite independent of the

other. And it just happened that it never got united again. 100 years later,

an eastern emperor tried to unite and almost succeeded. Bit it never was

again united.

So after Theod. 's death, you have one son reigning in the eastern empire,

and one son reigning in the west. And now when this division takes place.

it so happens that after it, the Germanic tribes soon begin coming in and they

come thro.igh the western part of the empire. And in the course of another

80 years, the western part disappears as an empire. While the eastern part

continues as an empire for another 1,000 years, after that. There has never been

a realm in the kx history of the world that has continued as the Iman Empire.

For a period of nearly 1500 years.

(question) The tribes were pressing in between the two parts, near the

Black Sea, and then also from there clear west. You see, on the Danube, there,

it was pressing against the western part of the eastern empire. Well then, when

they came in, the easterners were able to put up some resistence, and so they

thought it would be easier to move west#ard.

(question) Well, Goth is a name for a large tribe, very large tribef, which

divided in two halfs. The western Goths and the eastern Goths. It was the
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western Goths that moved in first. The western Goths, they moved into Rumania,

but they didn't stay there.

Now, the emperor of the western part, Theod. 's son, had a general, a Vandal

general named Silicho. And Theod. was a very great man, a very able man, but

his x±xxxx sons did not inherit his genius, they only inherited his

position. And as long as the son who rttxx riled in the west was able to have

is able V"ndal general really Tt running his empire for him, he could evote him

self to pleasure and constant ceremony and get along very nicely. And Silicho

would hold fast the Germanci tribes with his army, and he rEttx practically

ran the western empire. But then, people managed to get the young emperor to

be jealous of Silicho, and he became so jealous of Silicho that he had him

executed. He got the idea that Silicho was anxious to take over his power, and

they got him mixed up in certain personal feelings against Silicho, and the

emperor ordered Silicho to be seized and executed, and utxx once Silicho was

out of the way, zt there was nobody to hold the x empire in good condition.

The emperor was Honorius. He is not an lx important character. His father was

a very important character. He was simply one who had dealt foolishly.

Now, the movement of the Germanic tribes, during the next 50 years, to trace

them would take an hour. And it would involve a great deal of study to know all

that they did. And I am not going to expect you to learn the full details of

it, but I would like you to get a general idea. Of how these tribes came sweeping

in the east. West of the Black Sea, in Europe, just about where the two

parts of the eastern and western empires come together. They came sweeping in th

and the eastern part faced them with a rather narrow section, while they had the

whole broad end of the western part before them, tk The eastern generals...

(end of record)

Record 131

But the result was that these tribes, one after another, being pushed by

those behind, came into the western empire and overran the northern areas there.

And then they came n into Italy. And a the Visigoths, (the western Goths) under

a very able leader named Alaric, a very able king, the Visigoths were held back
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by Silicho for a while, but after he was executed, they made their way into

t±yx Italy. And some of the Roman people who were terrified before them, rushed

out into a place in the marshes and built a city there in the marshes, where it

would be hard to get at them. And that was the city of modern Venice. Which begai

at this time. But the army came on down through Italy, made two or three

incursions into Italy, and finally in klO they actually conquered the city of

Rome. This is very important in the life of St. Aug. In klO, they took

over the city of Rome, and laric led his army of the Visigoths into the city

of Rome, and for three days they punished the city and many Romans fled for their

lives, and they lost trmendous amounts of property. These Visigoths carried off

great amounts of plunder. But it is a marvel of history that Alaric was ttx

able to gather ±*x his troups out after only three days that he let them plunder

the city. It is a marvel of history. Charles the V's army, a thousand years

later, composed half of Spaniards and half of Germans, took Rome and it was

weeks before he was able to get them out. Bat the Visigoths in three days after
plunder

gathered them out, and they carreid great amounts of ptxdffr with them, but

Alaric was a very strict Arian Christian. He gave them strict orders. He xx

said, these peop'e. they are heretics, we don't agree with them, but they are

Christians. Don't hurt any church. And anybody who is in a church, don't hurt

them. So people could run into a church and they were safe from the Visigoths,

and they didn't plunder any church. Txt*tx Quite different from the

Spanish soldiers of a thousaad years later who would seize the cardinals and

carry them around in all kinds of mock dress and everything and make fun of

them and plunder the churches. They didn't lesistate at anything. But Alaric

plundered Rome wttkx and it was a tremendous blow to the city, though nothing

like the blow that such plunders usually are. But more than that, it was the

first time that the city of Rome had been pestered by an enemy for nearly

800 years. And there was probably no other city in the world that had a L'ecord

like that. And there is no city in the world today that has existed 800 years

t*tzx hasn't been plundered at leastthree times t during the last 800 ywxx

years. And Rome for 800 years had no been. It had been the recognized mistress
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of the world, a large part of that time, and it had never been defeated by an

enemyxwtiix sufficient to be able to take it as a plunder.

Well, that had a tremendous affect on people's imaginations. The world

seems to be coming to an end. When Rome, the mistress of the world for 800

years, was conquered by rough Germanic people, from the north, and plundered.

Alaric pulled his army out of Rome, after three days, marched tirtrx further

south with his army, died just a few days later, then the Visigoths marched north

out of Italy and they went on over into France. Before they did that, the

eastern Goths, i tkgxtr±xx, the Ostragoths, another, tribe which had been coming

behind them, and the Vandals, the tribe to which Silicho belonged, had entered

the empire, and they had gone into France. And then the people of Rome and the

people of the eastern empire wanted to rescue France, and so they offered the

Visigoths, they said, if you will drive the Vandals out of Rax Frqnce, we will

let you t hold that country. And so they drove them out of France and the

Vandals went into Spain, and some of the Vandals went into Africa, and then from

Africa the came north ±t into Italy and plundered it. But the Ostragoths,

after the Visigoths left, went into Italy and they built a kingdom there.

Now, we won't go into these details, I just want to give you a picutre of

these forces moving zrx across Europe, over a period of decades. Living in a

place for a while, moving on to another, a whole nation moving from one area

to another. And you can see how it completely upset life, and you can see why

at just about 450, I would call it, the Middle Ages begins, and a complete

turnover tx of life in Europe, a complete change. Well now, we are interested

prtmzrtiyxxxxx primarliy, in these fifty years, in the flowering of the Christian

movement of the previous three hundred years, which existed tx±Ex during these

fifty years, and which is tremendously important for us today. But we are also

interested in seeing how this was affected, naturally, JDx by what was happening.

There is, St. Aug., for instance. One of his most famous books, ktx his most

famous one next to his Confessions, is the City of God. The City of God was

written because when Rme was devastated, and hundreds of fugitives made their way

to Africa, people ±ax said, oh, look what is happening. The empire has
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become Christian and now it is falling to pieces. The City of Rome, after800

years ta being absolutely safe, has been overrun by these barbarians and

plundred, see what Christianity has done to the eipire. And so A ,g. said, no

there is ticwx two cities. The pagan city and the ± city of God. The pagan

city comes to an end, it is plundered, it is devastated. But ax he said, there

is the city of God which is far xaxmore important, which is being set up

by the ChristiaNs.

xx And so he contrasted the pagan city and the city of God, the great city that

ruled thexwx world for nearly 800 years, and the city of God which was to take

its place. And so his great book, the City of God, was an answer to this, the

pagans a xtxx said, the world is coming to an end, it is being a destroyed

because Christianity is weakening the empire. He said, no ka±t±x Christianity

is substituting something better than the old pagan state. So that is why

he called his book The City of God. And that is why he wrote the particular

book to meet that particular crisis. So, that the effect upon the;minds of the

px people of thex±ax this conquest is just indescribable. And there is

one thing that we will mention when we get to, the

end of Aug.'s life.

Augustine, writing his finals works, lying on his deathbed, in the city of

Hippo, in North Africa, at the end of his a life, and a all around the city, here

is the vallxarxxx around it, and outside of that, !raattx practically all of

North Africa had been taken by the \ridals. And ) the Vandals are plundering

and destroying all around, and plundering all this, and here is this one

clity on the seacoast, with a wall around, and Aug. lying there on his deathbed.

And not long after, a few days after his death, Hippo also was taken.

And all of North Africa had fallen to the Vandals. His life went in an apocalyp

tic day. It a was a day of turnover such as Europe has never seen before or sIn

And we will go on further there tomorrow. (Break in oecord)

And this is when we have the great overturning, the great sweep which made t

change from ancient history to the Middle Ages. And, of course, what we are

interested in primarily is the ancient history, the ancient world. Simply
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because the ancient world and the ancient church connect right on txtkx to

the modern church. You might say that the medieval church does, too, but if

it does, it is the latter part of the medieval church that connects on, while

the latter part of the ancient church connects on. In. the Reformation, the

church went back to the ancient church to a very large extent. The Roman Church

goes back to the Middled Ages, and our great interest in the Middle Ages will

be in seeing where many of the practices and viewpoints of the Roman Church

originated. We will have a real interest in that. But we have a much greater

interest in this latterpart of the ancient church, which is tremendously xpxx

important for the Roman kxkx Church and also for us today. And which represents

the climax of the history of Christianity prior to the engulfing with the

great numbers of people coming into the empire, people not Ii inferior in any

way tkx to the people tx whom they overcame. Perhaps, naturally and in many

qualities superior, to the xxx people who were then living in the Roman

Empire. But people wtx without the culture, without the traning, w±txx without

the background, which the Romans had. And coming in too r rapidly to be assim

ilated. So that they did assimilate this culture, but instead of x being done

gradually, it took many centuries to get it. And eventually, wkxx±tx when it

was entirely assimilated, it was naturally greatly changed, in the course of

taking over. So that the Dark Ages begin, actually, about the middle of the

5th century.

You will find x hardly any history book that states that as a fact. But

look in the history book, in most any, and see what they have to say about the

last half of the 5th century and the 6th and the 7th, and yoxx it will be a rrx

rare one that will have more than a few words to say about those centuries. They

are Dark Ages as far as the history txtkx people taking much interest in them

is concerned, aside from a few special outstanding things, which formed a back

ground to succeeding evetne.

Now e are at the present moment, more interested in the onrush of the

barbarians, for its relationship to the old church, to the ancient church, than

we are as a foundation to xktx what follow-)ed. That is, there are many aspects
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of it which become important n rgtt± relation to what followed, and we will ex

press those as we go on in the Middle Ages. But right now I think stress is

what it did to the Roman Empire. The uxr eastern half of the Roman Empire was

affected by it, but not to a great extent, because it so happened that these'

people came in mostly through Eurthpe, w rather than trhough Asia. And coming in

through Eurthpe, the brunt of their attack came nine tenths of it, against the

western half of the empire, and only one-tenth of it against the eastern half

of the empire. And so it was not so difficult to protect the eastern empire from

beong greatly affected by it. It was affected. borne of these armies penetrated

portions of it, some of these people went in as servants of the eastern empire,

there was a real affect, but it wasn't tx a tenth of the affect of the

western empire. Because the western akixxtkx half of the empire was

very soon submerged by great multitudes of people; sweeping across, and these

people were altogether different from what they would have been if tkx it

hadn't been for the missionary labors of TJlfilas. They plundered and pilaged

and massacred, but it must be said that on the whole their treatment was far more

humanextztxtxx than that of the Roman W Empire itself had been, in previous

centuries. And while there were outstanding groups of them which were particular

......(13) and the name Vandals, for i.xtx instance, has come to mean ill

treatment, I doubt if they were much worse than the great bulk of the

Roman armiei had been. And many of the others were certainly far more lenient

that the Roman Armies had been.

(question) The Visigoths, the Ostragoths, the l3) all of these

had become Arian. The only large group which came in, which had not been

converted to Christianity was the Franks, and they didn't come until a little

bit later. They were complete pagans. They never went to an Arian state, they

were converted directly to the orthodox view. So that the Visigoths in the

first part of this period swept down into Rumania and Bulgaria what is now

those countries, and then where they went down westward into Italy, and Alaric,

the king of the Visigoths attacked Rome. And for three days it was plundered,

and to have a city plundered by an army for three days is a terrific experience.
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But as a rule such plunderings last more than that. For a city like Rome

which had not been plundered by an enemy for 800 years, to be plundered, was

a terrific experience, and for a city which was the wealthiest city in the

world to be plundered. Possibly tat±x Constantiniople was... (end of record)

Record 132

They were the second class, so you can imagne what the first class was,

the wealthy people of Rome. And of course there was a lot of poor people in

Rome, but there were great numbers of people in Rome who had large incomes, from

tie various parts of the Empire, and their families had a had them for centuries.

And the result was that the amount of the fine furnishings and decorations and

art works and so on, thattheir krix houses had had, you would hardly find any

thing to compare with them, xJo in such an amount in any large city anywhere

today. But Rome was that way at that txx time. And for a city like that

to be exposed to an xx army, like that Russians did when they took Berlin. They

just broke in and grabbed anything that they g felt like, was many times to take

a as there was in Berlin, and it tx was a terrific experience. And many many PRNPE

people fled and the refugees came into just about any other part of the world,

and made a tremendous impresstn.

Well, Alaric pulled his army out to the marsh further south, and he died

he was planning to go over and conquer North krxx Africa, but he died. And

the rest of them came back, and they eventually made their way up north, and

the people persuaded them to join together with a couple of other tribes and

o drtve the Vandals a out of France. And they did it, and they held France, and

the Vandals held Scam. ater on the Vandals left Spain and took North Africa,

and the Visigoths took ap±x Spain. The eastern Goths, the Ostragoths, came and

they went down in the last half of this century and founded a kingdom in

Italy, and held Italy for 0 years. Well, we don't have to get these details

in mind. It is the big sweep of it that I am interested in your k±x having.

And idea of what happened.

From this time on, the eastern a empire continued for another 1,000 years.

The Rman Empire lasted until tx 1453, when the Turks took Constantinople.
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But it was the eastern half, and it doesn't have so much direct connection with us.

Our connection beingxt with the western half of the empire. The western half

was swept over by these &x barbarians to such an extent that there was not

another man after Theodocious whom you can call a real emperor in the west. There

were some minor figures, who held the imperial power, but before long we find

the Goths taking over the power and putting up puppet rulers. One putting up one

id another, and finally one putting up his son and called him Romulus Augustus,

gave him a new name. Named after the tx great founders of the Roman city,
Augustus

Romulus the great founder of Rome in the first place, kgit1n the founder of

the Roman Empire, he named his little boy Romulus Augustus, and made him nominally

emperor. And then another Germanic chieftan killed this one, and put his son

out from being emperor and didn't put anybody in his place. So that is called

the end of the Roman Empire in k7'6. It is a rather x silly date, actually. It

didn't make the slightest difference that this young German boy was removed from

having the name of emperor, when he actually had never been one. But after

that there was never again a man living in Rome ruling the west and calling him

self Roman emperor. So that the period was the time of the end of the western

Roman Empire.

Though it was the end of the Roman Empire in fact, the eastern empire

continued and the western ±rx part, the idea that the Romans had established

that this was an empire, one unti, with one control, was an idea which had

become so strongly entrenched in people's minds that it continued for many

centuries and the various xx chieftains of different areas liked to speak

of themselves as the representatives of the emperor of the different areas.

And eventually some kings in Germany began to call themselves Roman Emperors,

though they were German Emperors, who lived in Germany. Their empire became to

called the Holy Roman Empire, although somebody said that it was neither holy,

Roman, nor an empire. But it contlued until xtt 1812. It was not the

Roman Empire in any sense, but it p'esents the continuation of the x*x idea

of the empire. And this idea was strong all through the Middle Ages. And

this idea contributed greatly to the strength of the popes. Who always maintained
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that they were the ±tx spiritual heads of the empire. And they living in

Rome were the heads of the religious 1tf of the western world and had a right to

tell any king if ± his life wasn't what it should be that he should step out and

let somebody else take his !tzx place. Theoretically he had the

right, and sometimes k they forced them to do it.

Well, this will do for this brief summary of A, the political Ettax ±taxxx

situation in the first half of the 5th century. Now I want briefly to glance

at B, Monasticism in the 5th Century. The 5th century is not an important

period for monast. Two of the most important prxx periods for monast. are

the 4th cent. and the 6th cent. The 5th century comes in between these two,

and consequently that which happened in the 4th continued in the 5th, and you

might say that which happened in the 6th had beginnings in the 5th. But as far

as monast. is concerned, it will be enough to state that the movement of monast.

which began in the 4th century continued in the 5th, with some variations.

But with no grax great variations. 1n the east monast. had begun with hermits

going out into the desert. And while there were now txx large groups of hermits,

together under the direction of pr±rx superiors, working under the direction

of a definite organization, there were still a great many as individuals. And

in the ax east, the spirit which animated the first ones to get out enti-ely by

themselves and do something new, still pontinued. And so there was a man there

who thought of a brand new idea. His name was Simeon. And Simeon i±i*tx was

a shepehrd in the border of Syria and Silicia, and a boy of 13 years. He had

heard tztx the beatitudes read in church and he was greatly affected by them,

and he went to a cloister and lay seven' days without eating or drinking before

the tkzgx threshold and begged to be admitted as the meanest servant of the

house. And he wetn in and he became a man who devoted himself to asceticism,

went out as a hermit on a mountain with an iron chain on his feet, and he was

visited there by admiring curious throngs.

Well, other people had done this sort of thing before. St. Anthony, and

Paul of Thebes had lived in thex desert so long. He managed to think of somethig

brand new. And so in 423 he ±Nxrx invented a new sort of holiness. He went
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forty miles east of Antioch and he put up a high pillar. And he first put up a

k±x pillar which was six cubits high. Then he changed it to one which was

twelve cubits, t and then one which was thirty cubits. And the final one which

some people put up for him was thirty-six cubits high . Sintt a cubit a foot

and a hafl. If it is, then it would be 'about sixty feet high. About as high

it x±x would be higher than this building. And on the top of this pillar he

spent 26 years. He spent 36 years altoghther on pillars. The last 26 on this

one high pillar. The pillar was such that he could never lie down on it, nor

sit. He could only standor lean on a patx post, or bt devoutly bow.

In his last posture he almost touched his f feet with his head, so flexilbe

his back had Jonx been made, by standing. A spectator once counted in one day,

no less than 1240 such kneeling of the saint before the attgktxAlmighty, and

then he gave up counting. He wore a coiering of the skins of beasts and a chain

about his neck. He stood there for lone weary days and weeks and months and

years, exposed to the scorching sun, th drenching rain, the biting frost.

Living a life of daily death and martyrdom. They called him Simeon Stylites.

The zwx name Stylites, meaning tk Simeon on the pillar. And after him there

were others who followed in the path that he had laid out. And they had a good

many pillar saints.

Simeon did something that was very novel. People t living in their luxury

and in their ease would feel asshamed of the fact that it would impossible for then

b give up even some little thing for the sake of Christ, and they would

hear of this man who gave up all the comforts of life for Christ, and it seemed

so wonderful to them they would xx stream from afar to see him. A2r thousands

of p3tx people came to see him. He never suffered any women to come within the

allwhich surrounded his pillar. Bt aide from them, he spoke to all classes,

nd was friendliness, mildness and love. He used to preach to thousands of

people. And he had a tremendous influence in what he preached to the people.

He preached repentacne twice a day, he helped the spectators settle controversy,

t vindicated the orthodox faith, sometimes even extorted laws from an emperor.

The thousands of people calim to be converted to kitx Christianity through him.
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Finally, when he was 69, he died of a long-concealed and loathesome ulcer on his

leg. And his body was brought in solemnpx'ocession to the great church in

ktkx Anttoch. There were others whofollowed k in his footsteps, but of

course these would be very few, in comparison to the great number of the monks

who lived in the desert, some of them as hermits, but most of them in groups of

people in the monasteries, and most of them, some of them were like St. Jerome,

highly educated people studying the Bible and doing valuable things, but they

were in a great minority. The kx bulk of them fell into extreme fanaticism,

and at times in the EN great controversies in the latter part of the century

]tey would come in and crowd into the cites, and their influence was felt

very strongly, sometimes even in the way of physical force. ±xtx

But there was no greatxKkgx change xxtrxgx during this century in

monast., aside from this one thing. The introduction of the ±tax pillars.

Now, in the west, hermits and pillar, saints like this were impossible in the

west. The climate is not mild enough that they can hardly do it. In most parts

of the west. Only in the desert of Egyp or Syria could this be done actually.

To any great extent. And so in the west, it was rather difficult, in fact there

is only one example of a tx pillar saint in the west. That was a man who lived

on a pillar in France, for a long time, but one of the bishops ordered him to

come down and go into a cloister, which e did. And that, as far as we, know,

is the only instance in the west of one who did that. Except that I read the

other day that there was a man in Miami, RttxxFlorida, who has been on a pillar

for a week or two, but I don't think that there is any religious purpose in it

as far as I know.

Well, in the west, we have noticed how the influence of Ambrose and of

Jerome, and of different ones, had led jeople to take a great interest in going

into the monastic life. And Aug. put his influence in this direction. Ag.,
early

of coarse, was very/anxious to go out wth a few friends and live by themselves

axx and study and discuss spiritual problems and life and he spent s-me

years in that activity right after his conversion. And he evidently wanted to

do that all his life. He was xxtx 'unable to t do that, but all his life he
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tried to live in great simplicity. And he was ttx con.statnly urging people

to ttxx leave the world and live in great simplicity. He never, kxtx in the

latter part of his life, ir never would visit a woman unless there were two men

with him, and then only when there was avery definite spiritual purpose txkxx

to his going, and the place where he lived with other men around him, he allowed

no women to come in under any trx condition whatever, and their food was very

very simple and plain, not any great amount of it, and he would constatnly urge

people to forsake the world. And his influence pointed and urged people toward

monastic life. (end of record)

Record 133

To make plans to try to improve their condition, and he made out a plan

for the nunnery thatthis sister providd. And these plans Aug. made came to

be called the Rome of Augustine, but t1ieir number was an acutal order of Augus

tinian, for axx many centuries later. It was many centuries later that a

group of different monasteries, that had been following his general Rome of

Augustine, organized itself into an rrx order with a head. And it was from

tils order eventually that tk±x was
Maf'tin

Luther. But an actual order of

monks such as there are dozens of today, did not acutqlly come into existence

until thext±tkxgutxx 6th century. Not in the 5th century at all. It was

not uintil the middle of the 6th txx century that the oldest of the great

orders was founded. We will look at that in the next century. But none of

the great orders of monks came into existence until the 6th century, more

than 500 years after the death of Christ.

Aug. said in one of his writings, he said, I have never known better

people than are found among the monks and nuns, nor Kxnffx have I ever known

worse people than I have found among the wxitx monks and nuns. And that was

his statement. And Jerome, and all of Jerome's tremendous emphasis

on monasticism, Jerome said exactly the same thing. Arid Jerome, of course,

led these Roman women, these distinguished cultured Roman iwxx wmen, to give

up all their luxury and their cleanlthess, and to go into monastic life and

Jerome had large group of monks under his general direction, iix in Bethlehem,
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and he knew many whom he thought very highly of, but he had some pretty tough

experiences with some very hypocfitical people who got him into very serious

difficulties. And so both Aug. and Jerome pointed out this. The great

benefits to a person who was thoroughly in his heart determined to seek the

Lord which could be found from some aspects of monastic life, but all the

great opportunities that it gave some, and which they both in this early

day perhaps had a good many experiences with.

But so much for B, the monasticism in this century. Now we look at C,

The Life and Influence of St, Augustine. The life and influence of St. Aug.

We have already looked at the early life of St. Aug, and I had you read the

account of it in Foakes-Jackson, and I assigned him to you the account4 of

a good many sections of the accoutn of Aug.'s Confessions , and of course,

there were a lot of small details of his early life which we would not think

of spending that much attention on one individual. If it were not for the

very great importance of what he did afterwards. I heard, recently, that

someone had made an investigation of successful men in America, to try to

determine what are the qualities which are common to successful men. And for

a time he was baffled, becaUse he said he found that some of them were men

of great culture, and some men of none. Some of them were men of great ability

in expressing themselves, and some of them were very quiet with little ability

to express themselves. Some of them were men who were very abstemious, while

others were men who seemed quite extravagant in their personal habits. Some

of them, he said, were men of great outstanding intellectual ability, but other's

seemed to be only mediocre, in intellectual ability. He ±axx said he found

that there was such a great variety among men who were successful in the

sense in which the world counts success in America today, that for a time he

was baffled at finding what wx was the common characterisitic. And then, he

said, he found that there was one quality that every successful person had,

they all ttxx had it in common. And that was a entitled persistence. He tzx

said, when they undertook something, they worked and worked hard at it, and

they would put in as long a time as was necessary to find the answer' to the
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was the common quality of all successful people. Now, if you look zxkxxtxx

back at those days, if there is any man of whom that can be d said, it is

St. Aug. Øf course, Jerome, also. The amount of study, the amont of writing

that Jerome did is tremendous. But when you look at St. Aug., the labors that

that x man accomplished are simply almost beyond belief. The thing that puts

me to shame is to see his correspondence, and Calvin is another example. How

those, men, I don't see how they could do it, with the activity they had in their

churches, and with the constant teaching and writing and all they had, how they

could write at great length in so many correspondences, dealing with every sort

of subject that people would raise up and ask them about. And they would go

into it fully and write at length, on what often seemed to be the most trivial

dxgaxxx&iix things. And t yet they would bring something out of it, of course.

And Aug.'s life, through the latter part of it, was writing acutally thousands

of letters, and dealing with all osrts of questions that people would bring up.

But this was a small part of his activity. It was the way the man was so ener

getically taking ahold of everything that ux came before him, that he thought

was important.

Now, it mentioned how Jerome was busying himself with scholarly work and

doing a tremendously valuable taks, and f doing a great deal, but I think

that he dealt so much with details that he failed to study into the great

central problems as Aug. did. Well, I can't help feeling that Aig., himself,

if he had done alittle less, and a spent a little more time, even than he

did, thinking it through,, there would be an evern greater impact on the

world. He would face a problem and he would jump into it with both feet and he

would go after it, and he would usually lick the problem, but in some

cases I think that if he had concetrated a little more, or if he had left out

one or two of them, and done a more lasting job on wx one or tow of the others.

But we want to see something of the activity and influence of this man, but

that must be mentioned first, apart from his persistence, his accomplishment

would be nothing like what it was, but of course with that was a tremendous
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mind, and a very great experience of the grace of God. He felt himself like

one who had actually been picked from the fires, a brand picked from the

burning, and done by the marvellous providential intervention of God, in ways

which he felt he had absolutely no personal credit for whatever. It was the

way God had brought these things into his lExx life, and the way God had presen

the Gospel before him, and had led him to know Himself. He was very devoutly

conscious of the grace of God, and that colored all his activiti,tes.

Now, you have, in your reading that I have assigned you, have gone up to

where he was converted. And then he lived for a time there in Milan, off in

retirement with some friends, discussing some religious questions. And then

he was going back to Africa. And he was xwx down at the port of Rome when

his mother died. And after the death of his mother, Monica, who was buried ther,

he went to Rome and studied in R--,me for another year. And then he left Rome

and went back to Africa. And when he got back to Africa, there, Aug. determined

to devote himself with some friends to discussion of theological matters and

to study them. He evidently held a fair amount of property in Africa, and he

sold most of the property and he gave away a good bit of it, but he had a

large pix claim with a certain amount of income, and he and some friends

settled on it, and started stuying and writing. And now, as they continued

that for two or three years. But soon his writings began to be known and he

began to be widely quoted, and he began to find it was a desirable thing to

stay right at home and not go away, and not to do any travelling. And the

reason was tztxtkx what happened to St. Ambrose. When the Vxpim people

called out to Ambrose to be bishop was not isolated, and whether the story

of that had an effe t in stimulating the same thing i elsewhere or not,

or whether it rose spontaneously, the fact was that in Africa at this time,

the people in most any town, if they wanted a man for bishop they would seize

ahold of him and demand that he become their bishop. And it was just impossible

to get away from them. And Aug. didn't want to be a bishop. He wanted to

devote himself to the contemplatiwa life and the writings, and he didn't want

to be a bishop. And so he was very careful not to go into a town tktxx that
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didn't have a bishopin it. Of course, inthose days, all the preaching in

North Africa was done by the bishop. There were about five hundred bishops in

the ftx Catholic Church3,and perhaps evern more in what was called the

Donatus. Now there were two denominations/ of Christians in North AFrica at

this time. Theolgocially and doctrinally, their views were absolutely

identical. Their differences were over certain questions of church order and

±x discipline, and still more over certalin historical things. Oe of these

groups called itself the Donatus, after Donatus their leader of a century

before. They had esisted for a full century, and was the larger of the two

denominations. he other &xiixztxx denomination in North Africa, there held

the same views, except t for these matters of church government and church

order that the Donatus did, but they were considered bu the rest of
xxjt1 Africa

Christ4ndom as the church txtNIx And so they called themselves the

Catholic Church. The all-embracing church, the church in 2ttx fellowship with

other churches. And they were slightly smaller tktx than the Donatus 2 group.

ow you remember that Aug. in his early days had become interested in the

Mu±xuaux Manicahes. The Manichaes were a group almost as large as either

one of them in Africa. They were a very large flourishing group, you might call

them a church. They had many points in common with Christian churches, men

who had taken over many points of tk2txxktt±t±xwx Christian organization,
Christian

external Christian attitudes, but in their , actually they were not a

group at all. They were not like Mithraism, t±xtttx definitely a pagan

group. They were a Gnostic group, it was Gnosticism carried on logically.

They were further from Christianity than many of the Gnostic groups, but yet

they had much more in common with it than Mithraism.

Aug. had been a member of the M±x Manichaes for a time, you remember.

He had been a catecumen. He had not acutally been baptized by the Manichaes,

but he was under1 instruction with them, he was one who attended their services.

And he took an interest for many xx years. And not ix only that, but had

led many friends to become kxx Manichaes by his interest in it. Well,

now, his mother had always wanted him to become a Catholic Christian, and I
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think his mother would have happy if he had become a Donatis. Rather than a

Manichae. That would have been a tremendous step in the right direction for

her, but what hse wanted was for him to become a Catholic Christian. And that

's what he became. And she was so happy when he became a Catholic kx Chr'istiai

Well, now, the Donatus knew that he was a Catholic Christian, he was not a

Donatus Christian, and he had nothing to w.x worry about from them. But in

the towns, where the Catholic Church did not have a bishop, Aug. stayed away

from those towns, as he didn't want to be seized and made a bishop in one

of those towns.

(question) The term Catholic was used.. it began to be used, probably,

about the middle of the 2nd century, about 150. Perhaps a little earlier.

And the term Catholic was used to mean those who are in the body of

k±x Christians who have fellowiip with other Christians, throughout the

Roman Empire. And the term began to be used in contradisticntion to the

Gnostics. The Gnostics were these groups which xx held a good deal of

Christian teaching and claimed to be Christian, but they were out of harmony

with the masses of Christian.s So they said, we are Catholic Christian, we

are in the great body. And the term was used tt that way, as far as I know.

through the whole of the Roman Empire at this time. Now, of course, tiere was

thexNxt±x Novatian church, which you remember startedE about 250, that

was quite a large xxtt±x denomination. And in Constantinople there

were many Novatian churches, and after the C'uncil of Constantinople in 381,

Theodocbus had ordered that xmxmxtxtxtktxxtkgXxtkazaxxkxxdtxxxkmxtdtaxxmzxxxxx

there should be no churches bu those which were members of the Catholic group.

No other churches should be allowed to hold services in. Constantinople, but

he made an exception for the Novatian churches. Because, during the years, when

b Catholic Church in Constantinople were Arian in their teaching, the

Novatian churches had held strictly to the orthodox teaching. (end of record)

Record 134

It had a history of long, probably, or nearly as long, as any denomination

in existence to day, except that of the "Roman Catholic Church. Any of our
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western churches. The Novatian church had a long history, and a history in which

it held true to the orthodox teaching. But eventually it died out in the

Middle Ages.

Now, the Donatus Church was not as large as the Novatian, it was not as

widely extended. The Novatian reached to most parts of the Empire, the Donatus

were only in Africa . But in Affica, they were the largest there. And t so

you had the Donatus, there, and then the other group which called themselves

the Catholic in contradistinction to the Donatus group. They were the grou

who were recognized by the groups in Italy and in Spain, and in Greece and in

Constantinople, azx and in other places, as the one with whom they had

fellowship. And so the Catholic Church, there had about five hindred bishops.

Now a bishop was what we would call a minister today. Every town k that had

a church in it, the church had a man in charge of it who they called

the bishop. And he would be what we would call a minister. Now some ' these

churches had presbyters in them. Most of themxkx didn't! Originally the

presbyter and the bishop were the same, but in the course of years bishop had

come to be.xtix Often, there would be one bishop and a group of presbyters,

like in Rome, where there had been one bishop and a large group of presbyters
if

for many years. In these churches/they had a presbyter, he was an assistant to

the bishop and he would be not what we would call an associate pastor today,

hardly even what we would call an assistant pastor today. He would be more like

a rx sexton, he would be a little above a sexton, but definitely below what

we would call an assistant pastor. I wx mean just in North Africa at this

time.xgx There were comparatively few presbyters, and they were, well the

churches weren't big enough to need more than one man., in. most cases, for the

direction of the acitivities. And it was conrarv to custom, in North Africa,

for anybody but a bishop to do any,$/ preaching. The presbyters did none at

all, at this time.

Well, now, (question) When it comes to belief, in actual belief, the

difference between the Donatus, the Novatians, and the Catholic Churches was

practically nil. There was very little difference in the Novatians and the
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Donatus/ were stricter ±x on their requirements for the life of the minister

and of the church. They were both xx somewhat sticter. The Catholic

Church was s mewhat more lenient. But of course, this matter of requirements

can only be a matter of external features, anyway. Sometimes a person who

±ixxtrzttx in external features seems to be the most upright, acutally in

his heart has more spiritual pride and ungodliness than a man who externally

doesn't appear as good a man. So it is a difficult problem, to decide and

to twtx claim the Catholic idea that if a man says he is sincerely penitent

for his sins, he sincerely turns to God, who are we to Bt doubt of his sinceriir

If we have no definite evidence tktx that he is insincere, wel will accept his

word. And the ztt±x attitude of the other groups, that f a man has denied

the faith, in order to save his life, he just couldn't stand the thought of tzxjg

having a red hot iron pressed to his body, and having his legs broken, and

he denied the faith, and now he says that he is very very sorry, we should

take him back. We shouldn't say, well youre, there is nothing we can do for

you, you have denied the faith, you have gone. And so you see, thex*x differere

was the ne made a stricter stand on external things, the other more lenience

on external things. But as to the real heart of the matter, that is vital,

you cant judge that tx by external things, and actually each area, each minister

each section has to make his judgement upon the basis of personal consideration

of the people involved. And in some cases the Donatus or the Novatians were

ttux doubtless true, and more correct in their judgment than the Catholics.

But in other cases, it proved to be the other x way. It is very very hard to

lay down any rule on those matters.

Well, now, in Africa, then, Aug.'s writings were being talked of a good

bit, and he received a letter from a wealthy man. In the town of Hippo. And

Hippo, was the second most importatn town in North Africa. Today nobody would

even i know its name, hardly ttxx±tx if it hadn-t been for Aug. But at that

time Carthage was the great city. But then this city in Nomidia, on the sea

coast, Hippo, had been the center of the Nomidian king centuries before, before

the Romans conquered it. And so on account of that it was called (6k)
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It was a town of about 40,000 people, and they wern't particuãarly cultured

people, it was not anywhere near as wealthy a town as Carthage, it didn't have

the leadership at all that Carthage did. There were other towns nearly as

important as Hippo. And Hippo had a bishopt in it who was very well liked,

and this rich man in Hippo wrote to Aug, and he said, I am thinking seriously

of giving up, selling all my property and giving it to the poor, and entering

into monastic life. But, he said, if you could come and talk with a me and

discuss the matter with me some, it would help me a make up my mind. And Aug.

could never turn down a chance like that. But he hesitated about it. Now,

he said, I don't like to go anywhere where I moght be dragged away from my

quiet life and made ±tx into a bishop. But, he said, I don't nx need to

worry about Hippo, because Hippo is a town wkx which has a bishop, this

elderly Greek, the bishop of Hippo and well-liked, by everyone. So he went to

Hippo, and he talked with the man and the man was greatly interested, and he

x±xx said, I want to talk further. And he kept him there day after day. And

he kept talking further and then the Sunday came they went to church. And

Aug. stood there, it was the custom in those days that the minister sat, in

fron of the platform, and the people stood, and they heard the sermon. nd

Augustine stood there, and the bishop xax was sitting up there and xi giving

his sermon, and the bisho said to the people, he said, I am getting along in

years, and he said the labors of the work here are getting pretty heavy for

me. He said, oh, if only I had a good presbyter to assist me in the work,

somebody of ability and understanding who could assist me in the work and

he gave on at great length t in this sermon to the pt people.

And all of a sudden all the people turned and said, well what about Aug.

there he would make a good presbyter. And Aug. was quite disgusted. He had

been very very careful in keeping from going anywhere where he might be called

to be bishop, and then they called him to be presbyter. And when he held back,

they said, oh, just because it is not to be bishop and just be presbyter, that

is no reason for you to hold back. They said, be humble and take the presbyters

place. And so Aug. said, well, to Aurelius, let me go home, and let me go
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back and let me study. I don't know the Scripture well enough to take it. Let

me have three months to study and I will come back and be your presbyter. And

so they agreed. So he was called to be presbyter here. Well, x he went

back, and he studied for three months and he closed up his affairs there, and

then he came back to Hippo and he became presbyter. And then the old bisho

said, he said, I am getting along in years, I would like to have you do the

preaching, for me. Well, it was very contrary to custom, and the other bishops

when the heard of it were horrified. To have a presbyter preaching, that would

be disgusting. But the bishop insisted, and Aug. went ahead, and the tEx

people soon liked his peaching better than they did the other man. And it

succeeded so well that pretty soon the other bishops all over decided that was

a good thing to do. To get presbyters and let them x do the preaching and

bey wouldn't have to do it. And so the custom changed in North Africa. It

became necessary to have presbyters do the preaching. Up to that 1ixxtxxx

time it had been forbidden.

Well, he was presbyter. And he said to the bishop, now I want to live a

monastic life, and so the bishop agreed that he could buy a bit of land not

far from where the bishop lived, and on that he had a house and he had axx

some friends live with him, and they lived a strict monastic life. And they

lived there,xaxx trxxttxkgxxAnd immediately Aug. entered into acitve

work and active controversy and we want to look at some of his acitiviti%e

in that, but I will just gaince ahead to the external aspects of his life.

He then, after a few xrx years, the bishop said, I am getting pretty

old and pretty weak, I would like to have you to be associate bishop with me,

here. Well, there was no such thing, it was not customary to have an associate

bishop. And other ttxkpx bishops protested it, and this man was evidently pretty

well liked, and everybody knew how greatAug. was, he was so outstanding, and

so he was made coagular bishop, associate bishop. And then within the year

the man died, and Aug. was the bishop. And Aug. continued then for over 30

years there as bishop of Hippo. He was bishop of this place, and he preached

as xx a rule every day. He held very frequent services. When he was in town
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he usually preached every day, very frequent sefvices, and he was active in

the dealing with the people of his community, and he had his monastic section

and he would insist anybody who would come and want to join it, he would wel
slave

crne them in to his house. And if a ta& came, he would say then, this ta&x

slave a should be freed and he finally persuaded the Roman govt. to make a law

that if t a slave joined a monastic order that he was automatically freed.

And of course that resulted in having some fine men who were slates who sincerely

wanted to become monks, but there were a lot of them who just did it because

they wanted their freedom. And ofcourse that brought a lot of inworthy people

into the monastieries. And Aug. himself had some very bitter experiences with

some of the people.

He had one man who came as a young boy, to this monastery. And he lived

there for years, and he was trained by him, and eventually he went off and

became bishop of another town and then he proved to be an utter scoundrel and

he had been a hypocrite all through. And he had occasional people in his grou

that proved to be that way. And other people said, you are too lenient, you

will take anybody in, and that is what you can expect. And 'ug. said, well I

take in a lot of peole who are no good, yes, but ! if I try to pick and choose

between them I will keep out some who really are good, and he said that the

Lord knows who are His own. And so of course there were some scoundrels whp

came out of his monastery, there were many who came out who became ± bishops

and leaders in many parts of z North Africa. And men trained by Aug. includdd

people who were very respected leaders, and Aug. view was, give them the train

ing to anybody who wil. come and get it, and then the Lord willknow who liis own

are and who He will use. And of course in the end it worked out so badly in

some places where they didn't have a man of Aug.'s remendous influence, that

in most of them they were very strict in who they would receive. And it became

to be x that way, but Aug. went quite to the other extreme.

But along woth this, he was constantly looing for problems and needs that

he could ttx meet. There was in Hippo, here, bere was a custom of a great

feast for one of the monarchs. And on this feast the px people used to
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feast and carouse, and brawl all day long. And that had been done for many

many yeard. And Aug. was determined to stop it. And he preached a series of

sermons against it, and then when the day came and the people wantd to do what

had been their custom for years, Aug. went out w±tkxax txacxgxxx where they

were and began. to preach. And he preached and preached until they finally

just forsook the thing and came in and they spent the rest of the day singing

hymns and reading the Scriputre with him in the church. nd they never had

one of these martyr celebrations against in that place. And he took up

Axkxtxk different things like this and he was aboslutely fearless in

dealing with people,xx and his influecne was tremendous. xv

Now on e of the very first things he was interested in was the Manicheas.

And tx very soon after he became presbyter', the Manichaean church in Hippo

was bigger than either the Catholic church or the Donatus church... (end of recoi.

Record 135

And Aug. was well-trained in rhetoric, and some people say that he could

have proven most anything. But he was so well trained in rhetoric and so able

and so very sincere and earnest, that after two days of debate with great

crowds listening and eve ything taken down in shorthand, the Manichaean bishop

gave up and left the twon and neser came back. And eventually the Manichaes

were completely wiped out in the town, though the church lasted on for some

time after. Aug. wrote many works against the Manichaeans, and itxtrx

distr'ibuted them through North Africa and tkgx through the rest of the

Roman world, and they had a tremendous influence. Well, now we will continue

with Aug. next Wednesday morning (break in record)

The C, the life and work of St. Aug. And I don't believe I have given

any sub-heads under it. And they were' not necessary as far as we have gone,

but later on we will get to the point where it would help greatly and so

I have x material in mind that will need subheads. So, let's call this

number 1, external features of his life. I have already discussed that---------------------------------------------------------------

sufficiently. Just for gathering the material around the heading, let's call

it external features of his life. You know of his birth at 354, his conversion
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at 386, his ordination at 391, and his death in 430. The main thing is that

you realize that his life spans the period from the 4th century into the

5th, the greater part of his activity is in the 5th century, which he xx

runs almost a third of a century into the 5th century. For aboft ten years

before the 5th century, he was already a presbyter for half of that time, and

a bishop for the rest of it, and his activity was already into being. But the

greater part of it, comes in the 5th centyry.

I did not ask you to learn the date' g of his birth, but you realize the

fact that he was already over 30 when he was converted. 354 his birth, 386

his conversion, he was already 32 years of age. And it was another five years

before he was ordained, so he was already 37 years beforehe was ordained. Of

course, the previous four years before that, he had been studying and completing

his preparation in the years from 32 to 37. After he became 37 years of age,

he began his life work and did as extensive a life work, and as important

a life work in its effect upon the Christian church and on the world as any

man in all history. So when somebody tells you that he is already 25 years

of age, how am I going to have time for three years of a seminary course,

well it is good toi repeat the words of President Garfield. Someone asked him

at the college he was president of, if they couldn't get through in, they

didn't want to take time for a college course, couldn't they get through quicker.

And the man was a barber, I think, and Garfieldl said, well, if you want to

grow mushrooms you can do it in a couple of months, but if you want to gwx

grow an oak tree it takes a good many years to get it going. And Aug. was

37 before his life work actually began. And the three or four years before

that were spent in extensive training and extensive/ study, though he did

not realize it was acutally preparation fro his work.

But from 391 on, in the next k years, he accomplished as mzxzkx much as

any man has z accomplished in any line of work in the world's history in his

life. And he hadxzxgrutx as great an effect on the Christian Church as any

man has had in all of kttrx history. And among Christian leaders, Clvin

and Luther and Wesley are about the only men I can think of who in volume of
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production,wxrx±Nx in amounts of accomplishment can be put quite in the class

with Aug. Xx

So much, then on the external features. We looked into the details of it

last itme, and I just wanted to mention it to you again. The itx main

points. I did mention xt±xtx in connection with 430, that it was while

the city was already beseiged and all the rest of Africa taken by the Vandals,

I think that is important to have an idea x of that end of the life of Aug.

Africa had just about completey fallen, this city about the only one left.

When he died.

Now, number 2, I think we should entitle his controversy with the

Manichaeans. Because this was a controversy that w ran through his life.

Toward the end of his life he was still writing against the Manich. And it

was one which began very early, because for many years he was a listener in

the Man, meetings. A catecumen, even, txk±wtgxx taking their courses, though

never one who actually joined them. And he felt that Manich. was a great

enemy of Christianity. And it was. And he felt that the dualism which kxtx

it aught, the two great forces, the forces of good and the force of evil, and

the two great forces x struggling against each other, and the sin being

simply a matter of which side you are on, rather than a matter of actual moral

evil, and many of the other teachings of Man. which he felt are very very

harmful. And Man. was a tremendous force in the wor'd, a force which persisted

way on into the Middle Ages. But I think we can say that the fact of Man.

was very broken by the atack of Aug. And that the force would have been two or

three times as strong during the next 1,000 years as it was, if it were not

for the trwx tremendous effort that Aig. made to answer its arguments, to

meet its bishops in public debate with shorthadn writers present to take verythg

down, and then to distribute the accoutns of it. To write letters ot people

who were interested in Manich. and to point out its errors to them. To take

the statements of its leaders and to search for precise evidence as to their

errors. I think that Aug. raxffdmrmd rendered a service to the Christian

church in the defeat of Manich., a service which would be enough to justify
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a man's life, if he had done nothing else, in his life work.

It was the first thing that he undertook, actively. It was his controversy

with the Man. It was aside, of course, from the carrying on of his work, the

pastoral care, the training of the men who are in his school, and the men

who lived in his monastery, the training of these men, the directing of ±x

their lives, the constant sermons, the hearing of the *NX(9) Aside from

that, the first great undertaking which he took up was the defeat of Manich.

And it is something in which he was eminently successful. Xtx Some of his

anti-Man. writings are still of great interest and value, even today. For

some of the Man, viewpoints and attitudes are still found, even though Man. as

a movement is completely dead. And some of them are written in such a way that

they are still very interesting reading.

Now, the controversy was very active in the first years of his acitivity

in Hippo,,even when he was a presbyter. Before he became a bishop there.

And it was a great feature of the first ten years, perhpas. of his work.

After that it was something that continued, and it was important even toward the

end of his life. But Manich. in the end of his life was ztxaxtkixxx not a

third of a factor that it had been when he began his great ministry. We will

then say no more about Manich. at this point,we have already, of course,discusse

the great Confessions. I believe that we discussed them more under the previous

century, because his Confessions, htere again, if he had done nothing else than

to write the Confessions he would be remembered as a great figure in Christian

history. The !±xtx picture of his life and his experiences, and of his

contacts at the time, and the great devotional spirit which it contained has

been an inspiration to the world ever since, and there have been many many
Cr

edition.sof it, and many tranistions into many languages. That is the vital

feature of his life and work, I am not giving you the heading, here , having

discussed xtxx it under the previous century. And any discussion of St. Aug.

certainly lx his Confessions are one of the works to mention.

They were published when he was about forty, k just about at the turn of

the century.
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(question) i think that Manich. was pretty largely dead a issue before

....(il) I don't think that they were a gwatxztx great factor as far as

Manich. was concernedxzaxarx but there was groups of Man. that lasted on thro

the conquest, and even in the Middle Ages, 800 years later, we find outsprings

of Man. in southern France, and in Northern Spain. But I don't think that in

between there was much of a movement. People were pretty well shown the error

of it. It was not a great factor in the last part of (12)

Well, now, we will then not take more time on Manich. and I remind you

again of the Confessions, here, because in any discussion of his life, they

deserve great attention. But in our division by a centurjies, we put them under

the previous century.

Well, I will go on to number 3, which I will entitile one of his books,

The City of God. I might have thought of calling number 3 his controversy- --- it
with the pagans. But I think instead of doing that, tk±a might for za balance

for art parallel of terms, controversy with the pagans might have been a

good title for it. But since in this particular case his attx±ta,x activities

center so largely around one great production, and since that production has

been considered by many as the greatest thing that he ever wrote, all would ag

agree that it is one of the two greatest books that he wax wrote, it like the

Confessions has been reprinted over and over and translated into many

languages, and has had a tarx tremendous influence on the world. And in some

ways it has had a greater influence that the awaux Confessions. I think,

perhpas, the City of God will w be a good title for it here. The City of God/

Now, in Aug's early years, his contacts with paganism werenot so extensive,

that is there were more pagans t±tx still than in any a other group. Bit he

was thrown with anch. He was thrown eith various Christian or semi-Christian

sects. And it was among these that he was able to find the truth. He never

seemed to have come himself into the position where he seriously considered

paganism as a possible thing for his life. He was, of course, greatly impressed

by some of the pagan people. By Cicero and by Plato and by these men.
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He was greatly impressed by them, and in his discussion with pagainsm he deals

with their views and their philosophies veoy extensively. But paganism as a

religion never seemed to him a great ±ix intellectual force like some of these

other movements did. And all through his life he was dealing with i, it does

mt seem to be a major feeling ± of his life as some of these other xtx

movements of the time were. That is, pgi±Nx paganism persy. But the

book, The City of God, was one of his great achievements, one which took a great

amount of time and thought (end of record)

Reocrd 136

It has been a tremendsouly inflaential work. Now, I have already mentioned

to you the occasion which led him to write the book. We noticed in our survey

of the political history of the world, tkztx how that in klO the City of Rome

was ransacked by the Goths. And this made an impression on the whole world.

Jerome over in Bethlehem trxgx felt that surely the world was soon to come

to an end. When the City of Rome, the Mistress of the world, which for 800

years had never been overcome by a foreign enemy, which had ruled the world so

long, was sacked and plundered by an army of bar'barians surely this must mean

the very end of civilization, the very end of the world, an the Lord would be

coming back very socn. That is what Jerome felt, as shown in his ktx letters.

And this shows to us how this affected not merely the thousand s of Romans who

fled for their lives, and who lost all their property except what they could

carry wthth them, tx not only that, but the affect upon men's minds throughout

the world. And pagan leaders throughout the world began to say, this shows

you what Christianity does. Here is our great

empire, and now it is xxxxcx wrecked. Our city is destroyed, and it is due

to the weakening affects of Christianity. Some said this. Others said no,

that wars and thunders and troubles are a characteristic of human life, but

they said that they had been spared from that for centuries because of their

sacrifices to the gods, their incense, their prayers to Jupiter and to Venus

and to Mars and the different gods, and now they are t±x being neglected,

ther temples are standing nearly idle, there is ±ixx nobody giving the services,
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the gods are angry and they have permitted these things to come upon us. And

so there weremany people who were wavering in their minds between pagansim

and Christianity, whoxfx1Ltx found this a tremendous force to keep them from

seriously considering the claims of ka±ttax Christianity.

And Aug. wrote his answer to this, and he said, no the Roman Empire is
which

a great force, but he said that it is a force/while it had much good In it,

it is a force actuated by kzx human brutality, by human injustice, by

human desire for personal agrandisement, it is a human thing, and he said that

which matters is that which s g of God. Our citizenship is in Heaven, he said.

we are fellow citizens with the apostles, and t with the saints, and the human

city isn't the ktgx thing which matters to us, it is the heavenly city, the

City of God. And he wrote this to a friend, and then he became very much stirred

up in thinking about it.

Now, then, about this time a Spanish presbyter named Erosius, came to

Africa and studied with Aug. and when Aug. asked him if he couldn't wtrx±txxx,oc

axk±tx write a history of the world in which he would present the true

situation, and this man wrote a history of the world. And it is a history

which has much good philosophy in it, a but he didn't i know enough facts of

history, he put about two years working on the thing.and it was insufficient to

get the sufficient material or to do a proper job of it, and while the book

had considerable influence it wasn't Aug.'s style or Aug.'s power, and Aug.

realized that it wasn't filling the need. And Aug. felt that he himself must

do something to fill this need. And in 413 he began working on a book on

this theme, wxtxxxx the city of men and the city of God. He began

working on this in 413 and he worked on it is his spare time for the next 13

years. And it is bard to see what Aug. did and to see how he * had any spaLe

time to work on it. And it is a fact that much of the book is rather rambling

and there is a great deal of repitition in it,. and that is probably due to the

fact that rarely could he get a chance to spend a few hours simply pondering

over the book and planning and working on it. He had to wxxkxx work it in

in intervals, in the midst of not only an extremely busy life, in his parish
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other parts of North Africa to deal with problems. And the carrying on a

garx correspondence with people all over the world, dealing with all sorts of

questions, and feeling that it was his duty to take an interest in everything

that came up that would be x of interest to the Christian world.

Along with this he managed to write this tremendous book. And it is

really amazing thathe could do it, and amazing that it could take its place as

a masterpiece, and yet it is so tiix fine that some of us can't help just

wishing that it would havebeen possible for some of these other things to have

been done by somebody else, so that he could have put twice as much time

on the book, because it would have been even better. ut it is doubtful that

there was anybody in that day, living at that ime, who could hay written

as good a book on the theme as Aug. did. I say that very goodness of it

makes you wish that it were a lot better, because he had the capacity to mae

it x better if he had the time to do it. The time to give serious quiet

thought to ttx the problems involved.

Well, now, in this book he has 22 books. He divides it, as was the custom

in those days, into books. And I suppose this diviion comes originally'

from the fact that until just about that time things weren't written as books,

as we calithem, but they were written on scrolls. And they were called books,

as you could only get a certain amount on a scroll. And consequently they

would write a scroll and they would call it a book, and then a publication of

the subject might have a lot of scrolls, and by Aug.'s time they were probably

already getting used to book form as we have it, but they still kept the terminol

ogy. So he has 22 books. And these books each have chapters in tiem, of course,

and these 22 books deal with the problem is Christianity something that is

weakening the Roman Empire? Is it something that is bad because of these

terrible trx tragedies that are xwmx now occurring? Is paganism true after

all? Thexf±xtwx first ten books are devoted to a rambling zkrx criticism of

the pagans. x Five were k1it historical and general ±r±tx criticism, and

f±xxxxx five to a criticism of their philosophy. And the remaining twelve books
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deal positively with what he means by the city of God going through the Bible,

and taking up the teaching of differeb sections, showing how there werethe two

attawx cities right through. He gives the theme of it in his very first

book. The two citites, a the city of man and the city gx of God. k And the

city of man is a city which has some good in it, but which is dominantly actuated

by hu an brutali)y, by human selfishness. A city which in the end will perish.

The city of God is actuated by the !xrttx spirit of love to God. He took the

words from Ephesi4ns, therefore now you are no longer strangers and foreigner's,

but you are citizens with the saints, and members of God's household. You are

built upon the foundation of the apostles and the prophets with Christ Jesus

Himself as the chief corner stone.

He contraststhe two types of citizens. Their end is ruin, their god is

the belly , then glory is their shame, they mind the things of earth , but our

citizenship is in heaven from which we also eagerly await a Saviour', our Lord

Jesus Christ. Now in the first ten books, he demolishes paganism, and pagan

philosophy as an explanation of the world. Quite conslusively. And in the

lat twelve books he r showed how the contrast had been resent all through his-

tory. XxxxtkmrmxzrNxxmxwrztxtktxgxxwktzkxmftnrxbttttoztxxxx Now there are some

who think that all through Biblical history and then in the last two or three he

takes up the teaching of revelation and looks for the destruction of the pagan

city and the complete z±x victory of the heavenly city. Those, he said, there

are those in the pagan city who are saved. and there are those who appear to

be in the heavenly city who really belong to the pagan city. The division bxtwx

between the twi are really not complete, the two exist simultaneously. they

intermix with one another, but xxx eventually they are to be wa separated.

(question) There are 22 altogether'. The first ten are negative against
the pagans.
/ The next wtxx twelve are positive, presenting the Biblical teachings as

he undrstands them.

Now some people think that Aug. was somewhat influenced by the Manicheans.

From which he had completely departed, which he opposed. He was nevertheless

influenced a bit in his thinking by it. Manic. has a dualness. There is the
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good for e and the evil force and they are g fighting. And the two co-exist.

And sin is simply a matter of doing something that helps the wrong weel, being

on the wrong side. And,gxxtxksx of course, the Man. thinks that everything

physical is persay evil. Creation is a bad thing, physical is evil, and all

things solid and material are evil. This latter part of the discussion is

completely free. But the ofrmer part, the idea of dualism, some say that he

has two opposing kingdoms, the kingdom of Gd and the kingdom of the world,

two cities, they are I opposing, when actually world history is a plan

which God has made. Now, of course, I think that I am not altogether rx

sure that these criticisms of Aug. are correct. Ot is very hard to draw

the line. If you take the view that the world history is simply a picture

which God has planned and every aspect of it/ is just the way He wants it to

be, you make God the author of sin. And all of our Christian creeds declare

Xktx that God is not the author of sin. And that is one thing Aug. is, I

believe, rightly He insists that wickedness is in, the world

because of the will of satan, zzx or the will of man, and not because God has

ordained. God deals with wickedness, He deals with sin, He punishes sin,

He pounishes us for our sin, He saves us through His grace, but He is not

responsible for our sin. And so there is something that is somewhat like

a dualism, which is -- true, but it is very very far from Manic. dualism, because
we believe that God
/is supreme, that Satan continues only becaue God termite him to continue, and and

that evil though not established by God , not God's will that we should fall into evil

or that evil should be done, neverhteless it is mething which He uses for His own

purposes, and brings good out of it eventually. We believe that all things come to

pass and g are ordained of God.. And. Aug. did too, very very thoroughly.

So to say that you believe in no dualism whatever puts you in a clearly unscriptural

position. On the other hand, if you believe in a dualism where the forces are anrthere

near equal in power, it is something that is very definitely anti$C hristian. So I

doubt if the ax accusation against Aug. on this point is justified, andyet wemight widh

he had made his view on it a little clearer in the City of God, x&.tx,.kx*txx
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He does make it abundantly clear elsewhere. But in this book sometimes you get a little

impression of the two citiesas if it wasa struggle that just :oeson and. we know God. is

going to finish it out some way, but we are not just sure how it is going to work out,

That isn't what Aug. believes at all. WE who belong to Christ are on the side that is

not only certain to win but God con role all things now, and. even the bad. things that

come into our life are ordained bb Him for His own purDoses.

Well, this is a warning, but not, I believe, a criticism of the book. The warning

against misund.erstanting it. What is more serious as a criticism of the book is the

fact that he does not make clear in it exactly at he meansby this city of God. The

city of man is not Rome. It is any hum organization which is actuated by sinful

and. selfish motives, That is the city of man. Now, of anT courser Rome is the perfect

example. And the great power, the great effectiveness of Rome through the ages he explains

as to natural virtues which they had, but which were a mixed with evil nualities in

their minds and in their viewpoint that it is still the city of man. But the city of man

he makes abundantly clear. But what is the City of God? Exactly what is it, Well it si

the opposike of the city of man. It is those who believe in Christ and who follow Him

through trteages. It is those who are led by the Word, those who love God. But ñ±x±z

what is it 7 In what capacity is it. Is it nething that exists in Heaven...(end. of record)

Record 137

And so I do not think that it is Aug.'s idea at all that the city of Mt Man,Rome

with pagan ruling wickedness isgoing to be replaced b the City of God.. Rome with

Christian rulers ruling by.... (1j) I don't think that is his idea at all. But that

is an idea ** nevertheless which we see with great impetus from this book. And. so

the Middle Ages, this movement which z proceeded toward thinking of the empire as

continuing, though the Roman Empire had perished, but x*-tx continuing as a

purified empire, a C hristian empire, an empire which is ruled in Rrnne, but a. Durified.

Rome,a Christian Rome, with z Christ's representative as the head. of the empire. An

idea which never found realization in actual Christian love, but it was just like a

realization in externals, was an idea which received consid.eralbe impetus from the

influence of Aug.'s book. I think it is a. by-product of the book which was a harmful
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by-product. But it is a by-product which has been txaicu*umi tremendously imDortant

in history. I do not say that the idea wascreated. bb the book. But I say that it

received an impetus and. importance and. support by the viewpoint genefated. by this

book, the City of God. And it thus h ad. results, they weren't its main results,

certainly, but perha s in some ways it was. Results, I am sure, that Aug. never envisioned

It is a book which is beloved. today not only by Roman Catholics but also by Protestants,

and. we find much in it which is tremendously useful to us. And if we think of the

conception as I think Xug. really meant it, I don't think that there is a great deal

with which we cn . ffer in what he has to say. On his eschatology, he departed

from the common idea of previous years, that the reign of Chrit was: to be set up

after the destruction of evil and the return of Chiist. He departed from that idea,

and. interpreted the millenium as being a picture of the church through this age.

Am And in that regard his NYj arguments are contained. toward the end.

of the book, and they also had a tremendous inflnce. I don't think his arguemtns

at this point are particularly good, I don't think it is one of the matters he studied

through, but his influence wasgreat in this direction.

Well, now, 80 much then for uxxx number 3, he City of G od..

(questo) I douht if this particular book had anything to do with Calvin's view.

Calvin was tremendously influenced by Aug., but I doubt if this .rticular book was

a part of it.

Now, number 4,Hiscontroversy with theDonatists. And this is a phase of his

life which we do not hear so much today. The controversy with the Manicheans is

finished and yet it was the beginning great controversy of his life, and it is

something which all approve of, what he did, and Manicheanism continued to some

xpx extent asa force, though not a grett one, and yet enough to make oeorle

remember the great interest in what he had done against Manicheanism. The City of

God. has had. an influence ever since. His later amrnx controversy with Pelagis

is one later subject which came the latter ten years of his :life, and. is one which

has tremendously influenced the whole Christian world ever since, and which had

a great influence on all the leaders of the Reformation. zt
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But his controversy with the Donatista, deals with a force which disaopeareã from

history and you find Pelagians today, and yo'ifind people with Manichean viewpoints

today, You find the philosophy of the City of God.. t4x Donatiam was a

movement which perished. And. consequently it is something which is to quite a largó
of of

extent forgotten. Donatism was a movement, not simply a thought, not primarily a thought

but a new movement of institutions, of Deople,of organizations, and conseauently

a great part of the discussion deals with matters temporary in nature, which have

disappeared. I doubt if there is a tenth of the interest a today in the controversy,-;,.

with Donatism that there is ib the other controversies, 'Ind. yet his controversy with

Donatism occupies perhpas more of his enrgy than any tone of his other controversies.

It was certainly not as important in his life as all of them tut together, not by any

uza means. But it took up more of his energy, more of his ±i±&x±ttax time and.

lasted over a much longer time than his con roversy ever Manicheanism, or of his

controversy with elagainsm, more than his writing of the City of God..

It was in his kx life one of the greatest efforts, one of the things that took

time and energy over a very long Deriod. And you cent understand Aug. without unèer

stanting this. And. not only that, his effects of his relation with

Donatism had. a great affect upon the chu.rdh in succeeding years. And. so it is im

portant that we know something about it. And. in my mrKxzk personal opinion, if

the time and. energy which Aug. spent on his controversy with Donatism had been

tcen and. been divided among his other controversies, in my personal opinion, it

his contribution to the world would have been even greater than it is. nd rix

results of his activities, which I think were harmful rather than helpful in

his influence, would have been spared.

So that the controversy with the Donatists is the olace where I think he

makes some very serious mistakes. And I think that ii it was very unfortunate.

But we, I think, should. have something to say in the understanding of it. Becasue

it took so much of his life, and. it(8)

Now, Doratism, we have briefly mentiored. before.We -sty mentioned. at first

how 2 in 250 the prnazz as a precursor of Donatism in 250, 150 years before Aug.
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was in his prime, we had. C yprian .mix opposed b7 otheVs. And you remember

they started another church in North Africa against Cyprian but it died. out. The

opposition of U yprian. But for a time there were eole very actively opposed to

Cyprian. And. thetrrositin came over the matter of the treatment of the lax. And.

they 8aid that you s ould. be more gentle with the lax than Cyprian was, and. C yprian

thought that they went much too far in forgiving neoole too easily for having under

the To rsecution having given up their faith " And so the controversy *± was the

exact oposite of the result of it, which came in Rome at the same time, and led to

the x±jk±z rise of the Novatian church which continued for many centuries. And.

was, I believe, a force for good throughout the Roman empire 'ot a tremendously

large church, but a sizeable church, without relations with the Catholic church.

That is, the re was no interchanging with them. It was another denomination. The

Novatian church, which began about 250 and. which continued for at least four centuries.

At least as long, if not longer, than any protestant denomination.

Well, now, that was 250. And. sixty years later, after Cyir ian, we have the

beginning of Donatism. And the g beginning of Donatism is very similar to the

controverses under Cyprian, which we went into at considerable length. The sides

are somewhat changed. The Donatists are the strict t1 about not receiving tic*

back one who had surrendered under persecution. One who has given up his faith

or turned over the sacred Book. e is foreve' outside the pale as far as the

church is concerned. Christ may forgive him, but we cannot be sure Ta.xx

azxz±xxUxtzxilxg±x±igx ax enough in permitting him to come in and. be

a member in good standing in the church againi A very strict attitude toward the

lax. Was the attitude of this group, after the great Diocletian persecution

Now we will not go iu±x into the details of itsfounding, you can read on it

extensively, if you xe are inclined to do so, there is much written on it,

because Aug. went into them at great iizkx length in his discussion with the

Donatists. But in the discussion one outstanding tmlrx feature is that the

Donatists claimed that the certain of the church leaders had turned over the

sacred books to Diocletian persecutors and so were (lOr) 2 and consequently
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were outside the pale. And some of these men claim that what they did was when the

persecutors came and demanded the u sacred books, and said we will let you go if

you give them to us, and. ifyou don't give them to us we will torture youto the

point where you will not be able to stand it any longer and. you will confess where

they are hidden. And give them up and. then we will kill you, they turned over certain

books and. said. here are our sacred books. And they were spared the persecution them

selves because of having turned over the sacred books, but what they actually turned over

were heretical writings, which they figured the Romans wouldn't know the difference.

And they had. hidden the sacred. books carefully where they wouldn't be found, and they

had. turned. overtnese hereitcal books,u which the omansthought were the sacred books

Well, now, they said. they had decieved the Romans, but we are not

We preserved. the sacred books, otherwise we would. have been forced to give them up.

We would have beenso persecuted, so tortured, in such heinous and diabolical tortures

that hum flesh could not have been able to have resisted it, and. from some of them

they would kx have learned. where the books were hidden. But this way they didnt rn

go searching for the books any longer, becaue they thought they had them. nd they

simply x burned what he gave them.

(question)I think they would have been Scriptures. They might have been hymn

books and thingslike that, but they would have been principally Scriptures, There

wouldn't be much else. taI

Well,xi±xwu in the persecution it is tretty hard. to prove exactly what haopened.

But it seems that during the persecution there in Carthage, many of the people got a

great dislike for an archdeacon named. Cecilian. 'nd ilix this archdeacon was

in Carthage, there, under the direction of the bishthp, was opposing two great

venerations of the martyrs. Anyone wzz who waa ut in m prison on the grouhds

of being a rtyr C hristian, many people would flock to the prison and. bringhirn

food and. presents and to ask him to pray for them and take souvenirsirom them and

so on, and some of these people, they said, were peoole who were k criminals, peotle

who perhaps had fallen into sin and would have been expelled from the church for their

sin, and. who would have been caught by the state and. punished. and. they saw a chance to
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get themselves revered and. admired and possibly if the persecution would come to an

end., to come out and to be well thought of by ixaxI everyone, andtheir x.xtwzx

crimes forgiven them, by going forward andsaying thatthey were Christians. Now how azzx

many there were like them that were martyrs, it is hard to say. But x at least there

mw have been some. And Cecilia, the archdeacon, under the direction of the bishot,

tried to stop what he considered and. excessive veneration/ of the confeesorsand. the

martyrs, And the people in later years told storiesabout th Cecilian the archdeacon

stanting in front of the prison with a big whip and driving away the Christians

who would come and bring food to the martyrs who were confined. in the orison. nd.they

drove them away and kept the ma.rtyrsfrom getting the food. and. some of them died.

of starvation becauwe the Christians were not aloowed. b) the archdeacon to bring them

food. And some of the stories that they tell seem to be rther fantastic, but after

the t txuxa ci persecution wasover, after the

death of the bishop of Carthage, Cecilian was elected to be his successor, A. they

got a bishop named. Felix from another town to ordain him as bishop. And this man

the Donatists claim, was (end of record.)

Record 138

How could he ordain a man to be bishop? And therefore Cecilian's ordination was

not valid because it was done by a man who was a sinner, who was a (i) And.

there was much discussion and much dispute and hot feeling, and. Xk Constantine tried

to solve it, to stop it, and the Donatists sent representatives to Conat. asking to

come and. examine the facts andsee now they were right, t in the matter. And. Const.

sent a committee over,and Const.'a committee decided that the other group was right.

And. Cecilian was the true bishop, and. then the Donatiste aid what do we have to do with

th empire. They said, we are an ixxIux ecc1eaiatical group and. the empire has

nothing to say about who is actually x our true bishop, Andfrom this time on

the Donatists were very very rmichsinst any state interference with the church.

But theiropponents any they are the one who asked for state interference ii with

the church. They asked. Const. to solve the matter,ix*zx and then when it turned agsint

them, then they were tutx against any state interference/ of the church
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Well, there was all kinds of details, like in church disagreements so often personal

tningscome up, andthey get mx±x magnified anthriagnified, but when z Aug., nearly 100

years later, became a bishop, there were more Donati bishops in Africa than there

were Catholic bishops. And in Hippo itself the Donatist church was xki a bigger church

than the Catholic church And the bishop of the Donatist church forbid. his memberrs to

even sell bread that they baked to the Catholics. nd they had the bakeries in

town, and so the Catholics had to make their own bread at home, becaue they couldn't

buy any bread bee sue the bakers were Dont ists and. they didn't sell their bread to the

Catholics. And the difference between the two grous asfarz as doctrine was

concerzd was nil. Well, not "iuite nil. It was the treatment of the ix= lax. And

the onatist said, if a man is a sinner he can't ordain somebody else. If a man is a

sinner,what good can he do to you. While Aug. said., it is the work Irn of Chri

th t counts, not the character of the man who is officiating. A man may be converted

by the sermon of a man who 'oroves himself to be a sinner. We are all sinners. xkf

It is the truth that counts, not the character of the man who is imparting it.

So you see, the doctrinal, as far as what we would call the great pointsof

the creed, they were both tnorughly loyal to the great doctrines of the Bible.

(question) The Catholics claim that the Donatists aed Const. to interfere

and. event them from being disturbed by the Catholics who i±x said we are the church.

and. then when Const. decided that they were wrong, then they said., what does the church

kaxxx have to do with the state, It has nothing, no 'oower over it, and. far= from

th.t ti±i time on, the Donatists held the 'orinciple that the church i±ukf would settle

its own affairs, the state had no right to interfere. But the others always +k said.,

well that is not the way you started. You see, the controversy is a very confused contro

versy, but it was a very vital matter with more Donatiet churches in Africa than there

were Catholic Churches.

And Aug. set out to orove that the Dontists were xxz wrong and succeeded in

giving the death toll to the ii*t Donatist movement. Well, we will look fore at

that tomorrow, as I going to have to run. (break in record)

We were talking at the end. of the hour about the relation of Aug. with the

Donatists. We noticed. that a when he went to Hippo as presbyter there, which was
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really assistant to the minister who was 1±.& called. a bishop, at the tt*x time,

that the Catholic church, that is the church ixtaxIz tzxrr with relationshin

to each other. It xxu wasn't an organization, bu. there was relationships, friendly

relationships and. communications, throughout the B oman empire. And consequently called.

the Catholic or all-embracing church. But the Ctholic church in Africa was smaller than

the Donatiet churi. And the Manichean church, while not as big as either one of these,

was perhpas bigger in certain centers, and was quite active in arts. And. actually

in Hippo I believe that the Donatist church was bigger than the C atholic church when

Aug. went there, But the Manichean church in Hippo was so ±x!.urft powerful. and.

attracting so w much interest that both of them felt very much afraid. of its progress.

And. the Donatist rejoiced when Aug. vanquished, the Manicheans, and they were

very very ahpy about this and. joined. in, in backing him up and celebrating his

victory over the Manicheans, But then he turned aginet them, and he had. debated with

the Manichean bishop with shorthand. wkxax writers esent to take everything down, and

had, ct± completely vanquished him, and undoubtedly his arguments were far

z superior and he had the truth and the Manicheans had a view that was fild. with

error, and yet anyone who listened could see that Aug. was a 1kè practiced. debator,

thoroughly trained. in rhetoric, a man who orobably could. have taken the worst side ñt and.

won the debate and. so that when he turned. to the Donatist k±zktx bishop andˆ/ said

now we can have a debate with you, the Donatist didn't look on it with any favor at

all.




But Aug., before very long, began to turn his attention strongly to the Don tist s.
had

Aug., of course, all been greatly confused. as a young man with the varying views. The

anicheans seemed. to be Christians, and. they attracted. him bby muchthat followe words

of Christ and. words of the Bible, though they rejected much of the Bible, they still

x*t&xx ouoted a great deal of it too. They used a lot i of Christian terminology,

they claimed, a lot of Christian virtues, which youdid.n't find in heathenism in general.

and. Aug. found hithself in .y early days very confused to find. that was the true

church. The church where you would get the truth. What was the right LEX!tX presentation

the right teac-iing. And, of course, his mother had. been very unhaopy when he seemed to

be purely secular in his attitude, and when he started turning his attention toward any
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religious group she was/i happy to some extent. But still she was always wanttg him to

be a Catholic hristian. And, that was her rejoicing. She died. hapy, becauwe he was

a Catholic 6hristian.

Well, all of this predisposed to feel that it was a shameful thing not to have z the

true Christians be together in one group, working together. hnd, of course, we must E

say that when people hold the same view and. advance the same teaching, believe in the

same Lord, and turn their fire against one -nother, it is a wicked thing. We must say

that. We all bi±txtx believe in the communion of the saints. That is a part of the

Apostles Creed, which is auoted by all true Christians. We believe in the Holy Catholic

Church. Hx1x±ctTfxUa It is a part of the Aoostles Creàd., b which he means not

a visible organization, but that all true Christians throughout the world are members

of Christ's body. And therefore it *± is shameful to see how many groups of Christians

are fighting one another over little differences and. matters of forms rr ceremonies

or interpretations of perhaps points which are not clearly brought out in Scripture.

It really is shameful and must be a great grief to the Lord. That is altogether

different than saying that peorle should. cooperate with one anothe when they differ on

the gr'-at essentials of the Faith. The Lord. wants us to be absolutely zM forescuare and

out-and-out on the great eseentialsof the Faith, but anyone who is truly standing for

the great essentials and. standing against error and ix apostasy, He wantsus to

cooperate .th them. nd to above all consider them as our brothers, in Christ.

Well, it is sometimesnzx a hard. distinction to draw, I am very much irritated.

at times to find u peolDie, true Christians, who will walk right up to the greatest
friendliest

enemies of the Christian faith and show the k.1dLeet attitude toward them and coopera
.p4**m oposition

tion and then will get bitter in their 4J*,, /to other Qir*i* Christians who differ

with them on u some minor point., of doctrine or of ceremony.

Aug. faced. this question, and Aug., believing in the unity of the body of Christ,

which every true t Christian must believe in, carried it ex a step further to the point

there they ought to get at least in the same relationship to each other without organiza

tional differences, aside from those *iich geographical difference has produced..

(question) I am sure what Aug. meant was that outside of Christ's b.dy there is
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no salvation. Outside of the body of C thrist there is no salvation. If a person

turns his back on all other C hristiana and won't work with any of them, you can question

very seriously whether he truly is saved., I don't think we can judge the man. We can

say this, that every true Christian is a member of the body of C hrist. And out. de the

body of C brist there is no salvation. Now there is hardly any organization, calling itself

E by the name of £v C hristian, which actually down to earth believes that there is

no salvation outside of tkix its own organization. The Roman Catholic church

certainly does not believe that. They will tell you that there is no salvation outside

of the church, but then they will go on to say that there are many within the Roman

Catholic church who are lest, and they will say that there are rz many outside of the

church who belong to the true church, even though they do not know it, And others.

When you get down to it, many people talk in such a way to give an idea that is confusing

on this, and they may be confused in their own thinking, but there are few whom you would

call real C hristians in the history of the Christian church, or few even who have stressed

to any great extent the great doctrinesof the Bible, who have held. that membership in an

organization was essential to salvation. Tk"iVRxNt

A R oman C atnolic monsoigner told. me in W aahtngton, twx two years ago, he said,

if a man knows that the R oman Catholic C nurch is the true church and. he refuses to join

it, that man cannot be saved. I said I will agree with you 100%. If a man knows that

is the true church andrefuses to join it, of course he be saved. How could he be?

A man who knew that it was C hrist's will that he should joint a certain body and he

wouldn't do it. But if a man doesn't know, or if a man is convincedthat it isn't true,

why they will not say that he is condemned on that ground. S o that actually, the

all C hristian groups, more or less Christian, have, when you get down to their

fullteacning, they have expressed it in --y a way that actually it is not simply

membership in an organization which savesthem. It is true that one who is a member of

an organization in which ii he is hearing the truth of C hrist constantly, you have

much more reason to think that probably he is a true Christian, zxt than one who

is absolutely by himself somewhere, and certainly than one who is constantly hearing error

and unbelief. * But an absolute rule az cannot be made.
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Well, Aug. made certain statements 3vi±k which were interoreted in certain ways by

others, and. which led to unfortunate results. ButAug.'s view was that salvation through

the grace of Iimaz God. alone. That God, by Hisgrce, saves a man tx through faith

in C hrist, and he felt that those who were saved should be gathered together into one

group. Harmonious group in an area, to work together, and mi should be in friendly rela

tionships . th other areas,

(auestien) Now we are not talking about R omen C atholics. T Roman Catholicism does

not cons into existence until 1546 A.D. At that *4* time there was no Roman Catholicism.

There was a catholicism in the sense that there was ab attitude and a view held by a great

many churchesthroughout the world (end. of record)

Record 139

There was no widespread acceptance at that time of the idea that the bishop of Rome

had. any great authority over any church except his own. Y*&rtm.Zyxèsf*4tiyTmrn

There was, I would say, no R oman Catholic Church at that time,

except of course the catholic church which was in Rome, and it uld be the Roman catholic

church in a certain sense, but it was not the R oman Catholic Church in the sensw as you

have the Roman Catholic Church in Philadelphia today. But the catholic, the name really

formed a group of C hristians who were in friendly relations with other groups of Christ

ians throughout the Roman Empire, as compared with the Noviticans, which was a widesoread.

group b t a smaller group, and the Donatists, which was a widespread group. But the

Donatists and Catholics, on doctrine, as far as I know any evidence, had no difference in

their views, exce-t that the Donatistawere more strict in theirintretation of certain

morel matters. That wasthe only difference as far as I know of. And.the Donatists

insisted that the Catholics were wrong, because the Catholics would let a man who had

surrendered. his faith in the persecutions, at least had. sacrificed t the emperor, they

would let him come back into the church when they had. evidence of repentance. Sometimes

the others said he hadn't given enough evidence. And it would 1 ffer with the

bishops in the different areas.

(question) But it is quite true that there were things which Aug. said. which led

people to an attitude which Aug. did not himself hold. Aug. approached the Donatiets
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on a friendly view oknt. He said to them, you are C hristians, as we are, you believe the

same as we do, it is shameful that we thould. be split apart and not have friendly relation

thips between ouraleves. Now he said, you come in and.join with us. a Andhe siad, we will

try to make asmany of your bishops as possible bishops of our church, And he said, where

we have two churches, which are about the same size in a z town, he said, let's have two

bishops be co-agular bishops together. He approached them on the firndliest basis.

It was in the early days of the conflict. Now asthe controversy went on, and the lines

became softer, he said certain things he would not have said in the beginning. These

tnings,wthich he said later, must be intereted in the light of what he said. in the

beginning. And his attitude was not, he never said that the Donatiets were lost. He never

said that. If he said that outside of the church there is no salvation, that wasnot

to be interpreted in the way to t mean that the Donatists were lost. He might thinks

of a particular Donatist, who was very opposing to ±z the catholic it churdh, was lost,

he might say that. But his attitude was not that the Donatists were lost, but thatit

was their duty to be in nt church together, and the Donatists said how can we go into

a church with peoDle who are under leaders who have been ordained by .....(4)

They said one hundred years ago Felix, a bishop ma small town in Africa., was a

man who surrendered kizxfxttk the C tiristian books to the pagah persecutors, and.

he was a man who was called ion to ordain the bishop of Carthage. Now,, they said,

we can't go into that church, we can't work under that bishop. Well, of course,

that bishop was dead longago. But that bishop ordained the next bishop, and. he ordained

the next, and he ordained the next, and all went back to Felix who was

And therefore none of them were true Christians. Well, Aug. answered. He said

in the first place there is no evidence anywhere that Felix was a , ....(5) You siad.

he was, we have good proof that he wasn't, and. we don't ki believe that Felix was z

one. But, he said, even if Felix was, Felix did not select the bishop of Carthage.

He was selected by the C hristians, the people of the church and. the x leaders.

They selected him to be the bishop. Fe ix wasn't the one to select hinhl/, and he said,

furthermore, the ordination desnot lose its validity if the man who does the ordaining

is a sinner. He siad, an ordination comes from C hrist, not from man, and. a man
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performs the ceremony in connection with the ordination, but if the man is Christ's man

to be bishop, whether the/i man was a sinner doesn't affect it. The attitude a the

beginning of Aug. and.the Donttists, the attitude U. of Aug. wasmuch more gracious and.

friendly than the attitude of the D on tists, which was, we con't work with you, you

folks are sinners. Your bishops 100 years ago was ordained b a (6). So we can't

work with you. And. you people are too lax.ii A man falls into sin, and he comes bake

and. he says I am penitent, and Eixuzx you say give us x proof that you. are penitent,

and. in some churches the proof is very severe, and in othe churches it is rather mild.

But at any rate, afte the proof, you accept him ak back as a member of your church.

Now, they said, you can't do that. If a man is lax, if he has fallen, he is outside

the pale. You folks are too lax, we can't work with you. They were the ones io were

taking the strict position. Aug. was taking a position that if you had the foundation of

the faith, if you stand on the great truths of the Scritt ure, there is no reason why you

wx cn1t simply cone back and. work with us, and work together. But of course the

Donatists, in order to come back, would kax actually have to give up their position that

Felix was a (7), and tTsrsfmY therefore the bishops of Carthage had. no authority

beca. se flimzaxxaxxigix one of them had been ordained by Felix. They would have to give

up that position. 'nd they would. have to take a willingness on matters of the

restoration of the lax. Not to say, you have got to do what I say, but that the church

a whole, including them with the others, should decide in aarticular case

what to do.

Aug. wastaking the odcirabo view in the claim that they should get together. And.

then when they absolutely refused to get together, then as ti1o went on, Aug. took

a more firm view, and said some things which can be interoreted in away that contradicts

his real attitude. Re went su onf, he said, if you are absolutely obdurate, you insist

you won't get together with us, you are breaking the rule of C hrist, you are dividing

it into rts, you are doing a sinful thing, and he said, outside of the church of

C hrist there is no salvation, and ifyou are insisting on dividing the church, you/i

are putting yourse1veutsid.e of the church of C hrist. You see, it was not that he
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said in the first place, you folks have to x come in the Catholic Church or you'

are not saved not at all. He siad, you are Christians, you can come in, you

should come in, we should join together, we should all come together. But

when they refused, then he went on and came to a rather extreme view, in some

of his statements.

(question) That is the difficulty with any man's views. We have to

be careful what we say, because we can build things on his zt*xtx

statements. Because, all of it you see has to be interpreted in the light of

context. I have very often had people come to me and say, o, I have heard

so and so say such/,and such a thing. What do you think of a man who would say

such a ththng. Well, if he is a manx of whom I know, his viewpoint is in line

with the quotation given me, naturally I am not surprised. I may be shocked,

but it is what I expect. But if it sharply contrary to what mx my impression of

the man as a whole is. I think that at the minute I would say, I don't believe

g he said that. Or if he said those words I don't believe he meant them/ in

the way you have taken them. txwmxtdxpxmtattyxwdmttxtkztxymxxzaxxgtxnxz

And I would talk with him before I would admit that you can give a proper

presentation of his view by quoting some of his words. Because they are

out t of line with the impression he gives in general. Now, after talking I

may find that those words do rnpraxt represent his true attitude, and that I

have been mistaken as to his viewpoint. lxxtktaxparttzxtxxxzzxwxtxkzxgxxvtx

tx




In this particular case I have not spent yearsstudying Aug., and I may

be in error. But I have spent a fair amount of time on it, and I am quite

sure that on this particular point you cait take that one sentance and deduce

from it beyond what I have just tu stated.

But this controversy with the Donatists was a controversy which consumed

a tremendous amount of Aug;s time. In the earlier years his effort was to eg

get them together. Let's come together, let's discuss the point. Maybe there

are some points that we are off on. Maybe there are some points where you

are wrong. Let's tu discuss them; let's find the tKrtiI truth. But when
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it came to a debate, the Donatists were very vwry much afraid of ti him beca1

they knew of his ability and power along that line. And the whole thing was

complicated by the fact that there were a group of Donatists who were in Africa

for abo t a century, which was somewhat like a monastic order. They cajlled

them the Circumcelliones. Now, that is a Latin word, and It they seem to have

been like monks, but they didn't stay in one place. They weren't celled up

in one place like most of the monks, but theyxwtx wandered around, And these

men were men who took a very literal insistence on the truth of the whole Bible,

but they do not seem to have had much background or study or interpretation.

I personally hesitate to be quite as severe on the Circumcelliones as most of

our tksxrx books are, for the reason that we have nothing written by them

that has been preserved. We have very little written by the Nzt±tx Donatists

that has been preserved. After the defeat of the Donatists, there w was

nobody to r perpetuate their writings and their material. And everything that

we have is from the hands of their oponents. And the Circumcelliones were not

educated people who were writing much. What we know is what we hear about

them.




But if you will cut down as much as possible what we know about the

Circum. and say, this is probably not true, and this is extreme, and this

may be only an individual instance, when you get through with it, you have a

great many (12) left, which certainly it was quite right that people

should be shocked about. But to how great an extent their shock should be

carried over to the Donatists as a whole is hard to say. But trx these

Circuin. wandered about in rx rude clothing, saying that they were entirely

devoted to Christ, and they were separate from wordly ttittx activities,

people should contribute to their support, and anyone who did not see the truth

as they understood it, should be compelled to come in and talk to them. As

Christ said, compel them to come in. And these people, t even the Roman soldiers

were afraid of them, at times. They never used a sword because xk±x Christ

said to Peter, put up thy sword. So they never carried irnc swords. But they

carried heavy clubs. (laughter) And many times people were beaten to death,
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they say, by the clubs of the Circuni. And people were very bladly injured by

tie clubs. It was said of them, by their enemies, that the Circum. so coveted

tie crown of martyrdom that sometimes they would go up to a man and say, here,

I want to be a martyr for the faith, kill me. And if the man refused to kill hin

they would be so angry at him they might even kill him. (laughter) But they

were pretty badly injurdd. And they say that some of them used to jump off high

cliffs, and some of them used to kill themselves in other ways. Now just how

far these stories are to be xttzix believed, as I say, I don't know. We don't

have anything that we could call an impartial testimony. But we do have abundant

evidence of the fact that people as a whole were terrified of the Circum.

I mean, there may have been very many fine people among them, but there were at

least enough extreme ones of this kind who caused people as a whole to be

terrified of them. And they trg)tx brought a great disrepute upon the name

of Donatists. Xiik Naturally that was the thing that shojld not be tolerated

anywhere, but with the Roman Empire at this time, struggling to maintian its

life, they weren't in a position to enforce things as they should have been.

(end of record)

Rt Record ikO

And in the ifrst half of the controversy he was constantly urging them to

get togvther and be friendly and talk things over and see if they could not

talk things over and even to the very end he was urging that they offer the

Donatist bishops to come into the Catholic Church and still be bishops. YOu

can still be bishops, you can still be head of the chirh in your area, only be

Ca holic rather than Donatist. But those who would not come in, in the bx

end he became xrxxgx very very severe toward.

Very strict in his final attitude x toward the z Donatists.

(question) We 1, it is very hard to draw conclusions, as we have nothing

written by the Donatists, except such things as have been copied by others and
who

preserved. And the full account, a Donatist/would write a history of their

movement, we don't have. We have accounts of the debater, in which they told

their view and told what they felt wax before, but so far as I have gathered,
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In all the books that I have seen, speak of the Circum. as Donatists. They

speak of them as groups of Donatists. One book mentioned them as a group of

mendicants, sort of monks. And that is the attitude which everyone has taken

toward the Circum. They certainly were so considered at the time, by certain

people. Whether the Donatists themselves would have defended the Circum., or

would have siad acutally they don't belong to us, we don't know. We don't have

the evidence. And in view of the xwz many other good things about the

Donatists as a whole, it is hard for me to think that they were a big part of

them. But yet I do not know of E any evidence that we have of their repudiating

it. If they had said, they have nothing to do with is, then surely that

would have been preserved, too, and we irtx would find it in the accounts.

So that the Circum. were very different from the Donatits as a whole, certainly,

but they affected the people's attitude towabd them, very much.

Well, we can't go into all the details of the controversy. It lasted many

pars. But in the end it resulted in a time, about klO, when they had a big

meeting in Carthage, at which under the Roman Prefect's direction, and he was

t be the judge, there was to be a presentation of the Donatists view, and the

Catholics view. And they had about 280 bishops of each. I thin, there were

286 Catholic bishops,x and 279 Donatist bishops, something like that. They

had great x crowds of people who agxxxzzx came. Many bishops who came,

and they had this long extensive discussion 4 of the points at issue, and

in the end xtx, the Roman Prefect decided that the Donatists were wrong on

the points at issue, that they should be members of the one true church, they

were wrong on the points at issue, and they should unite with the others, and

if they did not they should lose their property and should be forbidden to

hold meetings. That was the Roman Governor's tgx decision, and I do not think
wxg enforced

it was entirely ±mpztNt/b any means, but it was enforced in certain areas.

And Aug. had been trying to get thesexxtx people to unite peaceably

with them, and he seems to have been favorable to the attitude that if they

'1y*tx wouldn't unite peacefully, if they wouldn't take the attitude of talking

all the thingsover and decic1ing what is right, insist on being outside, then
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they should they should be forbidden to have church property and to hold servic

(question) The Roman Prefect was the Roman Governor Marcellinus, who

wux presided at the meeting, he was a good friend of Uag. 's and very favorable

to Aug., and he gave the decision, and he himself about three years later, was

executed by the Romans on the pretext thathe hadn't been loyal to the emperor.

That had nothing to do with this, however. And then they sent another man b

in his place.

(question) Well, this was after many years of arguing and discussion and

tetters t to the emperor and so on, back and forth, and the position was reached

where t) doubtless the emperor would have' said, well if they won't come and

discuss the matter and let us see what the evidence is, I will give the order

to take their churches away from them. Doubtless they were under compulsion

to come and discuss the matter. But, of course, the writers all say that they
main

were inconsistent in that they w were the/ones to call tkaxzzxfmrwxzaxI

on Constantine to decide in their behalf. Then, when he decided against them,

from that time on they seemed consistently to have taken the position that

he emperor has nothing to say about the church. But that was not their origin

position. And that, of course, was aN unfortunate inconsistency. Their

view on this point is a view which we hold today, but w very few cepop

people seem to have followed it at the time.

(question)

Well, now, the Donatist txxx controversy, then, was one which ended

with the Donatists churches broken, sor.ie of them still held, but most of

the property taken away from them, the great bulk of the people either staying

out altogether, or coming into the Ekx catholic churches. And the

argument pretty thououghly discredited it with the great mass of Etx people

by Aug.'s writings and Aug.'s at activities. I think we can safely say that
in these years

nearly 252 of Aug. 's tremendous fund of energy/went into the Donatist Controversy.

And, personally, I regret it very very;much. Personally I feel that the fact th

within a year after Aug. 's death all of North Africa was swept over by the

Yxx Vandals, holding the Arian view and persecuting Donatists and
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Catholics alike, and North Africa is today an area which, or course the

Mohammedan invasion swept over everything later' on. But I can't help reeling

that if Aug. had devoted his energy

to trying to advance the great principles of the Christian faith, which the

Donatistx and tne Catholics both held, in such a way as to strengthen the

itt±x Christian zeal of the members of both groups, that they would both have

been able to withstand the Arian !r±m oppression later far better, and

even to withstand txxx the eventual Mohammedan invasion, in a far

diffe ent way than they did when so much of his energy had gone into this at

particular controversy. Not that he didn't write a great many books, on the

great Christian doctrines, he did a tremendsou amount. He did enough work for

two otherpeople, on them alone, tx apart from the controversies, but the

influence of this, to my mind, weakened the Christian church later on. I think

that was very very harmful, the result of what he did. And then, of course,

another result was that in the course of his opposition to the Donatists he

made statements like this one that has been quoted, that outside the church there

is no slavation. atixxtx Statements, which taken in the light of the

context, knowing what we know of Aug.'s belief, I think we would all agree with.

But a statement which was taken out of context, could easily lead to an attitu

which follows with a right to a hierarchical church, with ungodly men at the

head of it, that Uag. never possibly would have supported in that way.

So. I think that this controversy with the Donatists forwarded a movement

which Aug. fundamentally would never have supported.

Well, now, let us go Extxtkxxx on from the controversy with the

Donatists to number 5 the controversy with the Pelagians.

And the controversy with the Pelagians is one of the outstanding features
of Aug. 's life, and it is the controversy
/which evoked from him those writings which have been most effective in

odern times. Because it evoked from him those writings of the grace of God,

which stirred the heart of Martin Luther, and which tremendously impressed

John Calvin, and which had a great influence, not only in Protestant circles,

but in the Roman Catholic Church. Ktxxx It was Aug. 'a writing which led to
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the movement called Jantzenism, to which place Pascal, the great scientist, and

a great Christian, belonged. A movement which was in the oman Catholic Churchv

in the 17th century, developed a very fine Christian grvxpix group which

eventually was condemned by the pope and brought to an utter end. But which

had a very creditable history, and it is very interesting to see, nowadays, to

see occasionally in lists of great Roman Catholics, they will k list Pascal,

who was one of the greatest scientists in the world's history, and also one of

the greatest ttx Christians, they will list him as a Roman Catholic, and

as a great scientist. And he belonged to a movement which was condemned by

the pope, and eventually utterly destroyed by the leaders of the Roman Catholic

Church) xxikx

-Tid one of his outstanding writings, is x a series of letters attacking

the Jesuits in the very strongest of language. But the movement to which he

belonged was a movement which swept along with a movement which sprang up as

a result of the reading of Aug.'s writings on the grace of God. And these

writings, to a very large extent, came as a result of his controversy with

the tIgz±ia Pelagain. Sxxxt

So, from the viewpoint of Protestant theology, Aug.'s controversy with

the Pelagains is more at important that an4thing we have looked at yet.

In acutal accomplishment it is not more important than anything we have booked

at yet. Bis Confessions, his City f God, his controversy with the Manichaeans,

his general work in the church were all of tremendous importance. But they were

forwarding activities which were going along with others doing them, apart

from him, and which would have gone along just the same if he hadn't even though

he gave very valuable help in them. But in this case, be was the initiator,

and the leader in the movement to which all Christians ever since have given a

great deal of lip zx service. But in the Roman atk1 Catholic Church, Aug.

completely won out against Pelagius, various znxxzmRxzttxx coundils twrx

through the ages have nullified many of his statements, while still giving

lip service to his name. And many would say it was a return to the great doctrire

of Aug.'s which was one of the great moving factors of the Frotestant ReformatiOr
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And these doctrines came out in connenction with this controversy with the

Pelagians.

So number 5, the controversy with the Pelagians. And in connection with

the contro. with the t Pelag. I want just to say a brief word , first, about

the relationship of Aug. with Jerome. The reason *Ix I want to say this is

because in the contro, with the Pelag., Aug. and Jerome stood shoulder to

shoulder. Now, the contro. affected the viewpoint on this, the grace of God,

affected Aug. right straightx down to the earth. And is so prominent in

his case, and so much less prominent in Jerome's that Luther far p1eferred

Aug. to Jerome. But in the actual contro., Jerome stood shoulder to shoulder

with ktrxx Aug. Jerome stood shoulder to shoulder with him, and in fact

Jerome suffered severe persecution on accountxf±tx of his stand with Aug.

in this.

And so, just a word on the relation of the two men. A word which brings

great credit to Aug. rather than to Jerome. In 395 Aug. already settled in

North Africa, studying and writing, interested in the fame of this great ax

man and the grux great writings of his which were tout, wrote a friendly letter

which he set off to Bethlehem to Jernme. But they had no decent atta

postal service in those days. And in this letter, a very friend1y,it

courteous letter on the whole, telling how much he liked Jerome's wroks, and

asking Jerome ±txx if he had seen any of 1is, saying he would be much interest

in Jerome's ideas about his own writings, in the course of it he ventured tk

to criticize Jerome's interpretation of a passage in Galatians. Where

Paul says, he withstood Peter to the faith. Now, Jerome said, two apostles

certainly weren't oposing one another. If these two apostles were inspired
how could

of God and absolutely free from a error wtxt they oppose one another.

uxxx It is impossible. Now, of course, I think any correct understanding

of what inspiration is, shows that inspiration means that God kept them free

from error inwhat they wrote, not in what they said. And an apostle, you don't

get a dozen apostles to agree exactly in everything. Naturally the apostles

had differences in opinion on many things. (end of record)
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Record iki

And consequently Paul could withstand Peter to the faith, and they could

tvtk one of then be greatly in error, the other be right, or they could both

be in erraron a certain point. Though, fundamentally correct, they could

be in error on certain details and after they had argued it over and discussed

it together under the leadership of the spirit of God they would both come to

tie correct view. And when they me to the correct view, whichever one of them

God had led to write it down, in a book which would be part of the inspired

Scripture, would give the correct view, but along the way one or both of them

uld have held erroneous views on the matter.

Now, I don't see any otherpossible fact, when Paul tells ixus in Gal.

2:lll1l., he withstood Peter to the faith. And that is what Aug. thought.

But Jerome seems tk to have x taken the attitude, how could an apostle

be wrong, particularly how could Peter be wrong. And so Jerome said,

hr Peter and Paul wnated to get the truth across to the people,ax and so

tey arranged it all ahead of time. And when the situation came, Peter wnet

over and stopped eating with the Gentiles and went over and ate with the Jews

so to give Paul an excuse to get up and talk strongly to him, in order to

bring the thing out in xia clear relief and get the thing through. And

actually it was just a little play, the two of them doing that. But Jerome

gave that wx view, and that is a view which I am sure many Roman Catholic

writers hold today. Peter coudln't have been wrong. And we can't say

that Paul was wrong either, expecially when it was part of the inspired

Scripture that Paul writes telling us about it. So it must be that they were

just pretending then. WEttxgtx,

Well, of course, if you got a dozen apostles, and they all agree on

every little point, they IN never had any shapr differences of opinion, they

wouldn't be men., they woudl be machines. God could have made machines and

press a button and certain things would happen. But that is not what He chose

ID do. He chose living beings. x'x And lie tx led these beings gradually

in their thought in their discussion, to correct understanding, and lie revealed
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certain things directly to them.. But lie inspired them in their writing of

Scripture, and only in their writing of r±! Scripture. txøxtxtxat±x

That is all that inspiration refers to.

Well, now, we can't get into any discassion of inspiration here, that is

not part of this particular course/ But we can touch upon it as we pass here.

And so we see that Aug. in the course of his letter, I don't believe your

opinion that this was a pious make-believe, for pracitcal purposes, by !Nat

Paul and Peter, I think that what Paul zyx says means what he says.
1
hat they

really disagreed on that point. And Paul is showing that on that point be is

ght and Peter was wrong. But the unfortunate thing is that the man who took

Aug.'s letter was going to Palestine, but he was going to stop in Italy some

where, and he stopped in Italy and he got held up and delayed, and he never

t to Palestine, so the letter never got there. But this man had some of Au-.'s

writings, and everybody was getting interested already in what Aug. had to

say on all kinds of subjejcts, and they said let's have what you have of Aug.'s

writings, we would like to see them. And so they made copies of them and they

were distributed around Italy, and among them was this letter. And Jerome

gets a letter in Bethlehem that this z man Aug. in. Africa that Jerome had never

heard from, had written what was supposed to be a letter to

Jerome, criticizing him for his opinion about Peter and Paul, and the leter

was being distributed in Italy and Jerome had never seen the letter, and

Jarmx Jerome didn't like it. And so when Aug. didn't get any answer, the

next year he wrote another letter. And this tttrx man, a presbyter named

Paulus was on his way to the holy Land, but he made quite a tripon the say

way, and his letter fell into the hands of the Roman clergy who hated Jerome

anyway. You rniember that rx Jerome had shaken off the dust of Rome off

his feet. Although today when you go into St. Peter's Church, there is that
0

great beautiful picture of St. Jerome just as you enter. He is one of the

greatest saints of the Roman Catholic Church. But he spoke in no uncertain

terms of what he thought of the clergy of Rome, when he left.

Well, they got hold of this second letter of Aug.'s, and they were aill
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tickled about Aug. 'S having defeated Jerome in xx Jerome's favorite field

of study. So they said. Of course he didn't. Aug. was a much greater thinker

than Jerome, but nothing like the scholar/ that Jerome was. Wall, kxx when

Jerome got this liter, although it had been read by a good many others, but

when Jerome heard of this he didn't like it, and he didn't even answer this

letter. So Aug. wrote hima third letter. He sent a brief pleasant friendly

letter to Jerome, and then in 402, six years after the first letter had beenxa*
me dare

sent, Jerome sends an answer. He says, far be it from w to/touch the works of

thy t holiness. I am quite content to care for my own writings without

criticizing those of others. For (hard to undratand) And so Jerome

wrote a rather sarcastic letter to Aug. and Aug. wrote a nice friendly letter

trying to get him to be friends with him, and Jecome wrote again and he says...

I am an old man in the retirement of myself, I wish you wouldn't bother/ me/

If you are deterrni/ned to exercise and parade your learning, seek out a youth-

ful oponent. And so Jerome tried to put Aug. off, but Aug. kept after him

with friendly letters and with explanations of the fact that he had never in

tended to publish something first before Jerome got it, but that a miscarriage

of his letter on the way, and so on, and ax actually the letter wasn't an

attack on Jerome. He had expfressed his disagreement on this point, aixx in

tie course of agreeing with other things. And of course when people published

the letter naturally they picked on the thing they thought was sensational.

That is what they stressed. xw

And so, Aug. kept after him with a friendly attitude and asking forgivene

for these things in so far as Jerome had been offended and saying how utterly

1taTx contrary to his intention it was, and after quite a while he succeeded

in persuading Jerome that he was sincere in his desire for a friendly attitude.

And in the end, Aug. and Jerome became very good friends who were writ{ing

letters to each xprx other, and who were discussingx the great problems

xrx confronting the Christian church with one another and affecting one

another's views in them, and eventually both writing

to bring the church as a whole to the opinion which they had come to the concli
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sion were the correct ones. And Aug. tells us at the end of his life, how

there were one or two points which he were quite convinced Jerome was wrong on

and he simply waited until after his death to write anything about them because

he didfltt see the need of stirring up tz discussion of them on these ±ttxx

lesser matter when there were so many great thingswhich they agreed on.
helpful

W Well, Aug. and Jerome thus became very good friends. And it was xtpt

with the great Pelagian contro. the fact that they dtdkxtxxdxtmgatkx did stand

together, though not very helpful to Jerome, because zxz as a result of it

he got his monastery plundered and guxt many of his people badly beaten,

himself driven out into the cold night to spend the night out there shive.cing.

And really suffered a good deal of pzxxazxttvxXxxxdxmtxrwXxzxdxxxx personal
agreeing

misery at an age when he was well over seventy, on account of his aggeatxt

with Aug. in the opposition to Pelagianism. Now I hope we would finish Pel

today, and we have only three minutes left, so wwx all we can do is start it.

And if the assignment which I gaveyou which was for today, which wouldn't have

to be finished until day after tomorrow I think had been to be prepared t for

today, I would have asked you, would have had a roll call, and I would have

said, who are the three men who were most prominent in connection with the

Pel, on the Pet, side in the Pet. contro. Because the section in Hodge, which

I assigned you to master on it, begins t with the mention of the three men.

And then goes on to discuss their views. And the views are far more
ought to know

important than the men, but we tzrtxx±tkxthe men. One of the men is

Pelagius, the second is Selestius, and the other is Julian. Of these three,

Pelagius is the one from whom the name comes, of the contro. Pelagius was

probably a Briton. We do not say he was an Englishman because at this time

there was neither an Englafid nor an g11kaNx Englishman. The Angles were

till a stribe in north Germany. Well, he was a Briton, coming from the area

which now we call England. Now there are those who deny that. They say he

came from Brittany in southern France, but it seems very unlikely that they

are right. When you take what (x Jerome says about Pelagius. Jerome

says of Pelagius, he is a big fat darksome (iO) (laughter) He says
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that lEx he is bloated with the ttagxtxtx pottage of the t Scotch and

the Irish. Now I don't think w he would say that of a man who came from

tu southern France. From what Jerome said, we can be very sure of two thin

that Pelagius was from Briton and that he was a big stout man.

But Pelagius lived for many years in Rome without any criticism so far as

e find, being made of his personal life. He was a good man. He was a man

who was very much inerror on certain views, and very tenacious in his views,

and would have done a great deal of harm if Aug. hadn't shown him the

error of his views. But the views were originally with him the views of under

standing. He was a man who was like Jerome, was tremendously interested in

moral ±xix improvement, he was interested in monasticism as Jerome was, though

not quite so fanatically so as Jerome. But he was trying to get people to

live better lives. And he got disgusted with psiopwx people who made excuses,

and after all, the Bible says you have not resisted unto tt blood striving

against sin, the Bible says it is our duty to strive to tIE live the kind of

lives God wants us to. But the Bible also tells us that when we try we will fd

that we can't succeed without the grace of God. And that we need the grace of

God and it is truly by His grace that we can succeed, but even then we have

a duty to use our wills to do our best to live the kind of life that God gives

us.




Well, Pelagius found so many people making excuses that they didn't have

the power, they just couldn't do it, and Pelaglius got pretty disgusted. Becau

in many cases it was plainly that they just didn't want to. And so Pel.

started telling them that they had the power. You can if youwill . And

then people began quoting the words of Aug. on the grace of God. And Pal

said that is all very well, but it is up to you. If you want to live a decent

life, you can do it. And so in the end, Pelagius expressed himself in the

way that represented hjman nature as sufficiently good if we will only do what

we know we should do. An., of course, Aug. saw much more deeply that human

nature is fundament&&ly wicked, and though we all can do a lot better than we

are doing, and we all need to do the best we possibly can, yet that
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fundamentally every aspect of our nature has been corrupted by the Fall of

Adam and by the affect upon us of our environment with others who are

uckud, au tio: Tfl uocrl the .-race .f God at ever: ste.o of' our livea,

if our lives are 1;o be f'n an Ta:r satisfactory to Him.

Auf'ustine wx went back over his life, and a said, how did it ever

come t.batGod has saved me. 1onderful grace. And any tru.e Christian xt

must say that apartx from the race of God, I would be not!-.in. But there

were many years when Pelarian was active in ROme, and ffxrMMffxWHxxzxt Aa.

was active in. Africa, ax without Au. realizinr, he had robauly heard of

elaius, ut not i'calizine tatx qnythin of his attitude until finally

the thine. came out ii. axxx bold relief and then RxN Pela.yius bean

sneakine out stronrly and attachin Any. 's teac inys. You have a controversy

t1ere, which lasted for a xxxxxx number of years, and i'iich clarified

for the CI ristian church the mtter of the yrace of God. The centroverscr
which were so luoportant

which hrouyht out, the f'reat writiny of Any. ,/th connection tw with the

Ref onration and in the life of most of true Christians ever since.

(end of record)

Record 142

The three men are the so-called leaders of the Felaian controversy.

I did not mention Pelagina, just now, because Pelayian is of course one ov

the three. And. it is the herat known of the controversies of Ajy. life.

speciailT among nrotestrits. It. is the third 7r-at eontroversr of' this

life, it rot even txx be-in until be was 57 years of' age. And it

ts remarkable, that a1'ter that time, after the completian. of is

fan1chean controversy and his Donatist controversy that he was able to

write the trrcendous amount of material, much of' :t extrey interesting,

and all of it very carefully tir gLt about, which ha did in connection with

his Pelagina controversy. nd it. was b s ar'.tiPa1. giaio writings aprticilarly

which influenced rfartin Luther n4 John Calvin, end Jentzeu. rv otl.er

leaders of the tax teach in of Aig. uonro 'aus, wtgtxx w..t.1 h

the Roman Catiolic Church, some of them within the various nrotest.arot -r,)1-s.



iat Au. s onficce as been reatc!" tn t'-pt -)f a-.- f

tuCs, cct the 8tPiDi. n th'-' '"t.stsnt !

has becu as reat as ibat of any ancYuit larer nn tb'

It as far' s the Ro:an Cat*nlics are cencci'nc, it xxxx t'-(-r narts of'

his act vity, rather than this one, which has nf1eucef tbc uost, 4- 1-re

in iDsn ways, but tho nrtestant TOr1. has found that his

en this noint nx rIo n,-,t brir out rew thin Ts avri n.w viewoolots,

ibieb we barln '1; Tha DOfO.L'O, but it. 21Tlnns anr9 nakes bLa ner' t.1s

TOi aee elr'ead- fourv o tIe The city f Go 9., an txv vT er. hut.

txy :r'ou;bt thee: n .t aril efen--7 t cu aua inst. 2tt C ce il sics,

and rade then: a rea7 a vital Corc.

:10w, tu s c -e versy :t b-in when first' ear' of

beouse i. .;. I:ar b.arr f Pci. for xxrx -,,lany ear's. ?l was well hiro

in Ro.2. --e waS a unuk in Roiie who was trin hard to iea renolo to lo

better lives. Anui ax-' was con riered as a man of h ±a a:aiity nd

fine character. Tt was t'e enerl :nr'ess of :. hr was eenen'all

well spoken of. but in his t.hinkin x he nvoui in the exact

-)nn-)site direction DC that. in which Au-. move/ And PcI. was

to conceive This as oecause there were nooole in Rome

who misunderstood s taohLng completuly. Aug. stras the grace of

tne fact that man is in original sin, man is filled with sin even the good

things he does are sinful. The desires of' his life are headed toward destruc

on,/ and it is only the race of God that can chane hi,,-j-, and tun him areel.

And turn him toward that which God xxxxx desires. And Aug. stressed that

so much that some people carried it toward and twisted it around to give it

an excuse , the result was that when Pel. would tell them that theyxiatx

should live better lives, they would say, I can't I am not predestined to

live a better life. I can't help myself. God has not chosen to save me.

So there is nothing that I can do about it. If God would give me his grace I

would live a better life, but it is not my fault He doesn't. Of course that

is an utter trap in Aug. 's teaching. Aug. never dreamed of anything ever being
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said like that. And when Pel. heard that sor t of thing, though, he naturally

thought that was the view that Aug. held, or at least he felt that Aug.

led to this, and he began to feel quite strongly about it. And so when

he began to attack Aug.'s views, and he began to develop his own thinking,

and he developed his won thinking, although he was orthodox on the great

facts about Christ, he was orthodox on the great doctrines of Christianity,

he soon found that it was possibly in his thinking to hold those doctrines and

yet from a viewpoint of any practical importance to push them off to the

side to where they wouldn't matter.

To him the thing that mattered was, p a person should live a good life,

and he shouldn't give any excuse for not doing it. He should show the good

that is in him, and proceed to live a good life. Well, Aig. said, Adam fell.

And the whole race fell in Adam. And we are impliczted with him, he represente3.

us, we are guilty on account of his sin, we are born in sin, and as we go

on in life, the z sinful life which we have brings forth more sin. And there

is plenty of sin in every one of us, of overt sin, to account for our condemna

tion, apart from the sin which we are born with. But the vrm original sin

is tkwx sufficient until now to account for our condemnation, as Paul describes

in the 7th chapter of Romans, that whichi want to do we don't do, and that whih

we don't want to do we do. It is only the grace of God . Well, Pd. said,

we need the grace of God. You step out and be a man and do the best you can.

And God will give you His grace to help you. The f grace of God is the

useful thing helping you along the way. But the vital thing is that we get

it and show what we are capable of doing. To bring out the good that is in

us.




Now, you see, there was a sharp opposition there between the two, tx in

their fundamental views. Now an intersting thing is that the eastern church,

which was terrifically concerned with the exact fact of the nature of Christ,

did not seem to be the least concerned,wttk that is most of the eastern

church, with the controversy. Tk The great historians of the eastern church

scarcely mentioned it in their writings. But in the west it came to be a very
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±rtz important thing, between 413 and say 426 or 427. Durong those

years when the whole west was great agitated over this, and actually it

strikes at the very foundation of our religion. Because it is a matter of

how religion relates to each one of us. And what it means to us. This is

vitally zrnrji concerned in it.

It came first to the light, the discussion, when there was a Roman woman

who was a descendant of three of the great families of ancient Rome, and

these great families looked to her to carry on their position and tradition,

and she decided to take a vow of virginity. And t to devote her life to

the service of Christ, and not to marry. And she was so well known that

Jerome and Aug. and all the great leaders ttxx wrote her letters, ira*x

congratulating her on her decision, and praising her for what she had done.

But Pel wrote her a 1etter,ax which he gave copies of to tx others, and

h others soon began to sound ridiculous. And in his letter he told her how

vnderful it is, what she had done, he said that this shows the good of

human nature. That she could turn away from the natural desires of life, and

from all that meant so much to her, xxt and her ancestors, in having posterity

and in living a family life, that she could turn away from that and could dXM

devote her whole life to developing those characters which the Lord wanted

her to. It showed what wonderful potentialities were in human nature, and

she was greatly congratulated. Well, this was like a blow in the face to

Aug.'s views and attitudes. And Aug., of course, set to work to answer.

But one thing about Aug, he was always ready to answer anything that he thought

was wrong.

Once, during his busy life, somebody in Carthage picked up a manuscript

which they found on the streets, a manuscript which. had in it an account of a

new attitude, a new series of religious views, a new heresy. It was called

Christian, but it denied most t of the essentials of the Christian faith, and

they picked it up and they sent it to Aug., and they said, we don't know what.

this is. I wonder if you could explain it to us, and tell us whether it is

right or wrong. And Aug. wrote a long book, answering this new heresy, which
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nobody knew who had written it, or where it had come from. }ow he was able,

in his life, to take x up practically every problem people would write him

about, x it is hard to say. But natura;ly when he w saw what Pel. had

done on this, he immediately began to write, to try to bring out clearly

what the situation was as he understood it.

Now the thing came into sharper relief by the fact that in klC, as you

know, Aleric had sacked Rome. And when he came to Rome, there, as he approach

many people naturally fled. X Thousands of them fled in great numbers,

and they came to Africa. And among those who went to Africa at first were

Pel. and tEx Celedtius. Celestius was the Roman advocate who Pel., the monk,

had converted. And he had not axxx only become a clergy Christian under

Pel. 's influence, but he actually and naturally became quite a strong supporter

of Pel. 's viewpoints. And he was a well-trained advocate, and good in pre

venting things, and so he became even more than Pel, and storm center of the

controversy.

The two of them were in North Africa In kb, this is before the letter

I just mentioned, just before it. They were therein North Africa in kb, and

Aug. was at that time very busy with the Donatist controversy. They went to

see him, but Aug. was very busy and he didn't see much tx of them. Pel

went to Palestine. xk And he left Cel. to sow the seed of his views in

Africa. And now Cel. comes before the council in Carthage, before the bishop

in Carthage, and asked him to ordain him as a presbyter. Nttixx Pel. waz

a monk, and Cel. had become one, but neither of them had been ordained. And

so he asked to be ordained as a presbyter. And the bishop, urelius, had

heard that he was suspected of some bad ideas, and tktx therefore he asked

a deacon to investigate the matter, as to whether he was worthy of x

ordination or not. The deacon drew up an indictment and made a list of charges

against Cel., as grounds why he could not be ordained. One was that Cel.

said that Adam was created mortal, and would have died whether he sinned or

not. More important than that was his claim that Adam's sin did not

bring any i±zitx punishment on his offspring. Adxmxxtxxxxx Adam's sin
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affected only himself. Each man has to stand on his own feet before the

Lord. No one, subsequently, has been in any way affected by what Adam did.

Be said that infants rx are iomm born in just the same condition that Adam

was before his fall. And he said that the race did not die in the sin of

Adam, the race does not rise again in the resurrection of Christ, he aaxtxtkgx

said thelaw, no less than the gospel, introduces men into the kingdom of

heaven. He said there a were men who lived without sin, even before the

coming of Christ. Not a great many, but a few people, who were good enough

to live without sin.

Aug. was not present in this synod, he belonged in the Midian province

of North Africa, not the one around Carthage. But the a council decided that

tka Cel. should not be ordained presbyter, but that in a fact he was not

1t1xx1x Christian in his views and they should not enter into fellowship

with him. In other words, they excommunicated him. So he left and went to

the east. After leaving behind in Rome, in Sicily, and in North Africa, people

whom he had filled with his own ideas. He wwax went to the east, and there

in the east he and Pel. sought ordination there. And there in the east, in

Palestine, they found that when they came before the bishop of Jerusalem,

and they asked him to be ordained, they found that one of the best pupils,

a man from ±NxxSa±Nx Spain named Europius, whom we mentioned once before

as having written a history of the world . (end of record)

Record 143.............

both in false teaching and that they should not be ordained. And

Pel. said, I know just as much as Aug. does, t± and this man4 had been

trained under Aug. and had such a tremendous respect for Aug.'s ideas and

thoughts, a that he kept saying, Aug. says this, and Aug. says that, and

the bishop forgot, !xxaaxkaxaatxIxaixkNgx*a and the bishop forgot himself

and he said (l) quit talking about him, these men are perfectly all

right, and they ordained them.

Now Jerome entered into the discussion. I read you a little last txx

time what Jerome said. Jerome was not nearly as gentle
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his language as Aug. was. Aug. sometimes got rather heated. But Jerome

always spoke out in very lively fashion. I mentioned to you last 1t time

that he said Pel. was a big fat dog from And Jerome spoke very strongly

against these wxaixx men, and the result was that their supporters became

so indignant that they attacked Jerome's monastery, and Jerome had to flee out

into the night, from the 'wild plundering that was carried on by these E1prx

supporters of Pel. Now that, ofcourse, is not Pel.'s attitude. I don't think

anybody would accuse Pel. himself of tx doing a thing tikxtkatxx like that.

But it its pretty hard to escape, as you read from Pel. activities, from

the feeling that he did this thing. That though his life in general seemed

to have been a life in which there is little that you can seize upon

to criticize him in his personal dealings, there is one thing that he did,

was to try to advance his views in whatever way he could, even at the exepense

of using language that otherxx people would take in a different 'way from that

which he meant. And he seems to have done this on an good many different

occasions. And he and Cel., they would each of them would be confronted by

a council, aid they kl 'would hear 'what the other had said, they would sharply

say, I don't tw±x believe anything like that. And 'what they believed

.........and they were very shiftless in their dealings with various

councils. And they got some of the councils to defend them in the strongest

language, and even to 'weep, that men, such godly characters, such fine men,

would be subject to such terrible ciriticism, such a bitter tttt. attitude

as that which they said Aug. and his friends had toward them. And in doing

that, one time, in a council in Palestine, when it had decided that these

two men were absolutely free from anything wrong, and when the account of the

proceedings was brought to Aug., Aug. xtzdTx said, the heresy has not been

here approved, the men have been approved for pretending that they don't hold

these heritical views. And that is what it amounted to. And they went right

on teaching it just the same. And strongly presenting the idea that human

natuer needs, every man needs to live the txx best he can. And if you live
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the best you can, God will help you. You will have the grace of God to help

you. But every man, if he will use the best taztxtx that is in him, he

will be all right.

Of course they quited a lot of Scripture, and they claimed to be throughly

orthodox on their odctrines on the character of Christ, His person, His relatiai

to God, and all these grea t fundamental doctrines. And it was rt often

very easy for people to be misled. But Aug. was constantly writing, and

constantly presenting the situation, and in the course of time Aug. completely

won out. In the end, a council, x a general council, which was held in

the east, condemned Pel. completely. In the end he was condemndd in Carthage

by two or three councils, one after the other, representing Africa, he

was condemned by the emperor, and he was condemned by the bishop of Rome

and atix everyone who held his views were rxtx ordered to leave any

official position in the church of Italy. And ;±tx Quite a large number,

fifteen or twenty bishops, at least, were put out of their positions in

Italy in the end, because of their having w espoused Pel. s views.

So in the end, Aug. won out completely in the discussion. And in the

end Pel. was condemned in east and west alike. But in the course of the

discussion, the doctrines of x1x predestination, of original sin, and

the grace of God, were developed and expounded as they had never been

before. And Aug.'s views were brought 'ut into clear sharp relief in a

way which affected many of his contmeporaries. Which to a large extent was

forgotten during the Middle Ages, but which became living fire in the

teachings of Mr Martin Luther and of John Calvin. And of many other modern

groups who study Aug.'s writings.

Now I don't think that it is necessary that we i go into all the details

of the controversy. But one thang that I think is quite important for us

to have in mind is the rttt relation of Aug. to the church of Rome in

connection with it. Maybe I will make that another head.
of

Number 6. Aug. and the church t Rome. Aug. and the church f Rome.

Now this is related to this controversy. Let me say first that in all of
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Aug.'s writings you would have a x' hard time finding anywhere in anuthing

that suggests that he considered the Church of Rome to be supreme t over

the church of Africa. It is interesting, I have a boon here by a Roman Ctholie

on Aug.'s life, in which he mentions something that Aug. did, and he said

that he proceeded to western Africa (7) Well, I doubt

very much if he would find any evidence that Aug. thought that he was

obeying any command of the bishop of Rome. But in connection with the

Pelagian controversy, g Aug. was anxious to get the support fxtkx and

the help of all he could. And in connection with this controversy, Pel.

had lived many years in Rome. And he had many followers there. And it

became particularly important for Aug. to get agreement with his views

on the part of the leaders of Rome. And so Aug. wrote to Bishop Innocent I,

and he wrote to him and told him about the views of Pel. and he was

naturally anxious to get a good reception on the part of him, and so he

writes very very modestly in his letter. He says that a council in North

Africa has xtk±x condemned this, had condemned this heretical

teaching of Pel., but that there are many in Rome he .xxkrxx hears,

where he lived so long, who favored him for one cause or another, and he

asked that the authority of the apostolic seat be added to their own modest

stature. Not that the bishopof Rome approved what they had done, but that

the authority of the apostolic seat be added to our own modest stature.

We have zttx studied this with the best that we can, but he said the

Lord, by a special favor of his grace, has placed in the apostolic w seat

and has given such a character in our days that we should be guilty of

negligence if we failed to suggest to thy holiness what seems good for the

church. And to ask that your holiness should apply his trt pastoral

diligence to the get dangers of the (9) members of the church.

ell, now, Innocent of Rome, the bishop of the church, the greatest

city in the western part of the empire, and the most famous city in the

whole empire, naturally would be very happy when the greatest man in

Christendom addressed him in these modest terms, of himself and these praising
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tx terms about Innocence. Andhe took full zixzwgx advantage of the

rtxtttxx opportunity. And he wrote back three replies which breathed

the dignity of the sovereign pontif in every line. He said, it is very fine

that they have written him, and he points out they are only following the

time-honored custom of appealing to Rome. So he says. But it wasn't so

time-honored, and it wouldn't have been worth wx quite so much attention

and praise to them for the fact of katAYx having done it, as he gives.

And he thinks that it is very wonderful that they have consulted him, and

gives the importance of the bishop of Rome, and he confirine their decision
pomp and

with great itaxt severity. And he says that Pel. 's book is dangerous and

blasphemous, and excommunicates the two leaders of the heresy.

And so now, in the 23rd of Seotember in 417 Aig. preached a sermon in

Carthage, and in this sermon in Carthage he was very anxious to get everybody

to realize that they shouldn't be misled in their teachings by Pel. and
of

he said two councils t± the North Africa church had condemned his heresy,

and he said, the bishop of Rome has joined with us. The cause ±fx is

finished, he said, would that the results and the difficulty were as

soon ended as the cause. In other words, the matter is settled. Two

synods of North Africa have decided and the bishop of ix Rome has joined

with them, and ever since, all through the history of the Middle Ages, it

was customary to quote, Romae has spoken, the cause ±x is finished. As

shoving that the great Aug. recognized that what the Bishop fo Rome said

was the last word in the controversy. Rome has spoken, the cause is finished.

Those words were much quoted by the Rev. Father ........J. Bourke,

Ph.D., who wrote a book in 1944 on Aug. He is a Roman Catholic from

Milwaukee. In his account of this sermon, admits the fact that those words

were not spoken by Aug. He said, telling about Aug.'s letter txto

Athop Innocent, he said the closing lines of this letter give interesting

evidence of Aug.'s attitude toward the authority of the bishop of Rome.

Now this is a Roman Citholic writing. Here he quotes from the letter,

the kindness of your heart will pardon, we hope, the length of this letter,
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which we send to your holiness. For it is not that we are trying to gx

flood your vast river of knowledge with our stream ± of information, but

in this period of temptation from which we can be free, only by Him who

we say lead us not into temptation, we wish only to have your approval in

writing of our judgment. He doesn't say that we want you to settle this thing.

You with your authority. We want your approval in writing of our judgment,

which flows from the same source which yours come more Ntxaxx

abundantly. And to be consoled by a common participation in one grace.

Now those words are quoted with great joy by this Roman Catholic wi

writer, here, to show the attitude of Aug. toward the bishop of Rome. Bit

my guess is that if the bishop of New York were to write today in similar

language to the bishop of ome, he would get a pretty hot & c%riticism

What do you mean, putting yourself on the same level as I am, saying that

your knowledge comes from the same source as mine does. Even if you do

say I know a lot more than you do, you don't recognize my xx authority.

What do you mean by asking me to confirm your K±x decision? After all it

is up to me to decided, you have no right to decide., except subject to my

decision. That is the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church today.

And Aug.'s statements are very very different. He had evidently read

Dale Carnegie's book on How To Win Friends And Influence People, and he

wrote in terminology which anybody today, including realized the

most beautiful modesty of t one of the great scholars of the day to write

this to a man who was a nobody except forxk±ix the fact that he happened

to occupy a prominent position. But as far as his knowledge was mxx

concerned, nobody would have dreamed it as being onefifth of Aug.'s. But

he wrote him in this language, and he got what he wanted. But kxx what he

was after was to put an end to the Pel. misunderstanding and misinterpretaticn

of Christianity. nd so he wrote, and he got what he wanted, and then

he said in his sermon, two African councils have decided this matter .......

(end of record)
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The cause is finished, but Bpurke says, speaking about this sermon,

tkxxxxxxxxxxxxxxctx the epigramatic saying popularly associated with the

name of Aug., Rome has spoken the cause is finished, was not actually

xVwx spoken by Aug. What he really said was, the cause is finished, would

that the error xxx were as speddily finished. He said, this

is probably even more striking than the qutoation that is usually given.

But maybe even more striking, but it doesn't say anything about the authority

if Rome.

But, x of course, if that were are there was to it, you might say

it was a matter of conjecture. But it so happened that even as Aug. was

giving this sermon, a ship was on the way to Carthage from Italy, bearing a

letter. And this letter x came from the bishop of Rome. Not from Innocent,

because Innocent had died, he had been succeeded by a man from the ztx east

named Zosimus. And * Zosimus became bishop of Rome and t Cel. immediately

appealed to him. And Cel. came to him and he said, these Africans are

criticizing us, and they persuaded your predecessor to disagree with us,

now we have a man of real intellectual understanding as bishop of Rome. Real

knowledge of doctrine, he said, and Cel. said, don't k you think that you

ought to investigate the matter and see whether Innocent made amistake in

condemning worthy people like Pel. and myself/ And Cel. heard them, and the

men who criticized them were men he didn't like, the particular men in

Rome who had appeared against them t were men he t did not like. And so

Zosimus decided that judgment should be reserved, the condemnation that
be

!uxw Innocent made kxtii should/removed, at least for the time being.

Not only that, but he decided that the people xxx who were ciriticizing

and showing a bitter spirit of t criticizing these fine Christian gentlemen

like Pel. and Cel. should be given a word of cuation, a word of xtxt±xx

admonition. They are ax±xgx causing difficulty within the church. And

he wrote to the African bishops and chided them for their uncharitable

haste in listening to accusations about these very splendid men, men, who he
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said, were good Cathlics, and of unquestionable faith. And Zos. said to

xxxxwtx the Africans that as they heard the documents and professions of

faith which Pel. sent, and heard Cel. talking, he said we could hardly

restrain our tears when we reflected that so holy an admirable a man had been

condemned.

And so ptx Pel. and Cel. were zttxzz acquitted with honor, ex-

communicated and denounced the particular men who had brought the charges

against them, rebuked the African bishops for their unseemly ExtxLtx

condemnation otx of them, and ends his letter to Aig.,Ix i±kxtxx I

admonished Cel. and all the clergy who were present that these ensnaring

questions and foolish strifes, which destroy rather than build up, proceed

from an idle curiosity. It sounds almost like language I used to hear

in the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. when the organizational leaders were saying,

let's all get together and raise money and build the organization and forget

these silly questions like whether Jesus is God, or whether it is necessary

to believe that the Bible is true or not. They didn't use quite those words,

but that is the idea of their expressions.

Now, of course , in his case, he is not dealing with doctrines which
were so
are universally accepted as these have been in the Christian church.

It was a good deal with the matter of the predestination, and the importance

of the grace of God and original sin, which are just as vital, but not

quite as clear, not quite as well understood in those days. But Zos. attitu

here in the letter, it is very interesting that this letter should be on the

boat, on the way to Africa when Aug. preached the sermon, in which he said,

two African councils have decided that and the bishop of Rome has agreed

with us, now the ax cause is finished. Would that the error were so

speedily brought to an end. And of course, through their little agent, they

lifted out of that sermon the one statement, the cause is finished, two

African councils have decided arid the bishop of Rome has agreed - the

cause is finished, They said, Rome has spoken, the cause is finished.

Well, just as he made the irrnxiwxwx sermon, a ti letter was on the way,
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giving the opposite conclusion from the bishop of Rome. And so you can ±zg

imagine z that as soon as he received it Aug. said, I am very sorry, I am

entirely wrong in my views, Pel. is a fine Christian man, I r recant every

thing I said, and I give up my ideas that there is such a thing as original

sin, or of the grace of God. It is not only helpful, but absolutely necessaiy

for salvation.

Aug. said no such thing. Aug., when he got this letter from Zos.,

held another council and they had two great councils within the next six

months, and they drew up a reply to Zos. But for some reason this reply

which they wrotextx has not been preserved. They sent a tt letter to

the bishop of Rome, and the letter has disappeared. The previous letter,

in which he speaks of the great kwtwgMx knowledge of the bishop of Rome

is preserved very carefully. But this one has disappeared. But, tkxk±ztr

an African historian at the time z±x said that the letter contained these
that

words, by the African bishop. "We hereby ordain/the sentence which

Innocent passed on Pel. and Cel. from the chair of the apostle Peter r

xwxtatxx remains in force, until they make a clear r profession of

the views which Aug. had been presenting" and it went on to name tkx

these views. So they flatly contradicted the statements of Zos., and

took a x definite stand against him, and now Zos. begins to hear from

others, and to find out that thought there were many in Rome who thought

that Pel. was a pretty fine man, that when they read Aug.'s arguments, they

realized that Aug., after all, was a far great theologian than Pel., and

kxrtatt7xx certainly Zos. himself was no theologian at all. And 12e

began to find the attitude of people was not very favorable to what he

had done. And Zos took an attitude which seems to suggest that he wanted to

give the matter further z t rtxxxiix consideration. They gathered

from his letter that he had xampzx completely believed everything that

Cel. had said, and xx actually that wasn't true. He had told them that he

could hardly keep from weeping when he thought of the wonderful men like

Cel. and Pel. being criticized. But that wasn't quite trix true, he said.
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He was still reserving decision. Now Aug. spoke to the emperor. And Aug.

said to the emperor, Honorius, kw who was in North Italy, he said that

Pet was hurting the Roman Empire by his teachings which interfered with

bringing the true Christian message to people and led them to think that

human nature was good enough without the grace of God. And so on. It was

a very dangerous thing to the empire, it would hurt theiChristian church

and the whole empire, and shouldn't Honorius do something about it. And

Honorius issued the decree in which he ordered that all who would stand by

the Pel. view should be exiled from Rome. And tkwx1&x no one should be

xtxdnrx in Rome in authority who would hold these anti-Christian views.

Well, Zos. had said that these men were wonderful Christians, the bisho

of Rome. But the emperor had said they are to be exiled and removed from

any authority in the Roman Empire. And now Zos. writes a letter strongly

taking the same position. And so Zos. now comes out very strongly in

condemning Pel. and in excommunicating all those who held his views. But

he does it only after the emperor has taken a similar stand, and only after

he himself had written tR± this letter' to the African bishops, in which

he had reversed the stand of Innocent, and had stad that these were such

wonderful ±t±x Christians, it was a terrible thing that they were being

criticized.

And this was conveniently forgotten during the Middle Ages. But the

one sentence which was remembered was, Rome has psoken, the cause is

finished. And thus Aug.'s authority was used to advance something that he

never thought of advancing. The idea that, as if, you might say, I am

sure that Churchill during the war' often said to Franklin D. Roosevelt,

now of course we are doing the best we can, but if we only had your wisdom

and your understanding of things, and your d ep appreciation of the important
be

things involved how much better we could go forward. And Rossevelt would t

so happy that he would simply send a few more million dollars from us. But

if somebody were to quote those statements to show that the British Empire

had ever recognized any superior president of the United States,
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I am sure that tkrx they would be hotly repudiated immediately. And

Winston Churchill would be the first man to repudiate him. ?And that would

axix seem to be the nature of Aug.'s letter.

(question)

Well, it's been very interesting, this relation to Rome, here. An impor

tant church like Rome, naturally everyboey is gtaxx glad to have them on

their side. t But there is certainly no evidence to think that Aug. ever

thought of ttax their ever having superior authority over the council of

the bishops of Africa.

Now, number 7, Aug's, lps.t days. Aug. was completely victorious in

the Pel. controversy. That doesn't mean to say that the church x as a

whole adopted his views. They. did, in lip service, adopt his views. The

other views were completly condemned, but in the next few years men rose

up who were unwilling to lake the strong views of Aug. and the Roman Catholic

Church has a wklx whole, in the course of the next century or two, came

to a view about halfway between Aug. and Pel. Sometimes it is called

semi-Peligianism, sometimes it is called semi-Augustinaianism. But tkXX

there was much controversy, but never again in the next few ceturies, at

least, was anybody xzaxx±a±tx;x openly. advance the x views of Pel.

and the Council of Ephesus x condemned these xx views in t 431, which

is zaxdx considered at as the third great ecumenical council. But we talk

about that now, we will talk about it later, more at length.

But Aug. was completely victorious it seemed, then . But his views were

much too thorough-going for the mass of the church to accept them, unless

they were to give up mAich that was contrary t to them in the general

development, the way much of the churchwas developing. And so the Roman Chuth

through the Middle Ages gave lip service to Aug. But actually largely held

to about halfway between him and Pel.

Now, at this point, his last days, I will have to discuss with you

after the spring vacation. And then we will gxx go on to discuss the

ChristologTtcal controversies at this time, and then on into the Middles Ages.
'- eec-i-d) _________ -- - _____
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Record 145

The last time we were together I don't believe we had ouite fin1she

g. life. We spoke about number 6, Aug. and the church of Rome. You

don't need to know a great deal bout this particular feature. There are a

few things, though, that are quite important in connection ±wktx with it.

Because, after all, Aug. EX is one of the leading saints and greatest

doctors of the Church of Rome.

(question)

The relationship to the church of Rome is very important, but there

are very few points. But I think we vent into them fully- enough. Then, I

believe, we began to speak about number 7, kgxixx Aug.'s later life.

Aug.'s last days. His last days represented a continuation of all his rx

previous activities. He was still busy w±tkxk±x, to a slight extent,

with the Donqtist,s for there were still group of them which weremeeting

by themselves, or which were refusing to come into the large whole church'

body, and he would occasionally meet with them and try to get them to debate

with him. But most kx of these were simply holding out by themselves and

trying to maintain their exsitence. He had some disputes with the Mthx

Manichaens, who remained, but he had pretty well destriyed the backbone of

he Man. movement. Though there were traces of it which i±tixwx

continued for many centuries. Arianism was beginning to be a little more of

a factor than it had, because of the Germanic tribes which were around in

different directions, which had been converted to Arianism, and he wrote

a very fune treatise against Arianism. He had I± difficulties with his

local establishment. He had sort of a combination school and monastery, with

tkxx which his assistants worked and lived, and he had insisted, when they

come in, that all of them agree that they would give up all earhtly property

and own nothing of their own, and simply- live there and devote themselves

entirely to the Lord's service. And one of them died, and when he died they

found that he bequeathed quite a largd sum of money and an estate somewhere

to someone. That was a greet shock to Aug. And so he made inquries about
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the rest of them, and t he found that the rest of them all had property too.

nd he was very much upset about it, and he made a public statement about

it, in which he told them how badly that he felt. He found they all did,

and so he publicly declared that he would not hold them any longer to their,

promise, zndx to be in poverty and have no property of their own, and it was

rather an unsatisfactory episode. The fact of the matter is that Aug.

had a very great admiration of the ideal of simply giving up everything for

Christ, nd he carried it out himself after he became thoroughly devoted to

the Lord. He carried it out completely in his own life. And he was very

tolerart of others, and would take thier word very readily. Arid so while

in his school he trained many men who became bishops and leaders of different

sections of Africa, he was very very tolerant and easy-going with any one

who seemed to make a good profession of being in agreement with his ideas.

And they were a good many hypocrites among them. And also people who

were in strong agreement with his general points, but who wx found some of

his particular points rather difficult and simply kept xttx quiet about

them. And it made a rather disagreeable episode toward the end of his life.

He joined, eventually with Jerome, in his judgment of monastic life.

Jerome said, I have never found better men than in monasteries or wo'se men.

And Aug. somewhat joined with t that. I think that. it is true, that the

monastic life for the person who is thoroughly devoted to the Lord may

be a wonderful opportunity to carry on a simple life of devotion to Christ,

without distra'tion of worldly things, bit that for the Jop person who is not

already thoroughly devoted, it may have exactly the opposite effect. It

may stimulate the cravings and needs which would ordinarily be easily

satisfied, but which were completely devoid of satisfaction, and they would

become stronger than they would normally be, for this person. And it may

stimulate the worst features of one's character, instead of the better ones.
and

it is a a movement which has good points i bad points to it. And Aug.,

like Jerome, was greatly attracted by its good points, and greatly shocked

to see the bad points.
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One great activity of the latter pait of Aug.'s life was his writings of

what he called his retractions. And this was a very laudable activity on his

part. He took up all his works, and set to work to try to make a statement

so people would know how much he still held to of what he had written, and

what there was that he had written that he thought was better not written.

And so he went right through all of his writings, and he would tkx take

each one of them, and he would mention it, and he would say, these things I

think are excellent, this particular point I was wrong in. And he went tx

through everything and he called this book the retractions. It really was

a survey of his writings. In order to x show what his ideas were at the end

of his life. A very fine idea.

I know a very great scholar in America today who has, I thin3ç, a very

laudable feature, that instead of &txx doing like many do,L, waiting

until they have the last word on something io±x before they write, and

writing comparatively little, the minute he has an idea he rushed to the

printer.aixk And he has a good mind, he is a great scholar, and the

result is that even his half-baked ideas that he puts out, when they first

occur to him, often stimulate others. And do a great deal of good. And

then when others develcp from them he will develop them further. And he

is a very usefu1xszxx scholar. But the result of his quickness to write

anything that he thinks at the time is, that about t two thirds of what

he has written he would utterly repudiate today. And if you are quoting

from this particular man, you have to know also if this is the first article

or the last article he wrote on the particular subject. Because his articles

are constantly contradciting one another. Well, there are very few who do

that nearly so much.

But in the case of Aug., there is a pretty good unity among his works.

So there isn't really a great deal that he has to retract. It is largely a

matter of details here and there. But, of course, it is very useful to us

to have a list of all his writings. It is helpful to know what are the

changes made. Because in these ancient writers, there were often things
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written later by other people x that they claim were by them, and we have

sometimes questions as to the authorshixp of some books. So Aug.s' retractic

is an important part of his literary activity.

Now, I am not gix going to take the time with you to go into the

details at all of how the Vandals came to come to Africa. It is a long story.

And I don't think that it is necessary that we go into the tatstxx details

of it. But k!xx perhaps we can notice just the main thing of it. That

it was the result of a series of events in which men in Africa did certan

things, and some of them were men in whom Aug. had put a good deal of trust.

And as a result of certain political mixup and misunderstandings and so on,

the Vandals were invited into Africa by the man who had been the Roman leader

of Africa. He thought the Roman Government was turning against him, and he

invited the Vandals in to help him. And they organized a big xttttx

expepditioi. I think he married the daughter of the Vandal king of a

Spain, and they organized a big expedition to come. And when they had it

all organized, they made peace with the Roman authorities and wrote them that

they didn't need to come, that everything was settled. Well, of course, they

were already to come, now, and they disregarded what he said, and they

came ahead. So they landed in Western Africa, the whole Vandal tribe,

migrated from Spain, after two or three decades in which they hda ruled

Spain, They migrated to Western AFrica, and began coming eastward tkrxgkx

through North Africa. And this count, who was the head of the Roman governmert

in Africa, who had invited them there, tried to meet them with a forc e and

stop them, but he was utterly inadequate to the purpose. They were pretty

strong and well equipped, and weel prepared. And the result was the in the

last three xxxx or four years of Aug.'s life the Vandlas were sprea ding

more and more over Africa.

And w so, when Aug. was still living, the Vandals had taken every city

of North Africa, except two, Carthage and Hippo. Hippo, of course, was

the city where Aug. lived. And these two cities had big fortifications around

them. And so all the territory around had been a seized by the Vandlas.
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And whether the Vandlas deserved the name of utter destructiveness as a group,

which they have received since, it is hard to say. Since we know that wx

tkxx one of the Vandlas was a great Roman leader,

thirty years before this time, there must have been some very fine people

among them. But certainly this particu1arxxitxx expedition, at least,

was characterized by utter destructiveness. Whether it was the natuial

attitude of these people, or whether it was the fact that they had become

pretty much aroused over the situation into tk which they had come there, and

there were particular reasons which made them espceially destructive at the

time, I don't know. But the wa±iixxwxxaxi.xx name "Vandal" has come into

tx our language for ruthless, senseless destruction, from the ways in

which these Vandlas acted, xAx at this time in North Africa. And they

destroyed and pillaged and wrecked everything very badly. And so it is a

very dramatic picture to think of Aug. on his deathbed, in Hippo, there,

with the walls around the city, that is the city was against the shore, and

then the wall protecting the landward sidej of the city from attack. And

just beyond the wall the Vandals wrecking, destroying, and pillaging, and

committing all sorts of atrocities and crimes. And this continued for several

months , while the city wall was strong enough for the fortresses, there,
attack

to withstand ttzk on the particular city. And as we see how the great

work that Aug. did in North Africa was completely destroyed by the Vandal's

attack, followed, of course, eventually with the Mohammedans coming. And

N we see how this happened. To my mind it makes me go back over his life

and wish that some of his activities had been different. He, of course, felt

that in doing away with the Man. views he was doing a great thing. I don't

think that w there was any question that he was. And his writings against

Man, have been t a tremendous influence throughout the Roman Empire. The

same with his writings against gNtx Paganism. And with the many features

of his influence. And of course his leterary acitivity ztix continued long

after his death, all through the Roman Empire, and it was studied, and kz*

has been studied right up to this day and has N1 had a trmemdnous influence.
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Some of his writings, like the City of God, and the Confessions have

gone through manyxx editions and translated into many txgtx different

languages. But in North Africa, where his heart was particularly, and

where his work was not devoted to the city of Hippo wt±wrx entirely, abut

spread over the whole of the large section, and x he was interested in the

xw1px developments in all the cities, a very large part of his acitivity

was devoted to trying to presuade the Donatists that they should give up their

particular points of difference, and should come in and join with the

Catholics, or eventually trying, when that didn't work, to prove to them that

they wrx were wrong. And they must xtxxx give it up, and w eventually

leading the imperialist order that they had got to give it up. And come

in and join the Catholic church.

And as you think of this, and how an effort to build a big church in

North Africa, which succeeded, and by the end of his life it was one big

church, came to absolutely nothing when the Vandals were spreading across

North Africa. And North Africa today is a place where you have amazingly

beautiful churches, with practically no Christianity. As you think of that

you think how that if the energy that he put in his writings of the Donatists,

had been expended instead in trying to advance that which would strengthen

the Christian life of both the Catholics and the Donatists, and which would

stimulate the Christians further and give them zeal, and which would lead

them to become more thoroughly and truly Christian, that while there might

still have been the w two big churches in the city, instead of one, which

was a great sorrow to him, yet when the Vandals came, you might have had that

Christian zeal among the tgx people, that would have resulted in winning

great numbers of the Vandals, and in perpetuating the strong Christian

church/ today. (end of record)

Record l'4.6

I don't think that we can ±t±t± criticized Aug. particularly. The

concept was one that k was absoltely ikxxtx unknown in his day. Of having

differences in groups of Christians. All agreeing in the great essential
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doctrines, but not necessarily an organic iaittxx unit. There is a unity of

all the people of Christ, and if we are truly his we must xtNxxgx feel a

great unity with all other true Christians. And it had not been thought of,

then, that there could be this untly without xttx actual unity of organiza

tion. But while the Donatists ft differed sharply from the Catholics in tkxtc

their gztx greater idea f of strictness in treatment of the lax, and

while they put a greater importance on the personal character 0 the Christian

ministry, as far as the effectvemess of their work is concerned, then the

Catholics% did, as far as all the Christian doctrines was concerned, they

were absolutely the same in them. There wasn't the least bit of modernism

or apostasy among them. They were truly a Christian group, and under the

circumstances to show them wkx where they are in error is good, but to

insist' that they must come to unity on these lesser points is something

which in this particular case did not lead to any good, but did lead to,

well I can't say that it directly did harm, because Aug. did do a tremendous

amount in strengthening the character of Christian people. He did a Xrxiwx

tremendous amount, more than almost any other two men/ have done, aside

from a few great leaders in Christian history.

But yet, when you think of his ability, and you think of all the ± time

and energy that he spent on this Donatist controversy, you just can't help

t± thinking that if that energy had been spent in this other way, that

the effects would have been much more lasting. And much greater, much more

to the glory of God.

Well, during his last month, Aug. lay in bed and he had the pRtx

penitential psalm wi'itten in large letters on the wall and on the ceiling,

so that he could lay there in bed and see this large writing of the penitental

psalm and repeat it over and over. The penitential psalm. As he prayed to

God, acknowlddging his' sin and ktø±wgx shortcomings, and pra±Rgx

Sadx praying God to forgive him for his sins, and (3) more and more

on Christ as Saviour, and he died a few days before the Vandals succeeded in,

reaching the wall and capturing Hippo. Most of the people of Hippo escaped
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to sea, tt so that there was not xx much loss of life in the conquest of

Hippo. But the town was utterly wrecked by the Vandals, and left just in

utter ruins. They say that within the last century there has been a

mohammedan feast, or a mohammedan celebration, once a year at this spot, this

ruin in North Africa. And zzn someone asked them why they hold this observan

there, and somebody said, oh, there is a great Christian saint who is buried

here. And it is a tradition which has come down. How it began we don't know.

And evidently the place where Aug. was continued to be venerated, and even

passed over into Mohammedanism. To venerate this place.

But though Aug.'s influence has remeatned very great in the iest of

the Christian )u world, North Africa ceased to be Christian center at all.

Not 1xx immedite.y after his death, but the Vandals cut it doun and then

of course the Mohammedans came in later on.

Well, now, we go on to D. C was the life and 'xrx works of Aug.

D is the Christological controversies. Now the Christological controversies

is a subject on which, including tomorrow's lesson, I have given you four

assignments. Two in Foakes-Jackson, and two in lodge. It is a sbject which,

to get all the details of the events in connection with it, it would take

us a very long time. To get a full examination of all the details of the

docttinal disputes would take a very ±px long time. But the main

essentials of it are not so difficult, and they are very important. Because

here was a movement of discussions, a movement which had great heated

controversies ±xtxx involved in it, and txxwxx tremendously stirred

the whole Roman world. 11ut a movement which resulted in a decision which

has been accepted by practially all the Christian church since. And the

conclusions regarding the Christological controversies, which was reached in

451 A.D. is accepted by all ±xrx important Protestant bodies. At least all

important protestant bodies in their f formation had declared their accep

tance of txxx the conclusions of the Council of.C-4?

The same has been done by the Roman Cathlic Church and by the Greek mxt

Orthodox Church. And so it is a long controversy which reached a definite
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rxt result. And a result which has been accepted by the Christian Church.

And in order to understand,% then fully, rkx what the Christian

attitude is as accepted by the overwhelming mass of professing Christians

through the ages, including almost all of the fundamental Christians

in the last four hundred years, or we will say of Christians professing the

great doctrines regarding the truth of their attidue on these points and

the method of salvation., and so on. In order to understand it properly, it

is very helpful to know something of the kxtxkXttxxk±tx historical devel

opment. If we were a month earlier in the semester than we are, I would

want to take about two or three weeks on the christ. controversies. Since,

however, we have a great deal yet to cover, we want to get to 1500 before

the end of the year, why I think that I shall depend on your study of these

four assignments to cover most of the details and shall expect that you will

get them well in mind from that. I do want, however, to review the main

things.

(question) That is a very good queLon. And you will k notice that

Foakes-Jackson. has a very K1 clear attitude on this. On the one hand you

find him full- of statements about the correctness of the conclusions reached,

and how erroneous were these different sects, and all that, and then along

with it you find a constant smear. There is sort of a smearing attitude

of the whole business. I think Foakes-Jackson is sort of a transitional

figure. He had the background of English orthodoxy, and in his background

he has an understanding of these doctrinal points, and the recognition of

the great work that was done. And then he also is combining with that the

attitude which you find among the theo1ogi'ans of union Seminary more

recently, which was smearing the whole ±w business, this idea of thinking

that a man was partly God. They represent the whole thing as sort of a joke.

And he doesn't go that far at all. If he did I wouldn't recommend his book.

But you have little sentences here and there,which relfect that i very

definitely. And it is a rather queer attitude in its way. Particularly on

points like this. xtxztt±x
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But as to the eventual attitude of the individual, in the eastern church,

it would take a good deal of investigation to make a decision, to know whether

actually they accepted, the majority, whether they acepted Chalcedon or not.

It is easy to make a case with the views that he presents. Because as he show

you have the Nestorian controversy, with the txura Alexandrians carrying

their points, and half t of them disagreeing. And then, you have the Utician

controversy, with the Alexandrians battered down. And the result is that

every main group there has gotten a pretty bad defeat in the thing, and

of course, you have a continued Nestorian church, and continued Monofisite

church, and there were xrx various sects that continued xxtx in disagree

ment. And you add them all up, would they make three-fourths of the eastern

church, or would they make a fifth of it. Well, I don't think we have statis

tics. I don't think we know.

But we have this fact. That the eastern church, the farthest that
considered

continued to be/officially as being named church accpeted the conclusions

of Cbalcedon, and does to this day. And so these various sects, in the end,

proved to be small sects. Well now, whether at that time they were actually

the majority or not, I don't know, but it seems rather unlikely. My guess

is that they were rather t±txx restricted. But it would take a great

deal more study of the eastern church than I have ever given. And we

have all we can do to understand the western church., and to look into the

eastern church to get its main points, xkkx its essentials, but beyond that

it is so remote from our lives here, even though it is Extrx extremely

interesting, that it is more a work for a specialist than for one who is

interested in church history.

But the Council of Chalcedon, at the end of the christ. controversies,

mxdwxzmdu made a statement which always impressed me as remarkable in the

large negative aspect of it. I doubt if there are many tktgix

theologians who would express it quite the way that I have been inclined for

many years to express it. But the way that it seems to me is, that if you

take the simple statements of the Scripture, about Christ, and look at these
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simple statements, you will find it clearly taught that Jesus was God. You

will find it clearly taught that Jesus was man. H3 was not a sort of a

partial God, lie was not a something different from God, He was God/ in every

full sense of the word. But similarly, He was just not something different

from man. He was fully man in all sense like as we are, yet without sin. He

was man in every w sense of the Wrxx Word. He was one person. He wasn't

two people. But this one person has two natures. He is fully God arid he is//

fully man, in every way. Ax And yet these two natures are not separate.

They are not ±xxx mixed, but they are not divided. Now, how can that be?

Well, the essential things of life are all great mysteries. We can't

understand them. We can't understand our own being. I like the way that

Hodge begins his discussion of it, with showing how the mind and the body of

a man, you can cut off any part of your body and your mind still exists.

You can cut off the whole body and your mind still exists. !txtxxtt

Despite the theories of the behaviourists. We all feel when we think about it,

but that is the fact, that our mind is not dependent on Joz body for its

existence. The body is different from the mind. Very different from 'he mind.

The two are distinct, and yet the two are interralted. They affect each other

tremendously. It is a mystery, how can it be that we cannot understand it.

When the materialists try to explain it by saying that there isn't any such

thing as mind, we get into, in my opinion, the most aRtrxx hopeless

absudity. There is quite a school of linguistics, now, trying to explain

liguistics with the idea that there is no such thing as thought or conscious

ness or meaning. And it gets, to my mind, into utter absurdity.

We have these facts, they are observable, clear facts, but to understand

them we can't do it. There is much in the universe, in our *x most

fundamental experiences, that we don't have the background or the meaning

to understand them. But if that is the case in ui' ordinary lives, why is

it remarkable that it should be the case t with the Master of the ± universe.

The Saviour of all, the Lord Jesus Christ. We take w what is in the

Scripture as what we stand upon. And we know it is true. And how it fits
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together we don't know. 1e cannot understand with out finite minds. But

we can see how attempts to fit it together don't work. And to my mind that

is what these christ. controversies did. I don't see so much

progress in understanding of it, as I see pmogerx progress in casting aside

human attempts to explain the facts by twisting them. It seems to me the

same thing is true of the matter of God's full ordination. God has established

all things that come to past. He has forordained. everything. It is all

determined and part of His holy will. That Is clearly taught in the Scri-ture.

On the other hand, it is equally, ±axx1x clearly taught in the Ecriptre

that we have definite power of choice. That we have i'ot only a duty but a

right to make decisions. That is matters what we think and what we decided.

And that the results are differvnt thaN if we decided differently. The

two are clearly taught in Scripture (end of record)

Record 1147

And also the fact that God had established and ordained all things.

Both are 1ax clearly taught, now you can't fit them together. And when you

try to w twist one a little in order to fit it into the other, and twist the

other a little in order to fit it into the one, yo. soon get sometting in

relation to either one that is not true to Scripture, and not true to human

observation in life. They are both facts. Now that doesn't mean that a

paradox is true, and that which I appears to be is actual fact.

doesn't mean that ata all. It simply means that we can't understand these tk

great mysteries. And at best, the thing that we must do is to take what

the facts are and 'stand upon them. But even in the physical world that is

true. What is light. There are some who will say that light is a wave, like

a wave of the sea. And you can explian much about the study of light I on

the theory that it is like waves. But you come flat into some phenomena

cAl JLt that it doesn't explain at all. Then some will say that light is

a great many little particles that go shooting out. And there is much that

you can xzx explain on the particle theory of light. But there is much

that won't explain at all. It won't x explain how k light will refract and
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and will turn froma lense. It doesn't explain it at all. You have to have tiD

wave theory to explain that. Now, these two theories seem contradictory, they

are different, but the truth is that we don't know. but we can observe many

things about light, and we can understand them, an we can do much with light,

and we use the two theories and they are both helpful/ Though how they fit

toghether nobody knows. And if that is trx true of things in the physical

world, certainly it is not strange if it is true of things in the great

p±ta1xx spiritual world, the central basis of the universe.

And so here the Bible tells us that Christ Is God, and lie is just as

true God as God the Father. He is the God of the universe, and there is only
man, just

one God, in Three Persons. And He is one Person. But He is truly xictx

as truly man as any one of us. Tempted in all things like as we are, subject

to the Ix±xxx infirmities and weaknesses of human life. Experienced just
WiK

as we experience them. He was fully man. Though% now thixt in these

controversies was not art1zizx particularly devoted to little metaphysical
I kk-¬. -

distinctions in trying to explain them. The tii were more practical.

They were interested in how people are saved, they were interested in how

Christianity is applied. But when it came to these great mysteries, on the

whole they were ready to take what the Scripture says and stand on it. And.

they found these/ facts and they stood upon them. And the great writing,

g±tx Against Praxeus, and I assigned you to read some of it last fall,

by Tertullian, expressed the thing about as well as it has ever been expressed.

Jesus is fully God and He is fully man.

But in the EX east the metaphysisal thought of the east was trying to

explain how it could be. And the christ. controversies consisted of an

explanation given. No, that is notx*xxx true. Another expalanation, no

that's not true. xtxxtxx Another one, no that's not true. And

wbe. we get through we deny all the explanations and we come back to the

simple Scriptural teaching that He is fully God and He is fully man.

(question) Yes, what be became at the incarnation He remained. So that

the christ. cpntroversies are very important, and I wish we had a month to
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spend on them. But I think that if you will carefully study the assignments

which I have given you, that you will get what we would get in a month's

study of it. And we will go on to other things that are not as well written
particularly Hodge's,

up in books as these are. These two statements of it/are very good

statments of it, even if you skip the Latin in Hodge, you still have a very

good statment of the whole situation.

But under the christ. controversy we should, of course, have three heads.

Number one, Apolonarianism, txxx two. Nestorianism, and three, Eutychianism." --------------------" -

And you all, of course, know now what those titles come from. Tix That they

are from the names of the leaders of these three views. The first one w is

the name of them an who originated the view, A!tzi1zirxx Apolonarius. A

great 1x godly Christian leader, who in the time when Julian the apostate

was trying to rule the Christians out of the learned world and deny the right

to teach the classics, Apolonarius/ set to wrok to write new classics. He

set to work to provide kt,rttx Christian writings that would do for study by

Christians. He was a staunch foloower of Athanacious. A thorough believer in

the trinity. In the fully itxx deity of Christ. And k his aberration

here did not incite the great controversy that was incited by the two later

because this was the time of the Arian controversy. And all the leaders of

the orthodox view thought ux very highly of Apol/ But Apol. faced the

ztx christ. controversy sooner than anybody else did. He was dealing with

the Arian contorversy, and he saw the difficulty in the second question

of the person of Christ, and he tried to solve it by a theory. And the

theory was not a good theory. He said, man has three parts, body mind and

spirit. He said, Jesus Christ is a human body, xx a human mind, zx but

God, the second Person of Tx the Trinity takes the place of the human

spirit. And that was his theory. And of course that makes Jesus no man,

at all. He is just a man in appearance, because the spirit, the xtattxgx

actuating force, is not a man but is God.

And intrying to solve the problem he wrecks the whole business.

And his flmx friends were quick to see it. And in the councils of Consantin-
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ople, ± the second ecumenical council in 381,xwktkxpxx the council which

gave the death blow to Arianism, in that council a statement was adopted

condemning the Apol. view. It had already been condemned by various smaller

councils before, but the ecum. council, the second one, definitely took a

stand against it. And it was never a factor, after that, of any importance.

It was the well-meant attempt of a good godly man to explain a great

mystery. But a theory, which if it had been pushed, would have done endless

harm, because, of course, it does not recognize the true facts, and it denies

the true humanity of Christ.

(question) Yes, that God did ggx suffer. It xtx would have to.

Because Christ, certainly if His spirit didn't suffer on the cross it wasn't

much rf a ;suffering. It would x hold the same thing. I don't hink you can

deny that God did x.g suffer on the cross. But to understand that as a true

statement, it is difficult. But certainly God the Father suffered in the

suffering of His Son./ And certainly God suffered for man, there is no q'estn

of that. But of course it is the human nature that did the suffer'ing, more

than anything.

(question) The essential of Apol. view was that man is made up of three.

parts. Body soul and !K±r spirit. That in Jesus Christ the spirit, the

human spirit, was not there, but was replaced byhe second person of the

Trinity. That God, the Second Person of the Trinity was the spirit which was

united with the Joodyx human body and human soul of Jesus ktxxk±txx Christ.

That is the theory which he advanced, but nobody, to speak of , has held that

view since the Council of Constantine.

(question) Well, I have assigned you Hodges discussion, and also foakes

Jack9on on this. Foakes-J. goes into a little more detail of the discussion.

Hoáge goes more into the meaning of it, kx and into the exact view.

't I think that ±ix the simple way I have just expressed it gives a

pretty definite idea of what he believed. Body soul and spirit. Jesus,

a human body, a human soul, but the divine spirit taking the place of the

human xpirt spirit. Well, now, this view was condemned by the Council at
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Constantinople, and so we come to number two. - Nestorianism. It differs from

Apol. in that Nest, was not, you might say, the ttwrxxx founder of a

view, nor was he particularly nearly so strong in holding it as many others

were, but he was the conspicuous man who rx was accused of it. So in a

way it is too bad to call t Nest. He wix seems to have been a v ery fine

man in many ways. Wtxxaxawyx And many of his enemies seem to have taken

this excuse for attacking him. tx And there is muck which is not very

pleasant reading in the way they treated Nest. But the aside from that al

together, the view which Nest, was supposed to hold, and which was held by

many people and followed to some extent by him, is a view which is just as

unsatisfactory as Apol. 's view. It had a very definite good point which it

was trying to get. But in seeking this point it goes to an extreme. It is

stressing the humanity, the true humanity, of Christ, and Nest, didn't see

how God could suffer on the corse. And so he says that the divine nature/

doesn't suffer, it is RJt± entirely separate, the human nature is all that

suffers. Thx Where it came into relief was in the word, some of the people

began calling Mary the "mother" of God. And Nest, said she is not the mother

of God, she is only the mother of the human nature. And so it is utterly wrorg

to call her the mother of God. Well, in a sense it is wrong to call her the

mother of God, and yet in another xnmnzx sense it is perfectly all right.

Because Jesus Christ is one p Person, and not two. And Jesus Christ is God.

xtx And so there is a sense in which Mary can be called the mother of

God, but in my opinion there is much more kax harm that can come from the

term than good. Because certainly God is far greater than Mary in every possi

conceivable way.xxkxrxx And certainly Jesus Christ is far greater than

Mary. But the error of the view was in really making Jesus two persons, even

if you only call it two natures. It divides Him up into two distinct Persons,

of whom this applies to this person,and this to the other person. Call it

natures if you want, but really it divides the pr personality of rktx

Christ. And it gives a false view of Him, a flase idea.

Well, it is true, He has two natures. They are distinct from each other.
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They are not mixed. There is no question. But neither can they be divided.

He is one Person. And Nest. represented an attempt to solve the problem,

which was notxxattxx a satisfactory attempt, arid which can lead into very

unfortunate attitudes and misunderstandings toward Christ (end of record)

Record 148.

Now it is very interesting that this is the first view condemned as

tx heretical, but not condemned as non-Christian. The first view of this

type which produced a continuing separate body. Apol. died when it was

condemned by the council. Of course the various Gnostic sects and the

Manich. were outside of Christianity, and the Novatians and the Donatists were

true Christians, simply separated over a difference over tk±wx discipline, not

a doctrine. But the Nest. continued as a sect, and as a large and important

sect. They did not continue in the Roman Empire to any extent, but it

becamv the form of Christianity in txtkxx Persia, the only form which

the emperor would tolerate in Persia. In Persia he felt that the orthodox

Christianity was too much like the Christianity in the Roman Emp1e, and

he would not permit it, but the Nest. wzrx were permitted by him to continue.

And the result was that a very large Nest. church developed in Persia, which

sent missionaries on into India, and even as far as xc±zx China. And by

the 12th century A.D. there were large Nest, churches in China and in India.

And Persia, and all through that area*kx. The Nest. movement died out

in China completely, but there have been found traces of it, monuments tth

the Nest. churches which were there eight centuries ago, in China. And so

Nest. continued as a vital movement, and particularly a missionary movement

toward the east for many centuries. But it was cut out of the Roman Empire

entirely.

(question) We don't know much about it. When Foakes-Jackson says that

it is one of the largest groups of Christians in the world at that time, we

would say geographically. But whether it was numerically we don't have evi

dence on which to know. And we have very little evidence of it. We don't kn

much about it. I think many theories might be advanced, and we might be
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able to guess the turth, but I am not sure.

Well, our time seems to be up for today, we will continue here .....

(break in recordj )

And we noticed that number one is Anol. And we sat what that was.

It really comes before our present period. Chronologically we should have

discussed it under the previous century, but since it is s o tightly bound

with the events of this century, and also since it did not excite so much

discussion or feeling before, as these others did, but still was an. important

introduction to them, I chose to dicuss it here. Number two we discussed,

Nest. And we have noticed that Nest. is not really tk personally the
it

t1txx embodiment of this viewpoint. M is more or less an accident

that his name comes to be used for it. He was a man who had his faults, but

who also had his good points. And he was a man who had taken very harsh

ground toward those who disagreed wth him, and calling on the RMWx

emperor to destroy all heresies, and it is ironic that he himself should

have been condemned for heresy and should have been exiled, and should have

suffered the way he did.

The view kkxx which some of his followers held, and which he may

have held, at least his language suggested that at some kxx places, was

a xx view, which of course, is not a correct ±itxx interpretation of

the Person of Christ, and it is hard to think of one of our western churches

as being divided over this particular point, w the way that the eastern

churches were. Our frame of mind is somewhat different, but a real service

could be done to the Christian church in the hammering out of this matter,

the discussion and the controversy, and tgtigx bringing us to a clearer

realization of the importance of recognizing the two natures of Christ, but

also of recognizing that you cannot, you must be very careful, not to think

o eXner nature as dtfftraxt if it was a separate person. That there is one

Person of Christ,t the wo natures are not mixed. They are txx not

confused. They are absolutely separate, and yet they are not spearted from

each other at all. They work together in harmony, in one Person.

�
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Well, Nest. was settled at the third ecum. council, the Council of

Ephesus. 431 A.D. A zzx council at which, like the first and the second,

no papal delegate resided. No pope was even present. No pope had anything

to do with the calling of the council. The statment is made today in popular

Roman Catholic journals that every ecum. council has been called by a pope,

has been presided over by a pope, and has accepted the decAions which the

pope made. And this, of 'xxx course, xzitx was utter nonsense. Because

there is absolutely nothing t1t to it. The first, second or third ecum.

council had no popes.

Novt1iethird. Ei1a. And Eut. is as poor a name for tx

this as Nest. is for the second, in fact it is a porrer name. For the reason

that while Nest. was a great archbishop of Constaninople, the man who thought

of himself as one of the three or four leading Christian officials in the

world, Eut. is simply the archbishop of a monastery in the Constaninople

area. But the :eason that he comes to be the symbol for this is that this

was hostile territory to him, and he up in that territory was the outstanding

figure for the view which was characteristic of the leaders in Alexandria.

You see the difference. Previous one we have the archbishop of Const. giving

his name to it, and it was the Alexandrian who opposed him and who opposed him

rightly, as far as doctrinal points were concerned. Now we have the Alex.

who opposed Nest., opposed this ttttx artificial separation of the

two natures of Christ. We have them carrying their view to an extreme which

produces a fusion or a mingling of the two natures into one, and which makes

Christ no longer on who is a true and full and complete man who can be tempted

in all things like as we are, and Who can truly be our brother, and who also

is fully God, and fully carries out and bears the power of God in His actions

and in His honor. He mingles the two, and you have ±xxttkx neither one.

And the Alex. who opposdd the errors of the leaders of Const. themselves went

too far in the direction in which they were going, and stultified the doctrine

of the Person of Christ. And it is rather peculiar that instead of it being

named after one of the great Alex. leaders , it is named after a man up in
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the z Const. territory who took this view and stood strongly against the

leaders in Const. and himself became the xmzmxdx center of attention up there.

And so it was called after him, Eut. xttx Possibly it is a txtx better

axmx name for it to call it Monafisitism, because Mono. is a word which doesrt

merely give the name of somebody who happens to be connected with it, but

tells what the thing is. As you all know, Mono- one, one nature. Mxxx

And so Mono. is just as often applied to it as Eut. is, and it aeing such

a very important matter in the history of Christian theology, you should be

familiar with both names. But I think Mono, is the better name of the two.
these ies

Well, now, t± controversy incited very sharp attention. 1f course some

of the attention of the controversy was due to the political involvements, and

to the personalities who got mixed up in them. And those who felt that their

leader had been condemned,± that Nest, had been condemned, and that they

had suffered for their adoration on the two natures, thosoe who recognized

there had been an error and had corrected their views were perhaps ery glad

to find out opportunity to say that those who had been opposing them on this

themselves were going into a great error in the opposite direstion. And to

attack them very strongly.

You read about the so-called Laprosinian, the (ii) some are called.

Councils which were kaxxkx .eld at Ephesus in k-9, which took the decision

in favor of Mono., but it was not recognized as a true ecum. council. The

emperor had favored the Mono, view, but the emperor died in 450. And his

sister, who succe4ded him in power, favored the orthodox view in this, and

she had called a new council, in 451, and the bishop of Rome said that there

was no need of a council, and he wrote a letter to the bishopof Const. in

which he said, xaxtkc what is there any need of a council for. This

matter is perfectly clear in ritpizx Scripture. It is perfectly clear that

ChristX is fully God and fully man, and he went on and he described in much

the same terminology which we have in decision of the council of Chalcedon.

The statament that I asked you to study particularly is almost drawn from the

words of this very unusual bishop of R-me. And Leo, the bishop of Rome,
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didn't see 'why they needed a council. Here is a statement, here is the

fact, why not take it. And the fact which he gave was clearly presented, and

a true picture of what the Scriptural teaching is. But the people in the

east 'weren't ready to take Leo's word. They did, however, go so far toward

honoring him that the easterners being divided tx between the great power

of Const. and the great power of Alex., and so evenly divided, it was pretty

hard to say which was predominant. And here being the great power on the

side, the power of Rome. Each of them was trying to get Rome on their side.

And in the end they were willing to have the representatives of Bishop Leo

preside at the council. And so, although Leo strongly x opposed the

calling of the council, they did call the council, and the council met at

Chalcedon, not far from Conat. And there, at this council, x1x Leo's

delegates presided. And in the council they read the statement 'which Leo

had given in his letter, and they said, that is an excellent statement, and

they adopted a creed which included alt almost verbatum the statement which

Leo had made. And so the statement in the council of Chalcedon is an

excellent statement, and the council of Chalcedon is certainly next only to

the council of Nicea, in its importance, as an ecurn. council. The second

and the third are of less importance. And the later ones, much tatx less

important. But the first is of tremendous importance, every Christian should

be familiar with the Council of Nicea. And I think every 51 Christian should

be familiar with the Council of Chaloedon. Because at the council of Chalcedai

that adopted the well-balanced, carefully-written statement about the nature

of Christ, which has been considered by practically all Christian groups

since that time, and by all major protestant denominations, that this state

ment represented a fine and clear and excellent statement of the truth about

Christ. tx That He is fully God and He is fully man. That He has a divine

nature, not in any way impaired, not in any way reduced. It is a full and

true divine nature. He also has a full, x complete hum nature, not in

any way altered or corrupted or changed. He is human in every way, like as

we are, subject to temptation (end of record)
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And it is a good detailed presentation. I think it would be excellent
If

if every one of you would memorize it. /You think it ts% a little long, You
The Westminster

oight memorize the statement from Agx*xfrx Confession instead if you

prefer, if you don't mx memorize them both. The statement in the

Westminster Confession presents much the same thing as this. And not in so

much detail. But they are both very excellent statements. Certainly everyone

should be familiar with them. Because there are all sorts of ±±xx±ttx

difficulties that come into your churches today froi somebody who comes up with

a brilliant theory to understand Christ better, and you find that it is just

some form of one of these old heresies. And it may at first sight seem like

a beautiful xpatx explanation that helps you better to understand the

Scripture. And if you carry it out in its implications, you gt find that it

leads you on into misunderstanding, and misinterpretation, and does great

harm. And if you can immediately put your finger on it, and a say that

scunds like a beautiful new theory, but actually that theory was thought

out by people back in I-OO A.D., and some of them thought that was a beautiful

theory to explain it, but the whole Christian church in that day met together

and was represented in a council and discussed the matter, and they

gave this statement of the council of Cha11cedon, a statement which definitely

rejects that idea. And if you are in a presbyterian body, yoxxxaxx or in any

one of the many ther bodies which have used the Westminster Confession,

as it is, or with some slight i± modification as their form of creedal

statement, you can say, furthermore the Westminster divines, meeting in

London in the early 17th century, studying this matter, agrees exactly with

the statment of the Council of Chalcedon and expressed it more briefly as

follows. And it is a thing which every Christian worker, every Christian

leader, should have in mind. x

(question) The wprd "begotten unfortunately, is a word which has been

used in a variety of senses. An the Arians said, there was a time when Christ

was not, when God the Father created Him. That is definitely wrong, and
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contrary to the Scriptures. Prrsona1ly I think that the interpretation of

Jon 3:16, which takes "only begotten" mxxxii as meaning unique, one class,

monogenes, rather than one begetting. I think is a better interpretation of

it. And if you do, I would take the begotten there as meaning as being in

exivtence. Now, of course, the word begotten suggests the interpretation whith

Origin gave, in order to account for the word. He said, there is an eternal

process, whereby the Father is always begetting the Son. It never started,

it never finished. Well, if you take it that way, the process x really only

means a rx1ttiii relationship, that Jesus is always God, and Jesus is always

the Son. But I don't think the word is very good to es'press that. It

means that some zxtxxxpx people will think that the Son originates

from the Father, of which there is, of course, no Biblical evidence whatever.

The Son was as long as there was a Father. So that I don't like that

particular word.

Well, now, tkx this Council of Chalcedon, then, in 451, put an end

official'y to this controversy. And the whole of the church, which was in

communion together adopted the decision of the council of Chalcedon. That

is to say, all the western churches xcptzthe accepted it, the leadership of

the eastern church accepted it, the church at Const., at Antioch, and the

greater part of the east, accepted it. But in Alex. there were very large

groups who refused to accept it, and there were some groups ± in other

sections, just k as there had been a Nest, church founded through the
more

disagreement with the Cpuncil of Ephesus, or perhaps/through the following

personally of the leaders of Nest. Whichever it was, there was the Nest.

church founded, which became a strong church in the Persian section, and

stretching on through India and China. There was now a church founded

right in the Empire. The Mono. Church. The. (5k-) church of today.

The Church of Egypt which has continued through the ages, though under

Mohammedan overlordhsip and oppression. This coptic iix church still

holds mono, views. And Mono, system continued in groups which were outside of

the body of the church, which was in communion with one another. And so there
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were large Mono. groups, but they did not form one church. They split up

inot a lot of little secti ns and segments, holding various varieties of

the Mono, view. rixx±xx While the standard view that

denies the Mono. altogehter, that there is one single nature, and insists that

there are the two natures of Christ, was the official view of the entire

western church and of that portion of the eastern church which was connected

with the emperors, w and which was in communion with the western church,
official

and has been the/view of all the ff1t great protestant bodies.

(question) But during the Middle Ages practiaaUy all of these churches

became corrupt. And this corruption which proceeded, it is an interesting

thing that the Roman Church and the Greek Orthodox Church were separated

through the Middle Ages quite definitely. They were apart from one another,

while greatly twtxx influenced by one another. But the corruption proceed

in much the same directio& in both of them. And also in most of these other

churches. The corruption, then, was not somebody spreading views over tx

otherE, but a natural tendency, or perhpas a tendency hastened by Satan's

activ ties, a tendency to put your mind on physical specific things, on

forms and ceremonies, instead of t on the belief and on the doctrine. To

put your emphasis on the baptism or the communion rxxwtktxx or some

form of right of ceremony, instead of putting it on the relationship to

Christ, which it only symbolizes. And so the belief in transubstantiation,

the b lief in worship of x±t saints, the use of images, all these things

sprea among all these churches, and z protestant bodies doing missionary

work n Armenia and in Egypt, and in many of these other sections where there

is no church which has continued through, have often found in many portions

of those churches are so shot through with these corruptions that it often

seems best to start right from scratch. Although doubitess they have

inf1ence$d in turn the bodies which they are .............(8k) Some they have

influenced and turned further away from it, some others have been entirely.

But these corriptions have come in.

(question) I would think that, I am not very keen myself on the attitide
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that kxdxwx Jackson takes that this is the Antiochian view, and this is the

Alexandrian view. It seems to me that we have the Scriptural teachings,

then there is what he calls the western view. I think the western view here

is simply seeing what the Scripture says and standing on it. k I don't like

to call it the western view. It is simply taking the Scriptural view in

a simple way, without trying to work out some of the details of it. But it

is true of the Antiochiaris and of the tr Alexqn.drians and all the peple

there that they had a tendency to try to get off on these details and get them

all worked out. And tryh to get a tf1atx ogical. understanding of that

which we don't have the mental power or the data to have a logical rtxt

understanding that is necessary. And my guess would be that a man like

tx Cyrvt of Alexandria would probably be pretty close to the correct

Scriptural viewpoint. But he was giving his emphasis to attacking the errors

in the view which there were quite a number in kt±x Antioch who were

opposing ktxxx the view which went too far in that di'ection. Well, then,

as he fought against this error and pushed against it, he doesn't have much

opportuntiyt or need of zr stressing the fact that we shouldn't go too far

in the direction that he is going. Whether he would have stressed it or not

I txxtx don't know. He died before there w was any chance to find

out. But sometimes it is like pulling on a rope, where you have a tug of

war. And if one side gives way , the other goes way further than it had

dreamed of. I have found that in churches in this country. Jiflj]

I know of a church that had a minister who was an autocrat. And he

was a very able man, but he just declared absolutely everything that should

be done, and the people did what he said, and w that was that. Well, there

were groups of people who left the church, and this group that left the

church were so disgusted with his autocratic way of absolute control that

they establihsed a new church in which they set up a board of elders who ruled

the church and the minister was a hired servant. And the minister would

come to the meeting of the elders, if they happened to invite him. In other

words, he had no power whatever in the church. The elders ruled the church.
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And so you have that extreme in that church. Then I know of 'xxx a man

who was called to t be the minister and he went and they were fine Chi-'stian

people, and he did good service there, but the work was so hampered by their

type of work that he became thoroughly disgusted by it, and when he left he

went to the other extreme. And though he was not the least bit autocratic
root

in type himself, he was convinced that the rxt of all difficulty in the churd

was having the laymen think that they should control the church, And he was

determined that when he took a call to another church it should be specified

in the call that whatever he laid down as minister the church should do.

It is a human tendency to go from one extreme to the other. kx And

it is a warning to all of us, I think. When you are in controversy or in

discussion, or in excitement about some feature of doctrine,

some feature of government, some Iji important matter in life. Whatever it is,

it will be necessary that you stress and push and work to get your point

across. You will have to do it. And that is right. But while you are

doiig it, pause once in a while and think. Now suppose I went out completely,

will it be like a tug of war. xWxx Will we just go to the other direction,

and do something that is worse than the thing we are fighting now. It is

well to stop and watch and in your emphasis to put in guarding statements. And

to try to make sure that when you go against error you don't do the opposite.

Now, Cyril died before Mono. became an issue. Whether Cyril would have

fallen into that error or not we do notxxx know. We have no cause to think

that he would. But his successor, Dioscura, who had stood with him and

fought valiantly against that error, his whole stress was against this
once

error, and/that error was defeated he then took the other extreme. And

probably Cyril wouldn't and perhaps Cyril made a mistake in judgment in

not pausing from time to time to warn Dioscura/ of the fact that while we

are against this error we must be careful not to go in the opposite extreme.

At any rate, after the condemnation of Nest, it is most likely that the

Alexandrians really went t further in error than the Nest, did. Tx

Though it was in the opposite direction. That wouU seem to be the case. And
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they certainly became very enthusiasttc about their viewpoint.

(question) (end of record)

Record ik 150

But at least it would seem that after the condemnation of Nest. most of

us followers in the Antioch region recognized the error of the view for which

he was condem'ned, even though they

might not have all recognized that Nest. x was deserving of much condemnatin.

Well, now, Eut., then, or Mono, ends the christ. controversies as they

existed in the f 4th century. Although the Eut. movement continued

a long time thereafter. Now, I am going, at this point, to make a fourth

point, to briefly mention developments of the next two centuries. Und{er this

heading: M k1tmx Monothelesisin. And that does not properly belong in

this century, it doesn't belong in this century at all. But it is the

continuation of the christ. controversies, and I think it is well to mention

it here. The study of the Monothelite controversy, with all its details and

ramifications, which ran for abott two centuries, and occasioned two

councils, would be a matter which would take us a very very long time, and

we are not going to look at in detail. There are one or two bttztx vital
things/
k±Ex that we are going to talk about, we will noticd when we come to them.

But I want you to see it in its relation to the controversy as a whole. I

think that is what is vital for us. Now, all of you know what monophysits

means, if you know Greek you know what it means, and if you didn't know Greek p

you would have known from my explanation a few minutes ago. And knowning what

monophysitism means, you have no difficulty in knowing what monothelesism

mmxxxx means. t least if you know what the g Greek word Thelos is. You know

what it is. It is the theory of one will. And it is the attempt of the

emperors and some of the leaders in the church of Constan. to win back the

inonophysites, into the church. To win back some of ithese who had left the

church, and wk to satisfy opiniony/ in the church of people who were

strongly influenced by Monophysitism. And an attempt to reach a compromise

p%xt1Ax position. Now, as between two views, very often there is a
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middle groudn that is tka the right ground. If you go too far to the east,

you will never reach Florida. If you go too far west you will never reach R±

Florida, but you will get halfway inbetween, you get the middle ground, and

you. will get% to Florida. But if somebody says we are going to Florida and

starts soith, and somebody else starts north, you don't get a middle ground

between t the two of them for it. In other wxwxx words, a middle

ground between two policies is very often a good thing, but there are places

where it is a bad thing. Between right and wrong there can be no middle gz

ground. Between truth and error there can be no middle ground. But between

two ways of doing a thing, there is often a middle ground that is often

better than either one of them. Now, in this case, it was a question of

txkxx does Christ have two it natures or one. Is He fully God and fully

man, or is He a mixture some way. Well, there is no middle ground. And

to say, no He doesn't have just one nature, he is not monophysite, he has two

natures, but just one of these natures is incomplete, so that in the most

important point He is only one of them is an attempt to compromise. Which

actually is not the truth, and simply leads to confusion and misunderstanding.

And is harmful rather than helpful.

But that was the Monothelite x attempt. They said, let us agree that

Christ has two natures. And then all the westerners, and all the lDmptrx

people who opposed monophysitism should be satisfied. But let us xxx on

the other hand say that He has two natures, but He has only real one, one

operation. Then the people who believe in one nature will see that the most

important part of the nature there is only one anyway. T So they will be

satisfied, and everyone will then be satisfied. And very often on this sort

of a compromise, instead of pleasing everybody, it pleases ix nobody.

Well, in this particular case,some of the leaders in the church in Const.

aTLL some of the emperors put their strong support in bac of this view, and

tried to enforce it. The view that Christ hadonly one will, though He had

two natures.

Well, what kind of a human nature do you have if there is no human will.
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How can you be tempted if there is no human will to be tempted. Certainly

a divine will cannot be tempted. How can lie be tempted in all things

like as we are and have sympathy with us and understanding of oar difficu1ttec

if He does not have a human will. And so those who took the simple state

ment of the Scripture could not fail to see that this attempt at a compromise

was not a compromise, but a confusion. And monothelesism, it was attempted to

send it as an acceptable view for the whole church,and the fifth ecumenical

council, which met a century t later, condemned this attempt. Then it was

attempted over again in another form,ax&x and the sixth ecum. council con

demned that. And so that is the next two ecum. councils. Wt Neither of

them anywhere near as important as the first four, because they were both

held at Const. and as you see they were dealing with a coninuation of the

Monophysite error, a tale of it, a compromise view of point. And the fifth

ecum. council I think you should note the date in your books, that ±z it

is 553, and the sixth is 608. You see that is going ahead a good long distan

from our present point. They are the second and third council of C')nst.

(question) The sixth * council condemned the Monothelesism. And the

fifth council zzxdzmmxdxx condemned an attempt to establish Monothelesism.'

So you see it was the same thing. 1he fifth is usually spoken of as having

cndemned the three chapters, and that is a discussuion which we won't take

the time to go into. There were three chapters put out wk±x to tyr to solve

the controversy. Giving the monothelite view, and the three chapters were

condemned. I think it is sufficient for you to remember that tx (8)

of monothelesism was condemned in the fifth, and mono, as a whole was con

demned in the sixth.

(question) Both were held at Const.

Now, the christ. rx controversies are so important that I want youto

understand them. It would be worth a great deal of time for us to go into

them. art±ztrx Particularly the ones through the first three phases.

And the detailed history of them is very complicated and very interesting,

and that would be worth a great deal of time. ut we have much more to cover
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that is also important, and so I hope that you will get paL'ticularly well

in the material assigned for this in Hodge, which gives a very good treatment

of it. X So I won't take time to further repeat it and go over it in

class, and we'll go on to section E.

And seonE we will caLl the Roman Church in the first half of the fifth

century. Now we have already sair considerable about the Roman church in

the first half of the fifth century. And so about all we need to do here Is

to, we have a few things to acid, but the most important things we have already

dealt with. Not all of it, of course. hut the greater part of it. And

as to the Roman Church in the first quarter of the fifth century, you ar all

aware of the fact a that it did not have any bishop who was particularly
Zosimus

important. e are all aware of that. You know of Innocent and ttx.x

You are aware of them because of our dealings with Aug. 's relationship to

them. And you remember how Innocent condemned Pel. and A ig. said Rome has

x spoken, everybody should listen. And Zosimus said Pel is a good man and

nobody should criticize him, and Aug. said that the bishop made a serious

error. And the first one is quoted and remembered through the Middle Ages.

Hut actually Aug. was glad to have the help of the Roman bishop against

Pci. He wanted all the Ek1xx help he could get. Arid if the Roman bishop

expresses himself in great terms of tremendous power and authority, Aug.

is EARX concerned with the ± vital, matter of the error of Pel. and there

is no need of contradicting the Roman bishop on his rather exalted views of

his own importance. But when the Roman ±k±x bishop takes a position

against x Aug. in favor of Pel., then Aug. doesn't kma hesitate to say

what he thinks. And it is interesting that Zosimus also had a situation
presbyter

right where an African ttp was removed

by a friend of Aug., was removed for serious offences from his position, he

wa given a trial by the Africans, and they decided that he was guilty and

he waz not worthy of his position any more, and he was on trial. And he, then,

appealed to Pope Zosimus in 418, and to Pope Celestine in 424, and he appealed

to these men and asked them to reestablish him. And twx he went to Rome and
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he talked to them, and he was a nice fellow and the bishop of Rome said you

have been mistreated, and it wasn't right, and he wrote a letter. And he
the Council of Nicea has

said to the people, /xxxxxx*t2* declared that the bishopof Rome is supreme

over all churches, and I want to tell you that you should reestablish this

good man whom you have falsely condemned. And the people wrote back and

they said, from Carthage, you are not quoting the JDtxkop council of Nicea

at all, it never passed any such statement. This is a minor council, the

Council 1 of (13), which passed the statement, which is not recognized.

And when they said that the bishop of Rome had to 1'ecognize that they tk were

right on that, so he didn't argue about it. He just let it drop.

(question) And Zosimus quit quoting the Cpuncil of Nicea, because he had

been misquoting it, but he went on saying, I am the leader of the church and

I say you must reestablish this man. And they wrote back and said, the

gift of the Holy Ghost is needful for passing a just judgment, and lie is not

lacking to any province that He can inspire a whole p± province just as well

as a single bishop. And under h15 leadership we have condemned a man and

what right have you got to interfere. And then Pope Celestine, in 424,

atxtk the man. talked with him and Celestine said, my you are a good man, it is

awful to think that the Africans have mistreated you, and he wrote tk to them

arid told them that they should give him a new trial and xxxxxxxxkgxpgtxx'

he sent a legate down there to i±xx listen. A And a council was held in

Carthage in k2k 'which wrote a letter, and this letter is quoted in Schaff,

History .of the Christian Church Vol. III, pages 294 to 295, and in this

letter the Council of Carthage representing the gathering of the bishops

of the church of North Africa goes to Pope Celestine first and said that the

man had asked a new trial and (end of record.)
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this man into the fellowship of the Africans, because he has appealed

to the pope, and been received into the fellowship by him. But this thing ougt

not to have been done. The man himself at last had acknowledged his crime.

The iDppx pope ought not so readily to give audience to those who come from
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Africa to Rome. The vpz pope whould not receive the excommunicated into his

church communion. Whether they be bishops or priests. The assumption of the

appeal to Rome is a trespass to the rights of the African church. kxxwtx

(more quotation)

Well, that was a statement which if any branch of the Roman Catholic

Church today had written, it would find itself in a very very strong

controversy. The attitude of the Roman Catholic x.xx Church today is that

the Pope has final right and authority over all members of the Roman Catholic

Church. But the African Church, with t. Aug. as its leading character, definite

rejected any such action on the part of the pope.

(question) The letter was written to pope Celestine.

Well, now, we come to a man who became bishop of Rome who is one of the

great characters of the ancient church. He is a man who is able to wr±x rank

with the great figures. He is riot as great as Aug., kx1xx he is not as great

as Jerome, kRx1xtxtxtx arx but he might be compared with Ambrose.

Of course he is not a figure in a class with Aug. and Jerome. But he is

head and shoulders above anybody else who

occupied the position of the bishop of Rome prior to 550 A.D. He is the

one great figure who was bishop of Rome in ancient times. Mxx H took the

name of Leo, the lion. And this man Leo I is often called Leo the Great.

xkRxxx!arx1I±tkx And in comparsion with any other bishop of the ancient

Roman church, he was great indeed. He was an able man. He was a man who had

a great influence in the church. And Leo was bishop of Rome, or pope, as the

term was used for many bishops at the time. He was bishop of Rome from 440

to 461. And when he became bishop,xtkxtrtNxx Aug. had been dead ten years,

and the ( AfricaN Church was then t±x entirely under control of the

Yataxxx Vandals, and so oppressed and persecuted there was no longer

any power to do anything.

And the poor miserable people in Africa under Vandal supremacy looking

anywhere for help that they could get, wrote to Pope Leo and siad, we would

like you to give us some aid and help in our situation. And Leo wrote and
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siad, I am glad that you at last recognize the great supremacy of the bisho

of Rome. And you recognize my leadership, and so on. And he went ahea d and
could take

took the strongest position that a bishop and he sent them some

charity for their difficulty situation. And they were so bad off they were

only too glad to receive it, and they thanked him for it.

And so, Schaff said that Leo is the first bishop of Rome who succeeded

in extending the authority of Rome into another continent than Europe.
had

Ma"y kx tried to do it, as you have noticed, but none had succeeded. But

now the church of North Africa under the Vandal control was in such a situation

that they were very glad to get any help that they could, to rt relieve

themseif in any way they could get it. And no great figure like Agxx Aug.

was still there. And so he established a complete control over the African

Church, which, however didn't amount to much, because the African church was

so completely under the Vandal mistreatment and for zx before many centuries

was overrun by the Mohammedans. And became just a very small persecuted group.

But Leo was a man who had a very great feeling of his own xx personal

unworthiness and of his personal sin and need of a Saviour,but who combined

with it a tremendous idea of the position of the bishop of Rome, as the

leading city of the world. The city which was not only the great conqueror

of the world, but also the city in which the greatest of tha postles had died.

And so Leo felt very unworthy to become the bisho of Rome,zx but he felt that

he was taking a position which was the greatest position in the

Christian world. And this one of the great men of the time kzx having

such an idea of the position, gave the position an exaltation, i such as

it had never had before. And Leo had more idea and understanding of

doctrine than any bishop of xTx Rome ever before. There had been, youv'e

noticed, x xxxt xtl that the bishop of Rome is just

as apt to be on the wrong side as ± on the right side of a controversy.

Leo was a man of clear discernment, clear understanding, who studied this

matter of the Person of Christ, and xx expressed it in his letter t to the

archbishop of Constantinople very very clearly. So well, that his statement
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was taken almost verbatum into the gfrx confession of the Council of

xxatx Chalcedon, and it was accepted by the Christian church ever

since.

It would be strange indeed if a great city like Rome did not have occasior

ally a great man, as head of the church in the area. And the whole Christian

world acknowledges tkx the debt they owe to this bishop of the City of Rome

in writing this excellent statement, which was adopted bybbhe Council of

Chalcedon. But it is mxdx unfortunate that along with that went such an

idea of the right and power of the bishop of Rome, that his activity and his

ability conduced and laid a foundation for the axxtatx exalted claim of

the church in the Middle Ages.

Well, we will continue there Friday morning (break in record)




. underneath wer e accompanied by the two apostles in the sky. Now

that is Raphael's beautiful picture. It is well worth seeing. But my personal

guess is what actually happened is that Leo!1 went out and went t' the camp

which showed considerable courage, because this wild heathen mailrauder might

very well have held the bishop for ransom, or he might have tortured him, you

can't tell what he might have done. But very often a man who goes with

courage into a difficult situation, x very often he is able to accomplish

what a man of trepidation and hesitation could never begin to o. And Leo was

such a man, of tremendous character. And then he got there, and he evidently

knew how to appeal to them, what to say, how to 9o it. Just how he diri it

we don't know. Perhaps it was some appeal to his superstition. Perhaps

some appeal to his fear. Perhaps he pointed out that Adula, forty years be'o'e,

had plundered Rome and that within a month after he was dead. Perhaps he said

that there was a curse on ±ix anyone who would plunder Rome. 1That he said

we don't know. How he did it. But he had real courage and real force of

character that enabled him to do this. And it att±x contributed to the

attitude of the Romans to becoming more and more to recognize the bishop of
Rome as
/the outstanding character in the city. The highest official in the city, and

of course this easily became to be the case since the emperor, ConstantIne,
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had moved his headquarters to Constantinople. And ±xwaxx sometimes there

was a western emperor, axd somewhere else in Italy, and sometLmes there

was a representatLe. ut Rome was no longer the real seat of the emperor.

And yet it was the most ancient and powerful city in the western world.

Well, now, they make much of this. But three years later there is not
Genseric

so much said about the fact. Three years later the Vandals catne,.ixxxxct1

led his army north from Africa. attacked Italy, and he did plunder Rome.

Now there is not so much said about that. This is a great dramatic deliverance

from Adula, and was a tremendous service to the city. And yet even there Leo

seems to t have been of service. Schaff says that Lao obtained from Genseric

the promise that he would spare the city the inflictions of murder and fire.

He went to Genseric, who had plundered all of North Africa, and he tried to get

him not to plunder :ome, and evidently failed. But he did succeed in getting

him to promise that they would not murder the people,and they wouldn't burn

the buildings. Well, it was a terrible thing to be plundered, bit not nearly

as terrible if they a had done what they might very well have done, had doubt

less done in many African cities, set fire to the buildings, and ruthlessly

murdered the people. ax And so he did a great service there,most likely.

We don't know much about it. The other was such a spectacular thing, that it

is what is stressed, and there is not much said about this.

But Genseric subjected the city of ome to a fourteen-day pilage. And

for fourteen days his followers went through the buildings of -,Rome carrying

off whatever they could lay their hands on, that seemed attractive to them,

and the enormous spoils they carried down to Africa where they had settled.

And this was a terrific disaster to Rome, though of course nothing like it would

have been if they had actually burned the buildings and murdered the people.

Rome for seven centuries, till 410 A.D. had never been entered by an

&rtri horde. And I don't suppose that there is a city in continental

Europe today of which it could be said that for seven centuries it had not

been pilaged or maurauded by anyone. I don't suppose that there is any one.

But Rome had not been for seven centuries, until 410. But at 410 to have
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this great destruction and invasion by Alleric, and again now by Genseric in

455. And then the fact that Adula was kept from the city and seems more or

less to have ± axx± ax disappeared. And yet, of course, if Adula

and the wild savages had destroyed them it would have been a far worse des

truction, doubtless, than what Genseric did. After tkxx Geneenic departed,

Leo was able to organize people to alleviate the destitution and the suffering

and to restore the churches. And all of this, of course, contributed to

the great fame which he had, which he fully deserved, but also to the

prestige and standing of his position of

bishop of Rome. And it seems strange, when we realize it, that for 150

years after his death, no other man of real ability occupied the seat of

bishop of Rome.

Now there is one otherthing which I perhaps should mat mention about

Leo. And that is that there was a bishop in France named )t±t1arx Hhlary

of Aries. And Hilary of Aries was a very able bishop trix±xRrxxx

there in France, and a man who had a great idea of his power and authority

ma certain section of France, and of his responsibility (end of record)
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....and he ordered him removed. And this man went down to see Leo and

asked Leo to have him rxxxxrtxx restored, and Leo gave an order to tell

the bishop to restore him and Hilary paid no attention to the order, and

Hilany declared that X±tayx Leo had no authority to interfere at all, and

Hilary declared that the man should not be restored to the bishopric.

Hilary walked down to Rome to see Leo to try to persuade Leo not to interfere

in the thing, and Leo in anger seized Hilary and put him in pro prison.

And Hilary escaped from prison and made his way back to Aries, and so r far

as we know there was no reconciliation ever between the two men. But it

was a case where Leo tried to establish his authority over another area dnd

and failed. But Hilary was recognized as a great saint, and in the Roman

Calendar he himself, along with Leo, are two of the great saints in the

Roman Catholic Church. No man today mt the Roman Cathiic Church z who
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resisted the pope's authority in this way could be celebrated as a saint.

Fe would be cast out of the church altogether. It shows how Leo's great

pretentions while they were recognized in some quarters, were far from

recognized in others, and those in Rome who claimed these pretentions were

so far from feeling confident of them that they did not altogether turn against

the man who denied them completely. As they would today.

(question) Yes, the bishop that he tried to r xtattkx reestablish,

there was sort of a shifting position there, and how it finally ended up I don't

know. The thing that history books are most concerned with is the relation

between Hilary and Leo. And of course on that, too, it is hard to get

precise facts, because the writing of it since has been colored by people's

own attitudes. This we know, that Hilary and Leo had a strong disagreement,

that Hilary refused to recognize Leo's power. And as we ax also know that

litlary is recognized as a great saint in the Roman Catholic Church. Now some

one may say, later on Hilary acknowledged the Pope's authority, surrendered

to it and submitted to it. But the nterestng thing is that if anybody

wants to say that, they have absolutely no ancient evidence ± on which to

base it. There is no ancient statement to that effect. The last fifteen

years of Hilary's life we just have nothing said about.

(question)

Well, now, at this point I want to make a sharp change in our church

history. It is like the lillustration I t±xx mentioned yesterday,

the crossing of the Atlantic Ocean, and coming into North merica. There is

maybe a little question where the Atlantic ends and where North Ai±x America

begins. You come in from Boston, you draw a line southfrom Boston and

you will be quite a long distance out in the ocean. Y'u come into Long Island,

you see Long Island, and you think that you have reached North America, and

yet you go on for over one hundred miles before you reach New York, on the

ocean liner. Afe you still in the Atlantic, or are you already in North

America. There may be a little question as to where the point of tran7sition

is, but the difference between, there are bays and inlets from the ocean, and
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there are parts of the land that reach out. But yet there is a fairly narrow

area compared to the whole of the zzaanqx ocean and all of the land. Mxtiatx

It is that way with the time before and after. So much so that I am going to

call everything that we have done this year part one of church history,

and entitled what we do the rest of what we do this year part two. And the

two parts are just as different as the Atlantic øaaxxxx Ocean and North

America. From viewpoint of church history or of any history, there is a

change which doesn't take place exactly at 450, but which is taking place JDHfrEK

before and after, but I think you can very easily say that 450 would be like

the coast, with some things reaching back and some things reaching forward.

Ztzazrwzp2azez It is the place between ancient church history and medieval

zx church history. Or between ancient and medieval history. Unfortunately

most history books do not place it right there. Some will say it is Boo.

Some will will say it is 600. I think they are showing very poor t judgment

when they base it at one of these later dates. But it doesn't matter

particularly. What they do is to simply ignore the next zpx couple hundred

years. Because actually, these events that occur between 450 and 600 or 800

are a at part of the beginning of the greMiddle Ages. Except for the
monothelite

1it controversy. I looked ahead to that because that is the

continuation of the end of the christological controversies.

And now the difference between these two periods. The period we have

looked at, now, running to 451. This period of 350 years of church history,

or t 320 years after the death of Christ. The first hundred years of which

we know little. So really it is about 200 years. 200 or 250 years. We

have spent a lot of t± time on it. It is a very important section of chuech

history. Then, as far as we protestants are concerned, you could almost skip

from there right over to 1500. Because most everything that is vital to

us comes after 1500. Or else before 450. As far as we are concerned, the

developments in between from 450 to 1500, most of them are developments in

a direction from which we have xzmpR completely retreated. And developments

which affect us only as we see them represented in the Roman Catholic Church.



And that same thing is true of history in general. Modern history, its roots

do not go back much further than 1500. There are roots in art and 'Literature

aid so on, but I would say that 98 of that which influences us in r our

daily lives has come since 1500.

So that for our purpose here, it is not necessary that we look at the

1000 years with at±gx anything like the detail k1x with which we have look

ed at this 250 years. Not with anything like it. It is vital that we have

an idea of the events in that period. It is vital, because there are certain

things which are important in our modern age which reflect back to it. It

is vital because so much of the Roman Catholic goes back to it. It is ita1

because it IS the break, it is the transition. Personally I feel that this

transition that this break was unnecessary. I feel that the whole Middle

Ages was unnecessary. I think that it is the fault of the Christian church.

.hat the Christian church, "-while the men were doing a very great service in

4L-1heir careful study of theology, in their extension of the church, In their

development of the, church like they were doing,' it was a very great service.

Yet, I fell that if the emphasis had been put on the central features of

the teaching of Christ, onthe importance of individual acceptance of Christ,

and the ttzxxx relation of the individual to Ibm, and tIe way that it

hou1d show forth n his life, and in his activity. I fool that the Middle

Ages might, perhpas, have been skipped altogether. I don't know. Vartous booi

give various attempts to accotn for 2 the fact that we had the Middle Ages.

And some will point to weakness ii defying the Roman EmpTre and so or. Well,

those features wce slrays present. They continued OVCL a long time. omc

of the 2x features that they will mention stite5 400 years before the

beginning of the Middle Ages. I think ax actually there is only one thing

that accounts for the Middle Ages, and that is the incoming of the barbarians.

a a great migration which accounts for it. y

Well, now, some history books will say, how many were these barbarians

who came in. Arid they will try to figure, and when they figure it is not

such a trerendcus number, when you think of the west Goths coming down tx
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rkigxtxx through the eastern part of the empi'e, they came into Italy,

under Alleric, and they marched clown through Ital. Ti1oy went back fro-(.1 It

up into France. '-,id then they were driven from France down into atr., i

then they settled n Spain. Well, you don't take terrific tremendous

numbers of people and do all that wandering around. And the fact of the

matter probably is that the groups that came in were fairly large, bet they

were not tre'rcndously large. They probably weue small in proportion to

the population which they conquered. And with which they eventually rnixec3.

Their influence upon the population was perfectly t tremendo s. Eut their

nubers were not so. And then Robinson in his Hto of Western Europe

says, during tiie previous four centuries, hundreds of thousands of baraharLans

had been peacefully received into the Roman Eupire and had become citizens of

:t. The fact is that for the previous four hundred years, there had been

a gradaul infiltration, or for perhaps 600 years. And these people, gxx

from outside the Empire coming into the Empire, and they mx were brought in

and given, originally they were part of the Roman army. And gradually

they would drift from it out into civil life. They tookx on Roman customs,

Roman life, and settled down and became citizens in every way. And now you

have simply a large group of them coming in, not subject to Roman power,

becoming supreme, and plundering and pilaging. And the result of their' ac

tivity was that the txxxxxx civilization of the ancient world was to

a large extent forgotten. And what the Christian Church had already begun to

do was for people to turn against the world and go off into the desert, and

live a life of devotion. Or to go into the monasteries and there to live a

life of devotion and study, and to have little respect for the world outside.

Now most of your history books will tell you that it is a wonderful thing

that through the Middle Ages learning was kept min alive in the monasteries.

But in the monasteries they preserved something of the civilization of

the Roman Empire, they kept alive learning, they kept alive the knowledge

of Christianity. Now all that is true. But one cannot help but think, just

as xTxa1x I said, if A i.g. instead of being quite so intent on bringing the
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Donatits into the ne big church, had given that energy into trying to train

the Citholics and the Donatists to be better Christians so that they might

meet the Vandals, in a stronger way and have a greater personal ±itrx

influence upon them, who knows whether the Vndlas might not have been con

verted and a Christian k± kingdom of North Africa been established

which might have been ablel b last through the ages.

Well, similarly, if this great ionastic movement, which was well undr

way in the latter part of the time before the beginning of the Middle Ages,

had been able to tixtkx be turned back and the people who were going

out of the world to try to escape from the wickedness of the world by going

into the desert or into the monasteries, had instead been brought into

schools and trained them to go out into the world to preach the gospel and to

reach people with the truth, who knows but what these groups of xptx

people who came in, most of whom were already converted to A iantsm, might

have been led to take a peaceful Christian attitude, which would have resulted

in the events which have come since 1500 A.D., largely coming right after

450. And the whole pzxtdzx period of the Middle Ages would be skipped, as far

as history is concerned. Personally I think that it was entirely possible th

hit might have happened. I see no reason why it shouldn't have.

But the fact is, of course, that it did not. The fact is that this world

is Satan's wkx world, and Satan is the prince of this world. And that no

matter how fine and splendid the thing that you seem to be developing, you

must not be surp±ised when txx trxtx Satan enters in, in some subtle

undermining way, and tries to turn it in a different direction from that in

which you are leading it. It is the situation ± of the world in which Satan

is in control, and which it is the Lord's will not to enable to r±tx

Christianize the world, but rather to have us witness to the truth and

gather out of the world B]X such as shall be saved. And to that extent,

you might say k it affects the monastic idea, we gather them out of the

world. But we feel that if we gather them out of the world it is to send

them back into the world to lead others out. Rather than putting them off
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by themselves somewhere.

11e11, under these circumstances, then, I do not think that I have divded

the year wrongly in taking this much of the year on part one, and having

only the week that is left to deal with 1000 years of xkx Christian histor-.

I don't feel that is the case. If we had an additional semester, I would

not spend the whole additional semester on the Middle Ages. I might spend

another third of it on the Middle Ages, but I certain1 wouldn't spend tx two-

thirds of it on getting more time for the period since 1500 (end of record)

Record 153

And we will have to move a bit rapidly to get an idea. There is no

point in trying to have you get this clear understanding of all details,

they are interesting and you could spend your lifetime studying the Middle

Ages. It is aN extremely fascinating study, but it is not r particularly

important for us. But I think it is important for us to get its main

trends, its principal features. And even if you had a whole course on

medieval history, my guess is that you might be a little bit hazy in

your mxtzxx clear apprehension of its clear features. And the relation% of

the main features to one another. xtfxxxkaxxtkx So, if you have had

it, I think the rest of this semester could be very ,r xx!r±tt profitable
features

to you, and if you have had none, I hope to give you the main twaxtKrz clearly

enough so that the mass of detail won't confuse you on it. We will not

have time to study individualsxzttr as much as we have had in the past, and

I don't like to do that, because history is, in my mind, the study of

individuals.

(question) Well, I am going to give you the general ideas in the

lectures, and I can give you any number of references that you want on a

particular section tx or phase. But I don't know of any particular book

that gives just a general idea of the whole thing. I will give you the

political summary and I could give you a suggestion for any notes you take

on particular things you would like to study. But for the general summary

of the political situation, that is what I am going to take up as T number I now.
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Under part II, 451 to 15OQ A.D., ut number I is a survey of the

political history. Under that A is the great migration. And it is the

great migrations which produce the Middle Ages. It was not produced because

blood of an inferior kind was brought in. That is not the fact. The

Roman blood is in no way superorJ to Germanic blood, and the Roman blood

at that time was abundantly mixed with Germanic blood, z for Germanic

peoples had been coming in in great numbers. But there was a coming in of

a great number of people without Roman civilizatio n. And without any

power to hold them under until they would acquire Roman civilization. That

is what it was. It resulted in disorganization, in a complete disorganization.

You had in ancient times, different groups in different places with t

their own cities, their own towns and their own establishments. And then

the Romans conquered them all. And txwtx now frx for centuries you
Ireland

had had a Roman Empire stretching almost from India to krtt. And you had

this whole area under Roman control so that you could travel freely throughout

the empire, there had come to be a general unity of culture and viewpoint,

and of commerce, and a large measure of reedom throughout the empire.

And now this empire, the western portion of this empire, is forged across

by group after group, r marauding, pilaging, estblishing themselves some

where, moving to xx another place, and the whole of the ordinary political

situation is i±px disrupted. And the result is that education and general

culture rtx dropped back a thousand years. Not that the people were in

any way inferior, but that people who were untrained secured the power

without difficulty, and without any organized plan or system. They seized

things, they secured the power. Gradually as they settled down they came

under the influence of the Roman civilization, but they had destroyed a

great deal of it by this time.

Well now, these migrations began, we notice, with the coming of the

Visigoths from the west. It begins about 380 actually. But it is about

450 that it reaches the point where iii the Middle Ages can be said

really to have started. We have had these migrations, we've had these marchings
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and counter marchings, and conquests and all that between 380 and 450.

xxx By 450 the thing was pretty well under way. Now, these migrations

came into the Roman Empire, into all sections of it. One section into which

they came was kr±ttaix Britain. Britain was the center of the g high

civilization. Constantine was declabed emperor in Britain. x±t±x

Britain had been converted to Christianity r fairly early, we don't know

just EkX when. We have comparatively little remains of those early times.

But shortly after kOO A.D. the Roman soldiers withdrew from Britain.

And they told the peple in Britain, we have not sufficient force now to

protect Rome and also protect you, so we are going to have to leave.

And the people of Britain had been held for kOO years, nearly, under the

Roman power, had been forced to be peaceful, there was no fighting in

sections among themselves, they had not learned war, they had forgotten about

war. The Roman t±x soldiers had protected them. Some of them , of course,

went into the Army, but most of them ± didn't. And now they were left. And

the Romans had been protecting them from the wild tribes to the north,

and the Romans had built a w wall just north of the southern third of

Scotland. They had built this wall to keep the Highlanders out, and

the people there who the Romans had held out for 400 years began to make

excursions, and some of the Britains thought that some of these Germanic

tribes could give them some protection. Whether they actually invited

them in, or what we don't know.
( /')
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